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EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio — Class IB Shares

Investment Objective: Seeks to achieve long-term capital appreciation and current income.

FEES AND EXPENSES OF THE PORTFOLIO

The following table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy, hold, and sell shares of the Portfolio. The
table below does not reflect any fees and expenses associated with variable life insurance contracts and variable annuity
certificates and contracts (“Contracts”), which would increase overall fees and expenses. See the Contract prospectus for a
description of those fees and expenses.
Shareholder Fees
(fees paid directly from your investment)

Not applicable.

Annual Portfolio Operating Expenses
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)

EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio
Class IA
Shares

Class IB
Shares

Class K
Shares

Management Fee1 0.09% 0.09% 0.09%
Distribution and/or Service Fees (12b-1 fees)1 0.25% 0.25% 0.00%
Other Expenses1 0.17% 0.17% 0.17%
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses1 0.60% 0.60% 0.60%
Total Annual Portfolio Operating Expenses1 1.11% 1.11% 0.86%
1 The fees and expenses shown in the table are based on amounts incurred by the Portfolio’s predecessor, which was managed by the Adviser and

had a substantially identical investment objective, policies and strategies as the Portfolio. The predecessor portfolio merged into the Portfolio in a
shell reorganization on November 12, 2023, and the Portfolio succeeded to the accounting and performance histories of the predecessor
portfolio.

Example

This example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the Portfolio with the cost of investing in other
portfolios. The example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Portfolio for the periods indicated, that your investment has
a 5% return each year, and that the Portfolio’s operating expenses remain the same. This example does not reflect any
Contract-related fees and expenses, including redemption fees (if any) at the Contract level. If such fees and expenses were
reflected, the total expenses would be higher. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these
assumptions, whether you redeem or hold your shares, your costs would be:

1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years

Class IA Shares $113 $353 $612 $1,352
Class IB Shares $113 $353 $612 $1,352
Class K Shares $ 88 $274 $477 $1,061

PORTFOLIO TURNOVER

The Portfolio will not incur transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells shares of the Underlying Portfolios
(or “turns over” its portfolio), but it could incur transaction costs if it were to buy and sell other types of securities directly. If
the Portfolio were to buy and sell other types of securities directly, a higher portfolio turnover rate could indicate higher
transaction costs. Such costs, if incurred, would not be reflected in annual fund operating expenses or in the example, and
would affect the Portfolio’s performance. The portfolio turnover rate of the Portfolio’s predecessor during its most recent
fiscal year was 9% of the average value of its portfolio.
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INVESTMENTS, RISKS, AND PERFORMANCE

Principal Investment Strategy

The Portfolio is managed by Equitable Investment Management Group, LLC (“EIM” or “Adviser”). The Portfolio pursues its
investment objective by investing in other mutual funds (“Underlying Portfolios”) managed by the Adviser or Equitable
Investment Management, LLC, an affiliate of the Adviser, and sub-advised by one or more investment sub-advisers. The
Portfolio invests approximately 50% of its assets in the equity asset class and approximately 50% of its assets in the fixed
income asset class through investments in Underlying Portfolios. Subject to this asset allocation target, the Portfolio generally
invests its assets in a combination of Underlying Portfolios that would result in the Portfolio being invested in the following
asset categories in the approximate target investment percentages shown in the chart below.

Foreign Equity Securities 15%
Large Cap Equity Securities 20%
Small/Mid Cap Equity Securities 15%
Investment Grade Bonds 45%
High Yield (“Junk”) Bonds 5%

The target allocations to the investment grade and high yield bond asset categories may include securities of both U.S. and
foreign issuers. The Portfolio is not limited with respect to the maturity or duration of the fixed income securities in which it
invests. The high yield bond asset category generally includes fixed income securities rated at least CC by Standard & Poor’s
Global Ratings or Fitch, Inc. or at least Ca by Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. or, if unrated, deemed to be of comparable
quality by the Underlying Portfolio’s Adviser or sub-adviser. Actual allocations between asset classes and among asset
categories can deviate from the amounts shown above by up to 15% of the Portfolio’s assets. The Underlying Portfolios in
which the Portfolio may invest have been selected to represent what the Adviser believes is a reasonable spectrum of
investment options for the Portfolio.

In addition, the Portfolio may invest in Underlying Portfolios that tactically manage equity exposure. When market volatility is
increasing above specific thresholds, such Underlying Portfolios may reduce their equity exposure. During such times, the
Portfolio’s exposure to equity securities may be significantly less than if it invested in a traditional equity portfolio and the
Portfolio may deviate significantly from its asset allocation targets. Although the Portfolio’s investment in Underlying
Portfolios that tactically manage equity exposure is intended to reduce the Portfolio’s overall risk, it could result in periods of
underperformance, even during periods when the market is rising. Volatility management techniques could reduce potential
losses and/or mitigate financial risks to insurance companies that provide certain benefits and guarantees available under
the Contracts and offer the Portfolio as an investment option in their products. Accordingly, volatility management
techniques could also benefit the insurance companies by reducing the risk that the insurance companies will be required to
pay amounts to meet the benefits and guarantees from their own resources. The Portfolio may invest in Underlying Portfolios
that employ derivatives (including futures contracts) for a variety of purposes, including to reduce risk, to seek enhanced
returns from certain asset classes, and to leverage exposure to certain asset classes.

The Adviser has based the asset allocation target and target investment percentages for the Portfolio on a variety of factors,
including the degree to which it believes the Underlying Portfolios, in combination, are appropriate for the Portfolio’s
investment objective. The Adviser may change the asset allocation targets, the target investment percentages and the
particular Underlying Portfolios in which the Portfolio invests without notice or shareholder approval. The Adviser may sell
the Portfolio’s holdings for a variety of reasons, including to invest in an Underlying Portfolio that the Adviser believes offers
superior investment opportunities.

Principal Risks

An investment in the Portfolio is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation or any other government agency. The value of your investment may fall, sometimes sharply, and you could lose
money by investing in the Portfolio. There can be no assurance that the Portfolio will achieve its investment objective.

The Portfolio is also subject to the risks associated with the investments of the Underlying Portfolios; please see the
“Underlying Portfolios” section of the Portfolio’s Prospectus for additional information about these risks.

The following risks can negatively affect the Portfolio’s performance. The most significant risks as of the date of this
Prospectus are presented first, followed by additional principal risks in alphabetical order. In this section, the term “Portfolio”
may include the Portfolio, an Underlying Portfolio, or both.
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Market Risk — The Portfolio is subject to the risk that the securitiesmarkets will move down, sometimes rapidly and unpredictably,
based on overall economic conditions and other factors, which may negatively affect Portfolio performance. Securities markets
alsomay experience long periods of decline in value. The value of a security can bemore volatile than themarket as a whole and
can perform differently from themarket as a whole. Any issuer of securities may perform poorly, causing the value of its securities
to decline. Poor performance may be caused by a variety of factors, such as poor management decisions; reduced demand for
the issuer’s goods or services; competitive pressures; negative perception in the marketplace; loss of major customers; strategic
initiatives such asmergers or acquisitions and themarket response to any such initiatives; and the historical and prospective earnings
of the issuer. The value of a security alsomay decline due to general market conditions, such as real or perceived adverse economic
or political conditions, inflation rates and/or investor expectations concerning such rates, changes in interest rates, recessions, or
adverse investor sentiment generally. During a general downturn in the securities markets, multiple asset classes may decline in
value simultaneously. Evenwhen securitiesmarkets performwell, there canbeno assurance that the investments held by the Portfolio
will increase in value along with the broadermarket. Changes in the financial condition of (or other event affecting) a single issuer
can impact an individual sector or industry, or the securitiesmarkets as awhole. The value of a security alsomaydecline due to factors
that affect a particular sector or industry.

Geopolitical events, including acts of terrorism, tensions, war or other open conflicts between nations, or political or economic
dysfunction within some nations that are global economic powers ormajor producers of oil, may lead to overall instability in world
economies andmarkets generally and have led, andmay in the future lead, to increasedmarket volatility andmay have adverse
long-term effects. World markets, or those in a particular region, may all react in similar fashion to important economic, political
orotherdevelopments. Events suchasenvironmental andnatural disastersorother catastrophes, public health crises (suchasepidemics
and pandemics), social unrest, and cybersecurity incidents, and governments’ reactions (or failure to react) to such events, could
cause uncertainty in themarkets andmay adversely affect the performance of the global economy. Impacts from climate change
may include significant risks to global financial assets and economic growth. The extent and duration of such events and resulting
market disruptions could be substantial and couldmagnify the impact of other risks to the Portfolio. The value and liquidity of the
Portfolio’s investments may be negatively affected by developments in other countries and regions, whether or not the Portfolio
invests in securities of issuers located in or with significant exposure to the countries or regions directly affected.

Changes in government or central bank policies andpolitical, diplomatic andother events within theUnited States and abroad could
cause uncertainty in themarkets, may affect investor and consumer confidence, andmay adversely impact financial markets and
thebroader economy, perhaps suddenly and to a significant degree. Highpublic debt in theUnited States andother countries creates
ongoing systemic and market risks and policymaking uncertainty and may negatively affect economic conditions and the value
of markets, sectors and companies in which the Portfolio invests.

In addition,markets andmarket participants are increasingly reliant on information data systems. Inaccurate data, software or other
technology malfunctions, programming inaccuracies, unauthorized use or access, and similar circumstances may impair the
performance of these systems and may have an adverse impact upon a single issuer, a group of issuers, or the market at large.

Asset Allocation Risk — The Portfolio’s investment performance depends upon how its assets are allocated across various asset
classes andhow its assets are investedwithin those asset classes. Someasset classes and investmentsmayperformbelowexpectations,
or below the securities markets generally, over short and extended periods. The allocation strategies used and the allocation and
investment decisions made could cause the Portfolio to lose value and may not produce the desired results.

Equity Risk — In general, the values of stocks and other equity securities fluctuate, and sometimes widely fluctuate, in response
to changes in a company’s financial condition as well as general market, economic and political conditions and other factors. Stock
markets tend to run in cycles, with periods when stock prices generally go up and periods when stock prices generally go down.
However, stockmarkets also canmove up anddown rapidly and unpredictably. In addition, common stock pricesmay beparticularly
sensitive to rising interest rates, which increase borrowing costs and the costs of capital. The Portfoliomay experience a significant
or complete loss on its investment in an equity security.

Interest Rate Risk — Changes in interest ratesmay affect the yield, liquidity and value of investments in income producing or debt
securities. Changes in interest rates alsomay affect the value of other securities.When interest rates rise, the value of the Portfolio’s
debt securities generally declines. Conversely, when interest rates decline, the value of the Portfolio’s debt securities generally rises.
Typically, the longer the maturity (i.e., the term of a debt security) or duration (i.e., a measure of the sensitivity of a debt security
to changes in market interest rates, based on the entire cash flow associated with the security) of a debt security, the greater the
effect a change in interest rates could have on the security’s price. Thus, the sensitivity of the Portfolio’s debt securities to interest
rate risk will increase the greater the duration of those securities. Changes in government or central bankmonetary policymay have
a substantial and immediate impact on interest rates, which could result in losses to the Portfolio.
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Credit Risk — The Portfolio is subject to the risk that the issuer or guarantor of a fixed income security, or the counterparty to a
transaction, is unable or unwilling, or is perceived as unable or unwilling, tomake timely interest or principal payments or otherwise
honor its obligations, or defaults completely, whichmay cause the Portfolio’s holdings to lose value. The downgrade of a security’s
credit ratingmaydecrease its value. Lower credit quality alsomay lead to greater volatility in the price of a security andmaynegatively
affect a security’s liquidity. The credit quality of a security candeteriorate suddenly and rapidly. ThePortfoliomayexperiencea significant
or complete loss on a fixed income security or a transaction.

VolatilityManagement Risk — The Portfoliomay invest from time to time in Underlying Portfoliosmanaged by the Adviser that
may employ various volatility management techniques or make strategic adjustments to their asset mix (such as by using futures
andoptions tomanage equity exposure). Although these actions are intended to reduce the overall risk of investing in anUnderlying
Portfolio, theymay not work as intended andmay result in losses by an Underlying Portfolio, and in turn, the Portfolio, or periods
of underperformance, particularly duringperiodswhenmarket values are increasingbutmarket volatility is highorwhenanUnderlying
Portfolio has reduced its equity exposure but market changes do not impact equity returns adversely to the extent predicted by
the Adviser.

The result of any volatility management strategy will be subject to the Adviser’s ability to correctly assess the degree of correlation
between the performance of the relevantmarket index and themetrics used by the Adviser tomeasuremarket volatility. Since the
characteristics of many securities change asmarkets change or time passes, the result of any volatility management strategy also
will be subject to theAdviser’s ability to continually recalculate, readjust, and execute volatilitymanagement techniques in an efficient
manner. In addition, market conditions change, sometimes rapidly and unpredictably, and the Adviser may be unable to execute
the volatility management strategy in a timely manner or at all.

The Adviser to the Underlying Portfolios uses proprietary modeling tools to implement the volatility management strategy. If the
proprietarymodeling tools prove to be flawed or for other reasons do not produce the desired results, any decisions based on the
modeling tools may expose an Underlying Portfolio, and in turn, the Portfolio, to additional risks and losses. The use of modeling
tools has inherent risks, and the success of using amodeling tool depends, among other things, on the accuracy and completeness
of the tool’s development, implementation andmaintenance; on the tool’s assumptions andmethodologies; and on the accuracy
and reliability of the inputs and output of the tool. The Adviser from time to time may make changes to its proprietary modeling
tools that do not require shareholder notice.

Moreover, volatilitymanagement strategiesmay expose anUnderlying Portfolio, and in turn, the Portfolio, to costs, such as increased
portfolio transaction costs, which could cause or increase losses or reduce gains. In addition, it is not possible tomanage volatility
fully or perfectly. Futures contracts andother instruments used in connectionwith the volatilitymanagement strategyarenot necessarily
held by an Underlying Portfolio to hedge the value of the Underlying Portfolio’s other investments and, as a result, these futures
contracts and other instruments may decline in value at the same time as the Underlying Portfolio’s other investments.

Any one ormore of these factors could prevent anUnderlying Portfolio fromachieving the intended volatilitymanagement or could
cause an Underlying Portfolio, and in turn, the Portfolio, to underperform or experience losses (some of whichmay be sudden or
substantial) or volatility for any particular period thatmay be higher or lower. In addition, the use of volatilitymanagement techniques
may not protect against market declines and may limit an Underlying Portfolio’s, and thus the Portfolio’s, participation in market
gains, even during periods when themarket is rising. Volatility management techniques, when implemented effectively to reduce
the overall risk of investing in an Underlying Portfolio, may result in underperformance by an Underlying Portfolio. For example,
if an Underlying Portfolio has reduced its overall exposure to equities to avoid losses in certainmarket environments, the Underlying
Portfolio may forgo some of the returns that can be associated with periods of rising equity values. An Underlying Portfolio’s
performance, and therefore the Portfolio’s performance,may be lower than similar funds where volatilitymanagement techniques
are not used.

Risks Related to Investments in Underlying Portfolios —When the Portfolio invests in an Underlying Portfolio, it will indirectly
bear its proportionate share of the fees and expenses incurred by the Underlying Portfolio. These fees and expenses are in addition
to the advisory fees and other expenses that the Portfolio and its shareholders bear directly in connection with the Portfolio’s own
operations. As a result, the Portfolio’s shareholders will be subject to two layers of fees and expenses with respect to investments
in the Portfolio. The cost of investing in the Portfolio, therefore,may be higher than the cost of investing in amutual fund that invests
directly in individual stocks and bonds. The Portfolio’s performance depends upon a favorable allocation by the Adviser among
theUnderlyingPortfolios, aswell as theabilityof theUnderlyingPortfolios togenerate favorableperformance. TheUnderlyingPortfolios’
investment programsmay not be complementary, which could adversely affect the Portfolio’s performance. The Portfolio’s net asset
value is subject to fluctuations in the net asset values of the Underlying Portfolios in which it invests. The Portfolio is also subject to
the risks associated with the securities or other investments in which the Underlying Portfolios invest, and the ability of the Portfolio
tomeet its investment objective will directly depend on the ability of the Underlying Portfolios tomeet their respective investment
objectives. The Portfolio and the Underlying Portfolios are subject to certain general investment risks, includingmarket risk, asset
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class risk, issuer-specific risk, investment style risk, portfoliomanagement risk, and regulatory risk. In addition, to the extent thePortfolio
invests in Underlying Portfolios that invest in equity securities, fixed income securities, and/or foreign securities, the Portfolio is subject
to the risks associated with investing in such securities. The extent to which the investment performance and risks associated with
the Portfolio correlate to those of a particular Underlying Portfolio will depend upon the extent to which the Portfolio’s assets are
allocated from time to time for investment in the Underlying Portfolio, which will vary.

Affiliated Portfolio Risk — The Adviser is subject to conflicts of interest in selecting, and allocating the Portfolio’s assets among,
the variousUnderlying Portfolios because the revenue and/or profits theAdviser and its affiliates receive from someof theUnderlying
Portfolios is higher than the revenue and/or profits received from other Underlying Portfolios for the services the Adviser and its
affiliates provide. ThePortfolio invests in affiliatedUnderlyingPortfolios; unaffiliatedUnderlyingPortfolios generally are not considered
for investment.

Derivatives Risk — The Portfolio’s investments in derivativesmay rise or fall in valuemore rapidly than other investments andmay
reduce the Portfolio’s returns and increase the volatility of the Portfolio’s net asset value. Investing in derivatives involves investment
techniques and risk analyses different from, and risks in some respects greater than, those associatedwith investing inmore traditional
investments, such as stocks and bonds. Derivatives may be leveraged such that a small investment can have a significant impact
on the Portfolio’s exposure to stockmarket values, interest rates, or other investments. As a result, a relatively small pricemovement
in a derivatives contractmay cause an immediate and substantial loss, and the Portfolio could losemore than the amount it invested.
Somederivatives can have the potential for unlimited losses. In addition, itmay be difficult or impossible for the Portfolio to purchase
or sell certain derivatives in sufficient amounts to achieve thedesired level of exposure, or to terminate or offset existing arrangements,
which may result in a loss or may be costly to the Portfolio. Some derivatives are more sensitive to market price fluctuations and
to interest rate changes thanother investments. Derivativesmay not behave as anticipatedby the Portfolio, andderivatives strategies
that are successful under certainmarket conditionsmaybe less successful or unsuccessful under othermarket conditions. ThePortfolio
alsomay be exposed to losses if the counterparty in the transaction is unable or unwilling to fulfill its contractual obligation. In certain
cases, the Portfoliomaybehinderedor delayed in exercising remedies against or closingout derivativeswith a counterparty, resulting
in additional losses. Derivatives alsomaybe subject to the risk ofmispricingor improper valuation, and valuationmaybemoredifficult
in times of market turmoil. Changes to the regulation of derivatives markets andmutual funds’ use of derivatives may impact the
Portfolio’s ability tomaintain its investments in derivatives, make derivativesmore costly, limit their availability, adversely affect their
value or performance, or otherwise disrupt markets.

Foreign Securities Risk — Investments in foreign securities involve risks in addition to those associated with investments in
U.S. securities. Foreignmarkets may be less liquid, more volatile and subject to less government supervision and regulation than
U.S. markets, and it may take more time to clear and settle trades involving foreign securities, which could negatively impact the
Portfolio’s investments and cause it to losemoney. Security values alsomay be negatively affected by changes in the exchange rates
between theU.S. dollar and foreign currencies. Differences betweenU.S. and foreign legal, political and economic systems, regulatory
regimes andmarket practices, aswell as changes in international tradingpatterns, tradebarriers andother protectionist tradepolicies
(including thoseof theUnitedStates), governmental instability, acts of terrorism,warorotheropenconflicts, or otherpolitical, diplomatic
or economic actions, alsomay adversely impact security values. Foreign securities are also subject to the risks associated with the
potential imposition of economic or other sanctions against a particular foreign country, its nationals, businesses or industries.World
markets, or those in a particular region,may all react in similar fashion to important economic, political or other developments. Events
and evolving conditions in certain economies ormarketsmay alter the risks associatedwith investments tied to countries or regions
that historically were perceived as comparatively stable andmake such investments riskier andmore volatile. Regardless of where
a company is organized or its stock is traded, its performancemay be significantly affected by events in regions fromwhich it derives
its profits or in which it conducts significant operations.

Futures Contract Risk — The primary risks associated with the use of futures contracts are (a) the imperfect correlation between
the change inmarket value of the instruments held by the Portfolio and the price of the futures contract; (b) liquidity risks, including
the possible absence of a liquid secondarymarket for a futures contract and the resulting inability to close a futures contract when
desired; (c) losses (potentially unlimited) causedby unanticipatedmarketmovements; (d) an investmentmanager’s inability to predict
correctly the direction of securities prices, interest rates, currency exchange rates and other economic factors; (e) the possibility that
a counterparty, clearingmember or clearinghousewill default in the performance of its obligations; (f ) if the Portfolio has insufficient
cash, it may have to sell securities from its portfolio tomeet daily variationmargin requirements, and the Portfoliomay have to sell
securities at a timewhen itmaybedisadvantageous todo so; and (g) transaction costs associatedwith investments in futures contracts
may be significant, which could cause or increase losses or reduce gains. Futures contracts are also subject to the same risks as the
underlying investments to which they provide exposure. In addition, futures contracts may subject the Portfolio to leveraging risk.

InvestmentGradeSecuritiesRisk— Securities rated in the lower investmentgrade rating categories (e.g., BBBorBaa) are considered
investment grade securities, but may have more risk than higher rated obligations because they are regarded as having only an
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adequate capacity to pay principal and interest, are considered to lack outstanding investment characteristics, and may possess
certain speculative characteristics.

Large-CapCompanyRisk— Largermore established companiesmaybeunable to respondquickly to new competitive challenges
such as changes in technology and consumer tastes, whichmay lead to a decline in their market price.Many larger companies also
may not be able to attain the high growth rate of successful smaller companies, especially during extended periods of
economic expansion.

Leveraging Risk —When the Portfolio leverages its holdings, the value of an investment in the Portfolio will bemore volatile and
all other riskswill tend tobe compounded. Investments that create leverage can result in losses to thePortfolio that exceed the amount
originally invested andmay accelerate the rate of losses (some of whichmay be sudden or substantial). For certain investments that
create leverage, relatively small market fluctuations can result in large changes in the value of such investments. There can be no
assurance that the Portfolio’s use of any leverage will be successful.

Liquidity Risk— From time to time, theremay be little or no active tradingmarket for a particular investment in which the Portfolio
may invest or is invested. In such amarket, the value of such an investment and the Portfolio’s share pricemay fall dramatically. Illiquid
investmentsmay be difficult or impossible to sell or purchase at an advantageous time or price or in sufficient amounts to achieve
the Portfolio’s desired level of exposure. Tomeet redemption requests during periods of illiquidity, the Portfolio may be forced to
dispose of investments at unfavorable times or prices and/or under unfavorable conditions, whichmay result in losses or may be
costly to the Portfolio. Investments that are illiquid or that trade in lower volumesmay bemore difficult to value. The Portfolio also
may not receive its proceeds from the sale of certain investments for an extended period of time. Certain investments that were
liquid when purchasedmay later become illiquid, sometimes abruptly, particularly in times of overall economic distress or adverse
investor perception. An inability to sell a portfolio position can adversely affect the Portfolio’s value or prevent the Portfolio from
being able to take advantage of other investment opportunities. During periods of market stress, an investment or even an entire
market segmentmay become illiquid, sometimes abruptly, which can adversely affect the Portfolio’s ability to limit losses. In addition,
a reduction in the ability or willingness of dealers and other institutional investors tomake amarket in certain securities may result
in decreased liquidity in certain markets.

Mid-CapandSmall-CapCompanyRisk—Mid-capand small-cap companies carry additional risks because theoperatinghistories
of these companies tend to bemore limited, their earnings and revenues less predictable (and some companiesmaybe experiencing
significant losses), and their share pricesmore volatile than those of larger, more established companies, all of which can negatively
affect their value. In general, these risks are greater for small-cap companies than for mid-cap companies.

Non-Investment Grade Securities Risk — Bonds rated below BBB by Standard & Poor’s Global Ratings or Fitch Ratings, Ltd., or
below Baa byMoody’s Investors Service, Inc. (or, if unrated, determined by the investment manager to be of comparable quality)
are speculative in nature and are subject to additional risk factors such as increased possibility of default, illiquidity of the security,
and changes in value based on changes in interest rates. Non-investment grade bonds, sometimes referred to as “junk bonds,” are
usually issuedby companieswithout long track records of sales andearnings, or by those companieswith questionable credit strength.
The creditworthiness of issuers of non-investment grade debt securities may be more complex to analyze than that of issuers of
investment grade debt securities, and reliance on credit ratings may present additional risks.

PortfolioManagement Risk— The Portfolio is subject to the risk that strategies used by an investmentmanager and its securities
selections fail to produce the intended results. An investment manager’s judgments or decisions about the quality, relative yield
or value of, ormarket trends affecting, a particular security or issuer, industry, sector, regionormarket segment, or about the economy
or interest rates, may be incorrect or otherwise may not produce the intended results, which may result in losses to the Portfolio.
In addition,many processes used in Portfoliomanagement, including security selection, rely, in whole or in part, on the use of various
technologies. The Portfolio may suffer losses if there are imperfections, errors or limitations in the quantitative, analytic or other
tools, resources, informationanddataused,or theanalyses employedor reliedon,byan investmentmanager, or if such tools, resources,
information or data are used incorrectly, fail to produce the desired results, or otherwise do not work as intended. There can be
no assurance that the use of these technologies will result in effective investment decisions for the Portfolio.

Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk: Prepayment risk is the risk that the issuer of a security held by the Portfolio may pay off
principal more quickly than originally anticipated. This may occur when interest rates fall. The Portfolio may have to reinvest the
proceeds in an investment offering a lower yield,may not benefit fromany increase in value thatmight otherwise result fromdeclining
interest rates andmay lose any premium it paid to acquire the security. Extension risk is the risk that the issuer of a security held by
the Portfolio may pay off principal more slowly than originally anticipated. This may occur when interest rates rise. The Portfolio
may be prevented from reinvesting the proceeds it would have received at a given time in an investment offering a higher yield.
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Redemption Risk — The Portfolio may experience periods of heavy redemptions that could cause the Portfolio to sell assets at
inopportune times or at a loss or depressed value. Redemption risk is heightened during periods of declining or illiquid markets.
Heavy redemptions could hurt the Portfolio’s performance.

Market developments and other factors, including a general rise in interest rates, have the potential to cause investors tomove out
of fixed income securities on a large scale, which may increase redemptions frommutual funds that hold large amounts of fixed
income securities. Themarket-making capacity of dealers has been reduced in recent years, in part as a result of structural changes,
such as fewer proprietary trading desks at broker-dealers and increased regulatory capital requirements. Increased redemptions
frommutual funds that hold large amounts of fixed income securities, coupledwith a reduction in the ability or willingness of dealers
and other institutional investors to buy or hold fixed income securities, may result in decreased liquidity and increased volatility in
the fixed incomemarkets.

Risk/Return Bar Chart and Table

The bar chart and table below provide some indication of the risks of investing in the Portfolio by showing changes in the Portfolio’s
performance from year to year and by showing how the Portfolio’s average annual total returns for the past one, five and ten years
through December 31, 2023, compared to the returns of a broad-based securities market index. The additional securities market
index and the composite index show how the Portfolio’s performance comparedwith the returns of other asset classes in which the
Portfolio may invest. Past performance is not an indication of future performance.

For periods prior to November 13, 2023, the performance shown below is that of the Portfolio's predecessor, which wasmanaged
by the Adviser and had a substantially identical investment objective, policies and strategies as the Portfolio.

The performance results do not reflect any Contract-related fees and expenses, which would reduce the performance results.

Calendar Year Annual Total Returns— Class IB

3.06%

2014

-0.92%

2015

5.38%

2016

11.00%

2017

-4.77%

2018

15.55%

2019

11.27%

2020

8.43%

2021
-15.48%

2022

12.31%

2023

Best quarter (% and time period) 9.04% 2020 2nd Quarter
Worst quarter (% and time period) -10.46% 2022 2nd Quarter

Average Annual Total Returns
One
Year

Five
Years

Ten
Years

EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio - Class IA 12.35% 5.76% 4.18%
EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio - Class IB 12.31% 5.76% 4.17%
EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio - Class K 12.61% 6.02% 4.44%
S&P 500® Index (reflects no deduction for fees, expenses, or taxes) 26.29% 15.69% 12.03%
EQ/Moderate Allocation Index1 (reflects no deduction for fees, expenses, or taxes) 13.05% 6.50% 4.97%
Bloomberg U.S. Intermediate Government Bond Index (reflects no deduction for fees, expenses, or taxes) 4.30% 1.03% 1.24%

1 The composite index is a hypothetical combination of unmanaged indexes composed of the Bloomberg U.S. Intermediate Government Bond
Index, MSCI EAFE® Index, S&P MidCap 400® Index, S&P 500® Index, Russell 2000® Index, ICE BofA 3-Month U.S. Treasury Bill Index, and
Bloomberg U.S. Long Government/Credit Bond Index at weightings of 35%, 15%, 9%, 20%, 6%, 4%, and 11%, respectively.
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WHO MANAGES THE PORTFOLIO

Investment Adviser: EIM

PortfolioManagers: Themembers of the team that are jointly and primarily responsible for selecting the Underlying Portfolios
in which the Portfolio invests are:

Name Title

Date Began
Managing
the Portfolio

Kenneth T. Kozlowski, CFP®, CLU, ChFC Executive Vice President and Chief Investment
Officer of EIM

July 2003

Alwi Chan, CFA® Senior Vice President and Deputy Chief
Investment Officer of EIM

May 2011

Xavier Poutas, CFA® Vice President and Assistant Portfolio Manager
of EIM

May 2011

The Adviser has been granted relief by the Securities and Exchange Commission to hire, terminate and replace sub-advisers
for the Portfolio and enter into and amend sub-advisory agreements on behalf of the Portfolio subject to the approval of the
Board of Trustees and without obtaining shareholder approval. If the Board of Trustees approves the hiring of sub-advisers,
the Adviser is responsible for overseeing the sub-advisers and recommending their hiring, termination and replacement to
the Board of Trustees. The Adviser may not enter into a sub-advisory agreement on behalf of the Portfolio with an “affiliated
person” of the Adviser unless the sub-advisory agreement is approved by the Portfolio’s shareholders. The relief does not
extend to any increase in the advisory fee paid by the Portfolio to the Adviser; any such increase would be subject to
shareholder approval.

PURCHASE AND REDEMPTION OF PORTFOLIO SHARES

The Portfolio’s shares are currently sold only to insurance company separate accounts in connection with Contracts issued by
Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company (“Equitable Financial”) or other affiliated or unaffiliated insurance companies and
to The Equitable 401(k) Plan. Shares also may be sold to other investors eligible under applicable federal income tax
regulations. Class K shares of the Portfolio are sold only to certain group annuity plans.

The Portfolio does not have minimum initial or subsequent investment requirements. Shares of the Portfolio are redeemable
on any business day (which typically is any day the New York Stock Exchange is open) upon receipt of a request. All
redemption requests will be processed and payment with respect thereto will normally be made within seven days after
tender. Please refer to your Contract prospectus for more information on purchasing and redeeming Portfolio shares.

TAX INFORMATION

The Portfolio’s shareholders are (or may include) insurance company separate accounts and other investors eligible under
applicable federal income tax regulations. Distributions made by the Portfolio to such an account, and exchanges and
redemptions of Portfolio shares made by such an account, ordinarily do not cause the holders of underlying Contracts to
recognize income or gain for federal income tax purposes at the time of the distributions, exchanges or redemptions; the
holders generally are taxed only on amounts they withdraw from their Contract. See the prospectus for your Contract for
further tax information.

PAYMENTS TO BROKER-DEALERS AND OTHER FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

The Portfolio is not sold directly to the general public but instead is offered as an underlying investment option for Contracts
and to other eligible investors. The Portfolio and the Adviser and its affiliates may make payments to sponsoring insurance
companies (and their affiliates) or other financial intermediaries for distribution and/or other services. These payments may
create a conflict of interest by influencing an insurance company or other financial intermediary and your financial adviser to
recommend the Portfolio over another investment or by influencing an insurance company to include the Portfolio as an
underlying investment option in the Contract. The prospectus (or other offering document) for your Contract may contain
additional information about these payments. Ask your financial adviser or visit your financial intermediary’s website for
more information.
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The EQModerate Allocation Portfolio is one of five (5) portfolios (referred to in this Prospectus as the “EQ Allocation Portfolios”)
that are designed as a convenient approach to help investors meet retirement and other long-term goals. Investors may choose
to invest in one or more of the Portfolios based on their risk tolerance, investment time horizons and personal investment goals.

Each EQ Allocation Portfolio pursues its investment objective by investing in “Underlying Portfolios,” all of which aremanaged by
Equitable Investment Management Group, LLC (“EIM” or the “Adviser”) or an affiliate of EIM.

The chart below illustrates each EQAllocation Portfolio according to its relative emphasis on seeking income and seeking growth
of capital:

EQ Allocation Portfolio Income Growth of Capital
EQ/Conservative Allocation Portfolio High Low
EQ/Conservative-Plus Allocation Portfolio Medium to High Low to Medium
EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio Medium Medium to High
EQ/Moderate-Plus Allocation Portfolio Low Medium to High
EQ/Aggressive Allocation Portfolio Low High

EIM, under the oversight of the EQ Advisors Trust’s (the “Trust”) Board of Trustees (the “Board”), has established an asset
allocation target for each Portfolio. This target is the approximate percentage of each Portfolio’s assets that is invested in
equity securities or fixed income securities (referred to herein as “asset classes”) as represented by the holdings of the
Underlying Portfolios in which a Portfolio invests. Subject to this asset allocation target, the Adviser also has established
target investment percentages for each asset category in which an EQ Allocation Portfolio invests. Each target investment
percentage is an approximate percentage of an EQ Allocation Portfolio’s assets that is invested in a particular asset category
through investments in Underlying Portfolios whose individual securities holdings fall within such asset category. As used in
this prospectus, the term “asset category” refers to specific types of securities within each asset class (i.e., international
equities, large-cap equities, small/mid-cap equities, investment grade bond and high yield bond). The asset allocation
targets and target investment percentages may be changed without notice or shareholder approval.

The Adviser establishes the asset allocation target for each asset class and the target investment percentages for each asset
category and identifies the specific Underlying Portfolios in which to invest using its proprietary investment process, based
on a variety of factors that include fundamental research regarding the investment characteristics of the asset classes, asset
categories and Underlying Portfolios, as well as the Adviser’s outlook for the economy and financial markets. The Adviser
may change the asset allocation targets and the target investment percentages and may add new Underlying Portfolios or
replace or eliminate existing Underlying Portfolios without notice or shareholder approval. The Adviser may sell a Portfolio’s
holdings in an Underlying Portfolio for a variety of reasons, including to invest in another Underlying Portfolio that the
Adviser believes offers superior investment opportunities. The following chart describes the current asset allocation targets
and target investment percentages among the asset classes and asset categories for the EQ Allocation Portfolios.

EQ Allocation Portfolios

Asset Class
EQ/Conservative

Allocation
EQ/Conservative-Plus

Allocation
EQ/Moderate
Allocation

EQ/Moderate-Plus
Allocation

EQ/Aggressive
Allocation

Percentage of Equity 20% 40% 50% 70% 90%
Foreign 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
Large Cap 10% 20% 20% 30% 40%
Small/Mid Cap 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
Percentage of Fixed Income* 80% 60% 50% 30% 10%
Investment Grade 75% 55% 45% 28% 9%
High Yield** 5% 5% 5% 2% 1%
* The target allocations for the investment grade and high yield fixed income asset categories may include securities of both U.S. and foreign issuers.
** High yield fixed income assets, including high yield bonds, also are known as “junk bonds.”

A Portfolio may deviate temporarily from its asset allocation targets and target investment percentages for defensive
purposes. A Portfolio can deviate by up to 15% of its target allocation for each asset class and/or asset category. In addition,
with respect to the Target Allocation Portfolios, there may be occasions when those ranges will expand to 20% due to a
variety of factors, including appreciation or depreciation of one or more asset classes. A Portfolio may deviate from its asset

2. The Portfolio at a glance
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allocation targets and target investment percentages as a result of appreciation or depreciation of the holdings of the
Underlying Portfolios. The Portfolios have adopted certain policies to reduce the likelihood of such an occurrence. First, the
Adviser will rebalance a Portfolio’s holdings periodically to bring its asset allocation back into alignment with its asset
allocation targets and target investment percentages. Second, the Adviser will not allocate any new investment dollars to any
Underlying Portfolio that primarily holds securities of a particular asset class or category whose maximum percentage has
been exceeded. Third, the Adviser will allocate new investment dollars on a priority basis to Underlying Portfolios that
primarily hold securities of a particular asset class or category whose minimum percentage has not been achieved.

An EQ Allocation Portfolio may invest in Underlying Portfolios that tactically manage equity exposure. When market volatility
is increasing above specific thresholds, such Underlying Portfolios may reduce their equity exposure. During such times, an
EQ Allocation Portfolio’s exposure to equity securities may be significantly less than if it invested in a traditional equity
portfolio and the EQ Allocation Portfolio may deviate significantly from its asset allocation targets. Although an EQ Allocation
Portfolio’s investment in Underlying Portfolios that tactically manage equity exposure is intended to reduce the EQ Allocation
Portfolio’s overall risk, it could result in periods of underperformance, even during periods when the market is rising.

The Portfolios also may, from time to time, hold cash or cash equivalents (instead of being allocated to an Underlying
Portfolio) as deemed appropriate by the Adviser and for temporary defensive purposes to respond to adverse market,
economic, political or other conditions. During such times, the Adviser may reduce the equity allocation of a Portfolio as low
as zero, although the equity allocation may remain sizable. Should a Portfolio take this action, it may not achieve its
investment objective. The Portfolios also may hold U.S. government securities and money market instruments directly for
investment or other appropriate purposes.

In order to give you a better understanding of the types of Underlying Portfolios in which the Portfolios currently may invest,
the table below lists the Underlying Portfolios, divided by asset category, based on each Underlying Portfolio’s primary
securities holdings (as described in its prospectus). Each of the Underlying Portfolios is advised by the Adviser or an affiliate
of the Adviser and may be sub-advised by one or more investment sub-advisers, which may include an affiliate of the
Adviser. The Adviser’s selection of Underlying Portfolios could have a positive or negative impact on its or its affiliates’
revenues and/or profits. You should be aware that in addition to the fees directly associated with a Portfolio, you will also
indirectly bear the fees of the Underlying Portfolios, which include advisory fees paid to the Adviser or an affiliate of the
Adviser and administration fees paid to an affiliate of the Adviser and, in certain instances, sub-advisory fees paid by the
Adviser to an affiliate. Each of the Underlying Portfolios is in the same group of investment companies as the Portfolios.
Additional information regarding the Underlying Portfolios (except the 1290 Avantis® U.S. Large Cap Growth Fund, 1290
Diversified Bond Fund, 1290 Essex Small Cap Growth Fund, 1290 GAMCO Small/Mid Cap Value Fund, 1290 High Yield Bond
Fund, and 1290 SmartBeta Equity Fund) is included in the prospectuses for those portfolios dated May 1, 2024, as
supplemented from time to time. Additional information regarding the 1290 Avantis® U.S. Large Cap Growth Fund, 1290
Diversified Bond Fund, 1290 Essex Small Cap Growth Fund, 1290 GAMCO Small/Mid Cap Value Fund, 1290 High Yield Bond
Fund, and 1290 SmartBeta Equity Fund is included in the prospectuses for those funds dated March 1, 2024, as
supplemented from time to time. The Portfolios will purchase Class K shares or Class I shares, as applicable, of the Underlying
Portfolios, which are not subject to any sales charges or distribution or service (Rule 12b-1) fees. The list of Underlying
Portfolios in which a Portfolio may invest may change from time to time at the discretion of the Adviser without notice or
shareholder approval. A Portfolio will not necessarily invest in every Underlying Portfolio at one time.

EQ Allocation Portfolios
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Investment Grade Bond

1290 VT DoubleLine Opportunistic Bond Portfolio
EQ/AB Short Duration Government Bond Portfolio

EQ/Core Bond Index Portfolio
EQ/Intermediate Corporate Bond Portfolio
EQ/Intermediate Government Bond Portfolio

EQ/Money Market Portfolio
EQ/PIMCO Global Real Return Portfolio
EQ/PIMCO Ultra Short Bond Portfolio
EQ/Quality Bond PLUS Portfolio
Multimanager Core Bond Portfolio
EQ/PIMCO Real Return Portfolio

EQ/PIMCO Total Return ESG Portfolio
1290 Diversified Bond Fund*
EQ/Core Plus Bond Portfolio
EQ/Long-Term Bond Portfolio

High Yield Bond

1290 VT High Yield Bond Portfolio
1290 High Yield Bond Fund*

Large Cap Equity

1290 Avantis® U.S. Large Cap Growth Fund*
ATM Large CapManaged Volatility Portfolio

EQ/Large Cap Core Managed Volatility Portfolio
EQ/Large Cap Value Managed Volatility Portfolio

EQ/Loomis Sayles Growth Portfolio
EQ/ClearBridge Select Equity Managed Volatility

Portfolio
EQ/Value Equity Portfolio

1290 VT Equity Income Portfolio
EQ/Capital Group Research Portfolio
EQ/Common Stock Index Portfolio
EQ/Equity 500 Index Portfolio
EQ/Invesco Comstock Portfolio

EQ/JPMorgan Value Opportunities Portfolio
EQ/Large Cap Growth Index Portfolio
EQ/Large Cap Value Index Portfolio
EQ/JPMorgan Growth Stock Portfolio

EQ/ClearBridge Large Cap Growth ESG Portfolio
Multimanager Aggressive Equity Portfolio
EQ/Franklin Rising Dividends Portfolio

EQ/Fidelity Institutional AMSM Large Cap Portfolio
1290 VT Socially Responsible Portfolio

Small/Mid Cap Equity

ATMMid CapManaged Volatility Portfolio
ATM Small Cap Managed Volatility Portfolio

EQ/Franklin Small Cap Value Managed Volatility
Portfolio

1290 VT Small Cap Value Portfolio
1290 VTMicro Cap Portfolio

EQ/Morgan Stanley Small Cap Growth Portfolio
EQ/AB Small Cap Growth Portfolio

1290 VT GAMCO Small Company Value Portfolio
EQ/Mid Cap Index Portfolio
EQ/Janus Enterprise Portfolio

EQ/Small Company Index Portfolio
EQ/American Century Mid Cap Value Portfolio
EQ/Goldman Sachs Mid Cap Value Portfolio
EQ/MFS Mid Cap Focused Growth Portfolio

1290 Essex Small Cap Growth Fund*
1290 GAMCO Small/Mid Cap Value Fund*

International/Global Equity

ATM International Managed Volatility Portfolio
EQ/Global Equity Managed Volatility Portfolio

EQ/International Core Managed Volatility Portfolio
EQ/International ValueManaged Volatility Portfolio
EQ/Lazard Emerging Markets Equity Portfolio
EQ/Emerging Markets Equity PLUS Portfolio
EQ/International Equity Index Portfolio
EQ/MFS International Growth Portfolio

EQ/Invesco Global Portfolio
EQ/MFS International Intrinsic Value Portfolio

1290 SmartBeta Equity Fund*
1290 VT SmartBeta Equity ESG Portfolio

* TheUnderlyingPortfolio ismanagedby Equitable InvestmentManagement, LLC, an affiliate of theAdviser, and is in the samegroupof investment companies
as the Portfolios. The Adviser and Equitable Investment Management, LLC are under common control.

You should note that the Underlying Portfoliosmay already be available directly as an investment option in your Contract and that
an investor in any of the Portfolios bears both the expenses of the particular EQAllocation Portfolio, as well as the indirect expenses
associatedwith theUnderlyingPortfolios. Therefore, an investormaybe able to realize lower aggregate expenses by investingdirectly
in theUnderlyingPortfolios of anEQAllocationPortfolio insteadof in theEQAllocationPortfolio itself. However, not all of theUnderlying
Portfolios may be available as an investment option in your Contract. In addition, an investor who chooses to invest directly in the
Underlying Portfolios would not receive the asset allocation and rebalancing services provided by the Adviser.
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Strategies

Changes in Investment Objectives and Investment Strategies

As described in this Prospectus, each Portfolio has its own investment objective, policies and strategies. There is no assurance that
a Portfolio will achieve its investment objective. The investment objective of each Portfolio may be changed without shareholder
approval. Except as otherwise noted, the investment policies and strategies of a Portfolio are not fundamental policies and may
be changed without a shareholder vote. In addition, to the extent a Portfolio is new or is undergoing a transition (such as a
reorganizationor rebalancing, or experiences large inflowsoroutflows) or takes a temporarydefensiveposition, itmaynotbepursuing
its investment objective or executing its principal investment strategies.

Underlying Portfolios

EachPortfolio invests primarily inUnderlyingPortfolios. Accordingly, eachPortfolio’s performancedependsupona favorable allocation
by theAdviser among theUnderlying Portfolios, aswell as the ability of theUnderlying Portfolios to generate favorable performance.

WhenaPortfolio invests in other investment companies, it will indirectly bear its proportionate share of the fees andexpenses incurred
by those investment companies. These fees and expenses are in addition to the advisory fees and other expenses that a Portfolio
and its shareholders bear directly in connectionwith the Portfolio’s ownoperations. As a result, a Portfolio’s shareholderswill be subject
to two layers of fees and expenses with respect to investments in the Portfolio.

Generally, a Portfolio’s investments in other investment companies are subject to statutory limitations in the Investment Company
Act of 1940, as amended (“1940Act”), including in certain circumstances a prohibition against acquiring shares of another investment
company if, immediately after such acquisition, the Portfolio (i) would holdmore than 3%of such other investment company’s total
outstanding shares, (ii) would have investedmore than 5% of its total assets in such other investment company, or (iii) would have
investedmore than 10% of its total assets in investment companies in the aggregate. However, there are statutory and regulatory
exemptions from these restrictions under the 1940Act onwhich the Portfolios rely to invest in other investment companies in excess
of these limits, subject to certain conditions.

Additional Information about the Investment Strategies

The following provides additional information regarding the principal investment strategies discussed in the “About the Portfolios
— Investments, Risks, and Performance— Principal Investment Strategy” section for each Portfolio, and information regarding
additional investment strategies that a Portfoliomay employ. The Portfolios alsomaymake other types of investments to the extent
permitted by applicable law. For further information about investment strategies, please see the Portfolios' Statement of Additional
Information (“SAI”).

CashandShort-Term Investments— EachPortfoliomayhold cashor invest in short-termpaper andother short-term investments
(instead of being allocated to an Underlying Portfolio) as deemed appropriate by the Adviser. Short-term paper generally includes
any note, draft bill of exchange or banker’s acceptance payable on demand or having amaturity at the time of issuance that does
not exceed nine months or any renewal thereof payable on demand or having a maturity that is likewise limited.

Each Portfolio alsomay invest its uninvested cash in high-quality, short-term debt securities, including repurchase agreements and
high-quality moneymarket instruments, and alsomay invest its uninvested cash inmoneymarket funds, includingmoneymarket
fundsmanaged by theAdviser. To the extent a Portfolio invests in amoneymarket fund, it generally is not subject to the limits placed
on investments in other investment companies by the 1940 Act.

Generally, these securities offer less potential for gains than other types of securities.

Portfolio Turnover— The Portfolios do not restrict the frequency of trading to limit expenses.While the Portfolios are not expected
to have high portfolio turnover, a Portfoliomay engage in active and frequent trading of portfolio securities to achieve its investment
objective. A portfolio turnover rate of 100%, for example, is equivalent to a Portfolio buying and selling all of its portfolio securities
once during the course of a given fiscal year. High portfolio turnover (generally, turnover in excess of 100% in any given fiscal year)
may result in increased transaction costs to aPortfolio, whichmay result in higher fundexpenses and lower total return, andan increase
in taxable capital gains distributions to the Portfolio’s shareholders (although tax implications for investments in Contracts typically
are deferred during the accumulation phase).

3. More information on strategies, risks, benchmarks and
underlying portfolios
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Temporary Defensive Investments — For temporary defensive purposes in response to adversemarket, economic, political or
other conditions, eachPortfoliomay invest, without limit, in cash,moneymarket instruments or highquality, short-termdebt securities,
including repurchase agreements. To theextent aPortfolio is invested in these instruments, thePortfoliowill not bepursuing its principal
investment strategies andmay not achieve its investment objective. In addition, each Portfoliomay deviate from its asset allocation
targets and target investment percentages for defensive purposes.

U.S. Government Securities — Each Portfolio may invest in U.S. government securities, which include direct obligations of the
U.S. Treasury (such as Treasury bills, notes or bonds) and obligations issued or guaranteed as to principal and interest (but not as
to market value) by the U.S. government or its agencies or instrumentalities. U.S. government securities include mortgage- and
asset-backed securities issuedor guaranteedbygovernment agencies or government-sponsoredenterprises.OtherU.S. government
securitiesmay be backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government or supported primarily or solely by the creditworthiness
of the government-related issuer or, in the case of mortgage-backed securities, by pools of assets.

Risks

Risk is the chance that you will losemoney on your investment or that it will not earn asmuch as you expect. In general, the greater
the risk, themoremoney your investment can earn for you and themore you can lose. Like other investment companies, the value
of each Portfolio’s sharesmay be affected by the Portfolio’s investment objective, principal investment strategies and particular risk
factors. Each EQAllocation Portfolio follows a distinct set of investment strategies. Each Target Allocation Portfolio follows a similar
investment strategy; however, a TargetAllocationPortfolio’s allocationamongUnderlyingPortfolioswill varydependingon its retirement
date and, therefore, its exposure to risk will vary. Consequently, each Portfolio may be subject to different risks. Some of the risks
of investing in the Portfolios are discussed below, including the principal risks of the Portfolios as discussed in “About the Portfolios
— Investments, Risks, and Performance—Principal Risks.” However, other factors may also affect a Portfolio’s investment results.
There is no assurance that a Portfolio will achieve its investment objective or that it will not lose value.

To the extent a Portfolio invests in Underlying Portfolios that invest primarily in certain types of securities or other instruments (such
as equity securities and other equity instruments, fixed income securities and other fixed income instruments, and foreign securities),
the performance of the Portfolio will be subject to the risks of investing in such securities or other instruments.

The Underlying Portfolios have principal investment strategies that come with inherent risks. Certain Underlying Portfolios may
emphasize differentmarket sectors. Someof the risks, including principal risks of investing in theUnderlying Portfolios, are discussed
below. An Underlying Portfolio may be subject to certain additional risks as discussed in its prospectus. More information about
the Underlying Portfolios is available in their respective prospectuses.

In each of the risk categories below, risks are described in alphabetical order and not in order of perceived importance or potential
exposure. In this section, the term “Portfolio” may include an EQ Allocation Portfolio, a Target Allocation Portfolio, an Underlying
Portfolio, or all of the above.

General Risks

Each Portfolio and each of the Underlying Portfolios may be subject to certain general investment risks, as discussed below.

AffiliatedPortfolio Risk— Inmanaging a Portfolio that invests in Underlying Portfolios, the Adviser will have the authority to select
and substitute the Underlying Portfolios. The Adviser is subject to conflicts of interest in selecting, and allocating a Portfolio’s assets
among, the various Underlying Portfolios because the revenue and/or profits the Adviser and its affiliates receive from some of the
Underlying Portfolios is higher than the revenue and/or profits received fromother Underlying Portfolios for the services the Adviser
and its affiliates provide. The Trustees and officers of the Trust also may have conflicting interests in fulfilling their fiduciary duties
to both a Portfolio and the affiliated Underlying Portfolios in which it invests.

A Portfolio investing inUnderlyingPortfoliosmay from time to timeownor control a significant percentageof anUnderlyingPortfolio’s
shares. Accordingly, an Underlying Portfolio is subject to the potential for large-scale inflows and outflows as a result of purchases
and redemptionsof its sharesby suchaPortfolio. These inflowsandoutflowsmaybe frequent andcouldnegatively affect anUnderlying
Portfolio’s and, in turn, a Portfolio’s net asset value and performance and could cause an Underlying Portfolio to purchase or sell
securities at a time when it would not normally do so. It would be particularly disadvantageous for an Underlying Portfolio if it
experiences outflows and needs to sell securities at a time of volatility in the markets, when values could be falling. These inflows
and outflows also could negatively affect an Underlying Portfolio’s and, in turn, a Portfolio’s ability tomeet shareholder redemption
requests or could limit an Underlying Portfolio’s and, in turn, a Portfolio’s ability to pay redemption proceeds within the time period
stated in its prospectus because of unusualmarket conditions, an unusually high volume of redemption requests, or other reasons.
Duringperiods of decliningor illiquidmarkets, theAdviser also could be subject to conflicts of interest in selecting shares ofUnderlying
Portfolios for redemption and in deciding whether and when to redeem such shares. In addition, these inflows and outflows could
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increase anUnderlying Portfolio’s and, in turn, a Portfolio’s brokerage or other transaction costs, and large-scale outflows could cause
an Underlying Portfolio’s and, in turn, a Portfolio’s, actual expenses to increase, or could result in an Underlying Portfolio’s current
expenses being allocated over a smaller asset base, which, depending on any applicable expense caps, could lead to an increase
in the Underlying Portfolio’s and, in turn, a Portfolio’s expense ratio.

Asset Allocation Risk — The investment performance of an allocation Portfolio depends upon how its assets are allocated across
various asset classes and how its assets are invested within those asset classes. Some asset classes and investments may perform
below expectations, or below the securitiesmarkets generally, over short and extended periods. The allocation strategies used and
the allocation and investment decisions made could cause a Portfolio to lose value, may not produce the desired results, or may
cause a Portfolio’s results to lag relevant benchmarks or other portfolios with similar investment objectives. For example, weighting
equity securities too heavily during a period of stockmarket declinemay result in a failure to preserve capital. Conversely, weighting
debt securities too heavily during a period of stockmarket appreciationmay result in lower total return. In addition, the allocation
and investment decisions made may not be timely relative to market, economic or other developments. Moreover, if a Portfolio
has set limitations on the amount of assets that normally may be allocated to each asset class, the Portfolio will have less flexibility
in its investment strategy than portfolios that are not subject to such limitations.

CashManagementRisk—Uponentering into certainderivatives contracts, suchas futures contracts, and tomaintainopenpositions
in certainderivatives contracts, a Portfoliomaybe required topost collateral for the contract, the amountofwhichmay vary. In addition,
a Portfoliomaymaintain cash and cash equivalent positions as part of the Portfolio's strategy in order to take advantageof investment
opportunities as they arise, to manage the Portfolio's market exposure and for other portfolio management purposes. As such, a
Portfolio maymaintain cash balances, including foreign currency balances, whichmay be significant, with counterparties such as
the Trust’s custodian or its affiliates. Maintaining larger cash and cash equivalent positions could negatively affect a Portfolio's
performance due tomissed investment opportunities andmay also subject a Portfolio to additional risks, such as increased credit
risk with respect to the custodian bank holding the assets and the risk that a counterpartymay be unable or unwilling, or perceived
(whether by market participants, ratings agencies, pricing services or otherwise) as unable or unwilling, to honor its obligations,
and increased costs, such as any fees imposed for large cash balances.

Concentration Risk — If an Underlying Portfolio concentrates, or invests a higher percentage of its assets, in the securities of a
particular issuer or issuers in a particular country, group of countries, region, market, industry, group of industries, sector or asset
class, that Underlying Portfoliomay be adversely affected by the performance of those securities, may be subject to increased price
volatility, and may be more susceptible to adverse economic, market, political or regulatory occurrences affecting that issuer or
issuers, country, group of countries, region, market, industry, group of industries, sector or asset class.

Counterparty Risk — A Portfolio may sustain a loss as a result of the insolvency or bankruptcy of, or other non-compliance or
non-performance by, another party to a transaction.

Cybersecurity andOperational Risk — APortfolio and its service providers, and shareholders’ ability to transact with a Portfolio,
may be negatively impacted due to operational risks arising from, among other problems, human errors, systems and technology
disruptions or failures, or cybersecurity incidents. Cybersecurity incidentsmay allow an unauthorized party to gain access to Portfolio
assets, customer data, or proprietary information, or cause a Portfolio or its service providers, as well as securities trading venues
and their serviceproviders, to suffer data corruptionor loseoperational functionality. Cybersecurity incidents can result fromdeliberate
attacks (e.g., malicious software coding, ransomware, or “hacking”) or unintentional events (e.g., inadvertent release of confidential
information, includingbyaPortfolioor its serviceproviders).Geopolitical tensionsmay increase the scale and sophisticationofdeliberate
attacks, particularly those from nation-states or from entities with nation-state backing. Technology is continuously changing, and
new ways to carry out cyber attacks are always developing. A cybersecurity incident could, among other things, result in the loss
or theft of customer data or funds, customers or employees being unable to access electronic systems (“denial of services”), loss
or theft of proprietary information or corporate data, physical damage to a computer or network system, or remediation costs
associated with system repairs. Any of these results could have a substantial adverse impact on a Portfolio and its shareholders.

Theoccurrence of any of these problems could result in a loss of information, the inability to process Portfolio transactions or calculate
a Portfolio’s net asset value, violations of applicable privacy and other laws, regulatory scrutiny, penalties, fines, reputational damage,
additional compliance costs or other consequences, anyofwhich couldhaveamaterial adverse effect onaPortfolioor its shareholders.
The Adviser, through its monitoring and oversight of Portfolio service providers, seeks to determine that service providers take
appropriate precautions to avoid and mitigate risks that could lead to such problems. However, it is not possible for the Adviser
or Portfolio service providers to identify all of the cybersecurity or other operational risks that may affect a Portfolio or to develop
processes andcontrols to completely eliminateormitigate their occurrenceor effects. Amongother situations, disruptions (for example,
pandemics or health crises) or other developments that cause prolonged periods of remotework or significant employee absences
at a Portfolio’s service providers could impact the ability to conduct the Portfolio’s operations. A Portfoliomay incur substantial costs
to prevent or address cybersecurity incidents.
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Most issuers in which a Portfolio invests are heavily dependent on computers for data storage and operations and require ready
access to the internet to conduct their businesses. Thus, cybersecurity incidents could also affect issuers of securities inwhich aPortfolio
invests, which could result inmaterial adverse consequences for such issuers andmay cause thePortfolio’s investments in the securities
of such issuers to lose value.

Derivatives Risk — A derivative instrument is generally an investment contract the value of which depends upon (or is derived
from), inwhole or in part, the value of an underlying asset, reference rate, index or event (e.g., stocks, bonds, commodities, currencies,
interest rates andmarket indexes). A Portfolio's investments in derivativesmay rise or fall in valuemore rapidly than other investments
andmay reduce the Portfolio's returns and increase the volatility of the Portfolio's net asset value. Examples of derivative instruments
include, amongothers, forward contracts, futures contracts, options contracts, options on futures contracts, and swaps. The following
provides amoregeneral discussionof important risk factors (e.g., counterparty andcredit risk, leveraging risk, liquidity risk,management
risk,market and interest rate risk, valuation risk, andother risks) relating toall derivative instruments that aPortfoliomayuse.Adiscussion
of additional risks associatedwith particular derivative instruments follows thegeneral discussion, andparticular derivative instruments
are discussed in more detail under “Additional Investment Strategies and Risks” in the Statement of Additional Information.

Counterparty and Credit Risk — A Portfolio may be exposed to losses if the counterparty in the transaction is unable
or unwilling to fulfill its contractual obligation. Counterparty riskmay arise because ofmarket activities and developments, the
counterparty’s financial condition (including financial difficulties, bankruptcy, or insolvency), or other reasons. To the extent a
Portfolio has significant exposure toa single counterpartyor small groupof counterparties, this riskwill beparticularly pronounced.
In addition, derivatives traded over-the-counter that are uncleared do not benefit from the protections provided by exchanges
and central counterparties (derivatives clearing organizations and clearing corporations) in the event that a counterparty is
unable or unwilling to fulfill its contractual obligation. Such uncleared over-the-counter derivatives therefore involve greater
counterparty and credit risk and may be more difficult to value than exchange-traded derivatives that are cleared by a
central counterparty.

LeveragingRisk—Derivativesmaybe leveraged such that a small investment canhave a significant impact onaPortfolio’s
exposure to stockmarket values, interest rates, currency exchange rates or other investments. As a result, a relatively small price
movement in a derivatives contractmay cause an immediate and substantial loss or gain, and a Portfolio could losemore than
the amount it invested. A Portfolio may experience leveraging risk in connection with investments in derivatives because its
investments in derivatives may be small relative to the investment exposure assumed, leaving more assets to be invested in
other investments. Such investmentsmay have the effect of leveraging a Portfolio because the Portfoliomay experience gains
or losses not only on its investments in derivatives, but also on the investments purchased with the remainder of the assets.
If the value of a Portfolio’s investments in derivatives is increasing, this could be offset by declining values of the Portfolio’s other
investments. Conversely, it is possible that a rise in the valueof a Portfolio’s non-derivative investments could beoffset by adecline
in the value of the Portfolio’s investments in derivatives. In either scenario, a Portfoliomay experience losses. In amarket where
the value of a Portfolio’s investments in derivatives is declining and the value of its other investments is declining, the Portfolio
may experience substantial losses. Some derivatives can have the potential for unlimited losses, regardless of the size of the
initial investment.

Liquidity Risk— Itmay bedifficult or impossible for a Portfolio to purchase or sell certain derivatives in sufficient amounts
to achieve the desired level of exposure, which may result in a loss or may be costly to the Portfolio. In addition, the possible
lack of a liquid secondary market for certain derivatives, and the resulting inability of a Portfolio to sell or otherwise close out
a derivatives position, could expose the Portfolio to losses and couldmake such derivatives more difficult for the Portfolio to
value accurately.

Management Risk—Derivative products are highly specialized instruments. Investing in derivatives involves investment
techniques and risk analyses different from, and risks in some respects greater than, those associated with investing in more
traditional investments, such as stocks and bonds. The use of a derivative requires an understanding not only of the underlying
asset, reference rate, index or event, but also of the derivative itself, without the benefit of observing the performance of the
derivative under all possible market conditions.

Market and Interest Rate Risk — Some derivatives are more sensitive tomarket price fluctuations and to interest rate
changes thanother investments. The successful useof derivativeswill usually dependon theAdviser’s ability to accurately forecast
movements in themarket relating to the underlying asset, reference rate, index or event. If theAdviser does not predict correctly
thedirectionof asset prices, interest rates andother economic factors, a Portfolio’s derivativespositions could lose value.Derivatives
may not behave as anticipated by a Portfolio, especially in abnormalmarket conditions. Derivatives strategies that are successful
under certainmarket conditionsmay be less successful or unsuccessful under othermarket conditions.While some derivatives
strategies can reduce the risk of loss, they can also reduce the opportunity for gain or result in losses by offsetting favorable
price movements in other Portfolio investments.
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Valuation Risk— Derivatives alsomay be subject to the risk of mispricing or improper valuation, and valuationmay be
moredifficult in timesofmarket turmoil. Improper valuations can result in increased cashpayment requirements to counterparties
or a loss of value to a Portfolio. Changes in the value of a derivative may not correlate perfectly, or at all, with the underlying
asset, reference rate or index.

Other Risks—Derivatives alsomay be subject to risks related to potential operational issues, including documentation
issues, settlement issues, systems failures, inadequate controls, and human error, as well as legal risks, such as insufficient
documentation, the lackof capacity or authority of a counterparty to executeor settle a transaction, or the legality or enforceability
of a contract.

Whenaderivative is usedas ahedgeagainst aposition that aPortfolio holds, any loss generatedby thederivative shouldgenerally
be offset by gains on the hedged instrument, and vice versa.While hedging can reduce or eliminate losses, it also can reduce
or eliminate gains. Hedges are sometimes subject to imperfect matching between the derivative and the hedged investment,
and there can be no assurance that a Portfolio’s hedging transactions will be effective. Also, suitable derivative transactionsmay
not be available in all circumstances, and there can be no assurance that a Portfolio will engage in derivative transactions to
reduce exposure to other risks when that might be beneficial or that, if used, such strategies will be successful.

When a Portfolio uses derivatives, it will likely be required to providemargin or collateral; these practices are intended to satisfy
contractual undertakings and regulatory requirements and will not prevent the Portfolio from incurring losses on derivatives.
The need to providemargin or collateral could limit a Portfolio’s ability to pursue other opportunities as they arise. Derivatives
that havemargin requirements involve the risk that if a Portfolio has insufficient cash or eligiblemargin securities tomeet daily
variation margin requirements, it may have to sell securities or other instruments from its portfolio at a time when it may be
disadvantageous to do so. Derivatives alsomay involve fees, commissions, or other costs that may reduce a Portfolio’s gains
or exacerbate its losses from the derivatives.

The federal income tax treatment of a derivativemay not be as favorable as a direct investment in an underlying asset andmay
adversely affect the timing, character andamountof incomeaPortfolio realizes from its investments. In addition, certainderivatives
are subject tomark-to-market or straddle provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. The federal income tax treatment of certain
derivatives, such as swaps, is unsettled andmay be subject to future legislation, regulation or administrative pronouncements
issued by the Internal Revenue Service.

Legislative and regulatory developmentsmay limit the availability of certain derivatives,may reduce the attractiveness or increase
the cost of derivatives, andmayotherwise adversely impact the performance and value of derivatives. Legislative and regulatory
developments also may change the way in which a Portfolio itself is regulated. Such developments may impact a Portfolio’s
ability to invest, or remain invested, in certain derivatives, adversely affect a Portfolio’s ability to achieve its investment objective,
and adversely affect a Portfolio’s efficiency in implementing its investment strategies. Complying with new requirements also
may increase the cost of a Portfolio’s investments and the cost of implementing a Portfolio’s investment program and related
operations, which could adversely affect a Portfolio and its investors.

A discussion of additional risks associated with particular derivative instruments follows:

ForwardContract Risk— There are no limits ondaily price fluctuations of forward contracts. Changes in foreign exchange
regulations by governmental authorities might limit the trading of forward contracts on currencies. There have been periods
duringwhich certain counterparties have refused to continue to quote prices for forward contracts or have quoted prices with
an unusually wide spread (i.e., the difference between the price at which the counterparty is prepared to buy and the price at
which it is prepared to sell).

Futures Contract Risk — There can be no assurance that a liquidmarket will exist for any particular futures contract at
any particular time. Exchangesmay establish daily price fluctuation limits for futures contracts andmay halt trading if a contract’s
pricemoves upward or downwardmore than the limit in a given day. On volatile trading days when the price fluctuation limit
is reached or a trading halt is imposed, it may be impossible to enter into new positions or close out existing positions. If the
market for a contract is not liquidbecauseof price fluctuation limits or othermarket conditions, it couldprevent prompt liquidation
of unfavorable positions, and potentially could require a Portfolio to continue to hold a position until delivery or expiration
regardless of changes in its value. As a result, a Portfolio’s access to other assets held to cover its futures positions could also
be impaired.

Options Contract Risk— There can be no guarantee that the use of options will increase a Portfolio's return or income.
By writing (selling) a put option, a Portfolio takes on the risk of a decline in the value of the underlying instrument, including
the possibility of a loss up to the entire strike price of the option it sells, but without the corresponding opportunity to benefit
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from a potential increase in the value of the underlying instrument. When a Portfolio writes a put option, it assumes the risk
that it must purchase the underlying instrument at a strike price that may be higher than the market price of the instrument.
If there is a broadmarket decline and a Portfolio is not able to close out its written put options, it may result in substantial losses
to the Portfolio. By writing (selling) a call option, a Portfolio assumes the risk that it must sell the underlying instrument at a strike
price that may be lower than themarket price of the instrument. When a Portfolio writes a covered call option, it gives up the
opportunity to profit from a price increase in the underlying instrument above the strike price. If a call option that a Portfolio
has written is exercised, the Portfolio will experience a gain or loss from the sale of the underlying instrument, depending on
the price at which the Portfolio purchased the instrument and the strike price of the option. A Portfolio will receive a premium
from writing options, but the premium received may not be sufficient to offset any losses sustained from exercised options.
If a call option that a Portfolio has written expires unexercised, the Portfolio will experience a gain in the amount of the premium
if received; however, that gain may be offset by a decline in the market value of the underlying instrument during the option
period. If an option a Portfolio has purchased is never exercised or closed out, the Portfolio will lose the amount of the premium
it paid and the use of those funds.

Swaps Risk— Swap transactions generally do not involve delivery of reference instruments or payment of the notional
amount of the contract. Accordingly, the risk of loss with respect to swaps generally is limited to the net amount of payments
that aPortfolio is contractually obligated tomakeor, in the caseof theotherparty toa swapdefaulting, thenet amountofpayments
that a Portfolio is contractually entitled to receive. As a seller of a credit default swap, a Portfolio effectively adds economic leverage
because, in addition to its total net assets, the Portfolio is subject to investment exposure on the entire notional amount of the
contract. See “Leveraging Risk” above. Additionally, holding a position in a credit default swap could result in losses if a Portfolio
does not correctly evaluate the creditworthiness of the company on which the credit default swap is based. Some swaps are
now executed through an organized exchange or regulated facility and cleared through a regulated clearing organization. The
absence of an organized exchange or market for certain swap transactions may result in difficulties in trading and valuation,
especially in the event of market disruptions. The use of an organized exchange or market for swap transactions is expected
to result in swaps being easier to trade or value, but this may not always be the case.

Index Strategy Risk — A Portfolio (or a portion thereof ) that employs an index strategy generally invests in all of the securities
included in (or “replicates”) an index or invests in a representative sampling of such securities, regardless of market trends, to seek
to track the performance of an unmanaged index of securities, whereas an activelymanaged Portfolio (or portion thereof) typically
seeks to outperformabenchmark index. A Portfolio generallywill notmodify its index strategy to respond to changes in the economy,
which means that it may be particularly susceptible to a general decline in the market segment relating to the relevant index. To
the extent that the index has a significant weighting in a particular sector, a Portfolio will be subject to the risks associated with that
sector andmay experience greater performance volatility than a portfolio that seeks to track the performance of an index that is
more broadly diversified. In addition, although the index strategy attempts to closely track the relevant index, a Portfolio may not
invest in all of the securities in the index. Also, unlike index performance, a Portfolio’s performance will be reduced by its fees and
expenses. Cash flow into and out of a Portfolio, portfolio transaction costs, changes in the securities that constitute the index, and
the Portfolio’s valuation procedures also may affect the Portfolio’s performance. Therefore, there can be no assurance that the
performance of the index strategy will match or achieve a high degree of correlation to that of the relevant index. Tracking error
(that is, the divergence, positive or negative, between the performance of a Portfolio and the relevant index)may cause a Portfolio’s
performance to be less than expected. To the extent a Portfolio’s investments track the relevant index, the Portfoliomay underperform
other portfolios that investmorebroadly. In addition, errors relating to the indexmayoccur from time to timeandmaynot be identified
and corrected by the index provider for a period of time or at all, andmarket or other disruptions could cause delays in the index’s
rebalancing schedule. Such errors and/or disruptions may result in losses for a Portfolio.

To the extent that the securities of a limited number of companies represent a significant percentage of the relevant index, a Portfolio
may be subject tomore risk because changes in the value of a single security may have amore significant effect, either positive or
negative, on the Portfolio’s net asset value. A Portfolio may experience greater performance volatility than a portfolio that seeks
to track the performance of an index that is more broadly diversified.

To the extent that a Portfolio utilizes a representative sampling approach, it may experience greater tracking error than it would if
the Portfolio sought to replicate the index. A Portfolio’s use of a representative sampling approach will result in its holding a smaller
number of securities than are in the index it seeks to track. As a result, an adverse development with respect to an issuer of securities
held by the Portfolio could result in a greater decline in net asset value thanwould be the case if the Portfolio held all of the securities
in the index.

Insurance FundRisk — The Portfolios are available through Contracts offered by insurance company affiliates of the Adviser, and
the Portfolios may be used to fund all or a portion of certain benefits and guarantees available under the Contracts. To the extent
theassets in aPortfolio are insufficient to fund thosebenefits andguarantees, theAdviser’s insurance companyaffiliatesmightotherwise
be obligated to fulfill them out of their own resources. The Adviser is subject to conflicts of interest in connection with providing
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advice to, or developing strategies and modeling tools used to manage, a Portfolio (e.g., with respect to the allocation of assets
among Underlying Portfolios or between passively and actively managed portions of a Portfolio and the development and
implementation of the modeling tools used tomanage a Portfolio). The performance of a Portfolio could impact the obligations
and financial exposure of the Adviser’s insurance company affiliates under any death benefit, income benefit and other guarantees
provided through Contracts that offer the Portfolio as an investment option, and the ability of an insurance company affiliate to
manage (e.g., through the use of various hedging techniques) the risks associatedwith these benefits and guarantees. TheAdviser’s
investment decisions and the design of the Portfolios could be influenced by these factors. For example, the Portfolios ormodeling
tools and strategiesmaybemanagedordesigned inamanner (e.g., usingmore conservativeor less volatile investment styles, including
volatility management strategies) that could reduce potential losses and/ormitigate financial risks to insurance company affiliates
that provide the benefits and guarantees and offer the Portfolios as investment options in their products, and also could facilitate
such an insurance company’s ability to provide benefits and guarantees under its Contracts, including bymakingmore predictable
the costs of the benefits and guarantees and by reducing the regulatory capital needed to provide them. The financial benefits to
the Adviser’s insurance company affiliates could bematerial. The performance of a Portfolio also could adversely impact the value
of Contracts that offer the Portfolio as an investment option and could suppress the value of the benefits and guarantees offered
under a Contract. Please refer to your Contract prospectus formore information about any benefits and guarantees offered under
the Contract.

Investment Style Risk — A Portfolio may use a particular style or set of styles— for example, growth or value investing styles—
to select investments. Those styles may be out of favor or may not produce the best results over short or longer time periods.

Growth investing generally focuses on companies that, due to their strong earnings and revenue potential, offer above-average
prospects for capital growth, with less emphasis on dividend income. Earnings predictability and confidence in earnings forecasts
are an important part of the selection process. As a result, the price of growth stocks may bemore sensitive to changes in current
or expected earnings than the prices of other stocks. A Portfolio using this approach generally seeks out companies experiencing
someor all of the following: high sales growth, high unit growth, high or improving returns on assets and equity, and a strongbalance
sheet. Such a Portfolio also prefers companies with a competitive advantage such as uniquemanagement, marketing or research
and development. Growth investing also is subject to the risk that the stock price of one or more companies will fall or will fail to
appreciate as anticipated by the Portfolio, regardless ofmovements in the securitiesmarket. Growth stocks tend to bemore volatile
than value stocks, so in a declining market their prices may decrease more than value stocks in general. Growth stocks also may
increase the volatility of the Portfolio’s share price.

Value investing attempts to identify strong companies selling at a discount from their perceived true worth. A Portfolio using this
approach generally selects stocks at prices that, in its view, are temporarily low relative to the company’s earnings, assets, cash flow
and dividends. Value investing is subject to the risk that a stock’s full valuemay never be fully recognized or realized by themarket,
or its pricemay go down. In addition, there is the risk that a stock judged to be undervaluedmay actually have been appropriately
priced or overvalued at the time of investment. Value investing generally emphasizes companies that, considering their assets and
earnings history, are attractively priced and may provide dividend income.

Issuer-SpecificRisk— The valueof an individual security canbemore volatile than themarket as awhole and canperformdifferently
from themarket as awhole. Any issuer of securitiesmayperformpoorly, causing the valueof its securities todecline. Poor performance
may be caused by a variety of factors, such as poor management decisions; reduced demand for the issuer’s goods or services;
competitive pressures; negative perception in themarketplace; loss of major customers; changes in technology; investigations or
other controversies related to the issuer; strategic initiatives such asmergers, acquisitions or dispositions and themarket response
to any such initiatives; fraudulent disclosures; and the historical and prospective earnings of the issuer and the value of its assets.
Certain unanticipated events, such as litigation or natural disasters, can have a dramatic adverse effect on the value of an issuer’s
securities. A change in the financial condition of (or other event affecting) a single issuer may affect securities markets as a whole.

LargeTransactionRisk— A significant percentageof a Portfolio's sharesmaybeownedor controlled by theAdviser and its affiliates
orother large shareholders, includingprimarily insurance company separate accounts. Accordingly, aPortfolio is subject to thepotential
for large-scale inflows andoutflows as a result of purchases and redemptionsof its sharesby such shareholders, including in connection
with substitution and other transactions by affiliates of the Adviser. These inflows and outflowsmay be frequent and could negatively
affect a Portfolio's net asset value and performance, and could cause a Portfolio to purchase or sell securities at a timewhen it would
not normally do so. It would be particularly disadvantageous for a Portfolio if it experiences outflows and needs to sell securities
at a time of volatility in themarkets, when values could be falling. These inflows and outflows also could negatively affect a Portfolio's
ability tomeet shareholder redemption requests or could limit a Portfolio's ability to pay redemption proceedswithin the time period
stated in its prospectus because of unusualmarket conditions, an unusually high volume of redemption requests, or other reasons.
During periods of declining or illiquid markets, the Adviser or its affiliates also could be subject to conflicts of interest in selecting
shares of a Portfolio for redemption and in decidingwhether andwhen to redeemsuch shares. In addition, these inflows andoutflows
could increase a Portfolio's brokerage or other transaction costs, and large-scale outflows could cause a Portfolio's actual expenses
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to increase, or could result in a Portfolio's current expenses being allocated over a smaller asset base, which, depending on any
applicable expense caps, could lead to an increase in the Portfolio's expense ratio. Although large transactionsmay bemore frequent
under certain circumstances, a Portfolio is generally subject to the risk that shareholders can purchase or redeem a significant
percentage of Portfolio shares at any time.

Leveraging Risk —When a Portfolio leverages its holdings, the value of an investment in that Portfolio will bemore volatile and
all other risks will tend to be compounded. Investments that create leverage can result in losses to a Portfolio that exceed the amount
originally invested andmay accelerate the rate of losses (some of whichmay be sudden or substantial). For certain investments that
create leverage, or have embedded leverage, relatively small market fluctuations can result in large changes in the value of such
investments. In addition, the costs that a Portfolio pays to engage in these practices are additional costs borne by the Portfolio and
could reduceor eliminate any net investment profits. Unless the profits fromengaging in these practices exceed the costs of engaging
in these practices, the use of leverage will diminish the investment performance of a Portfolio compared with what it would have
been had the Portfolio not used leverage. There can be no assurance that a Portfolio’s use of any leverage will be successful.

Liquidity Risk — From time to time, theremay be little or no active tradingmarket for a particular investment in which a Portfolio
may invest or is invested due to a variety of circumstances, including but not limited to deterioration in the financial condition of
an issuer or issuers in a particular industry ormarket segment, periods of economic andmarket stress, changes in investor perceptions
regarding an issuer or industry, periods ofmarket volatility that triggermarket circuit breakers that halt trading in securities or close
markets entirely, plannedmarket closures, shortened trading hours, extendedmarket holidays, and other reasons. In such amarket,
the value of such investments and a Portfolio’s share pricemay fall dramatically. Illiquid investments may be difficult or impossible
to sell or purchase at an advantageous time or price or in sufficient amounts to achieve a Portfolio’s desired level of exposure. To
meet redemption requests during periods of illiquidity, a Portfolio may be forced to dispose of investments at unfavorable times
or prices and/or under unfavorable conditions, whichmay result in losses ormay be costly to the Portfolio. Judgment plays a greater
role in valuing illiquid investments than investments withmore activemarkets, and there is a greater risk that the investments may
not be sold for the price at which a Portfolio is carrying them. A Portfolio alsomay not receive its proceeds from the sale of certain
investments for anextendedperiodof time.Certain investments thatwere liquidwhenpurchasedmay later become illiquid, sometimes
abruptly, particularly in times of overall economic distress or adverse investor perception. In addition, the tradingmarket for certain
investments may become illiquid under adversemarket or economic conditions independent of any specific adverse changes in
the conditions of a particular issuer. An inability to sell a portfolio position can adversely affect a Portfolio’s value or prevent a Portfolio
from being able to take advantage of other investment opportunities. Market participants attempting to sell the same or a similar
investment at the same time as a Portfolio could decrease the liquidity of such an investment, especially during periods of market
stress, and contribute todownwardpricingpressure. Duringperiods ofmarket stress, an investment or even anentiremarket segment
may become illiquid, sometimes abruptly, which can adversely affect a Portfolio’s ability to limit losses. In addition, a reduction in
the ability or willingness of dealers and other institutional investors tomake amarket in certain securities may result in decreased
liquidity in certain markets.

The SEC has instituted various requirements for open-end funds, including the Portfolios, to establish, and the Portfolios have
established, a program tomanage liquidity risks. These requirements are intended to reduce liquidity risk, but theymay not work
as intended. Analyses, judgments and decisions made in connection with administering the liquidity risk management program
may be incorrect or otherwise may not produce the desired results. In addition, changes in market conditions, which may occur
rapidly andunpredictably,may adversely affect the administration of the program.Changes related to the requirementsmay increase
a Portfolio’s expenses, may negatively affect a Portfolio’s yield and return potential, and may not reduce a Portfolio’s liquidity risk.

Additional legislative or regulatory actions to address perceived liquidity or other issues inmarkets generally, or in particularmarkets
such as the fixed income securitiesmarkets,may alter or impair a Portfolio’s ability to pursue its investment objectives or utilize certain
investment strategies and techniques.

Market Risk — A Portfolio is subject to the risk that the securities markets will move down, sometimes rapidly and unpredictably,
based on overall economic conditions and other factors, which may negatively affect Portfolio performance. Securities markets
alsomay experience long periods of decline in value. The value of a security may decline due to factors that are specifically related
to a particular company, as well as general market conditions that are not specifically related to a particular company, such as real
or perceived adverse economic or political conditions, changes in the general outlook for corporate earnings, inflation rates and/or
investor expectations concerning such rates, changes in interest rates or currency rates, recessions, global demand for particular
products or resources, lack of liquidity in themarkets, or adverse investor sentiment generally. In some cases, for example, the stock
prices of individual companies have been negatively impacted even though theremay be little or no apparent degradation in the
financial condition or prospects of the issuers. The value of a security alsomay decline due to factors that affect a particular sector
or industry, such as tariffs, labor shortages or increased production costs and competitive conditions within the sector or industry.
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Equity securities generally have greater price volatility than fixed income securities, although under certainmarket conditions fixed
income securities may have comparable or greater price volatility. During a general downturn in the securities markets, multiple
asset classesmay decline in value simultaneously. Adversemarket conditionsmay be prolonged andmay not have the same impact
onall types of securities or asset classes. Changes in valuemaybe temporary ormay last for extendedperiods. Changes in the financial
condition of (or other event affecting) a single issuer can impact an individual sector or industry, or the securitiesmarkets as awhole.
A Portfolio may experience a substantial or complete loss on any individual security. Even when securities markets perform well,
there canbenoassurance that the investments held by a Portfoliowill increase in value alongwith thebroadermarket.Market factors,
such as the demand for particular portfolio securities, may cause the price of certain portfolio securities to fall while the prices of
other securities rise or remain unchanged. Historical patterns of correlation among asset classesmay break down in unanticipated
ways during times of high volatility, disrupting investment programs and potentially causing losses. Additionally, market speculation
focused on profiting from fluctuations in the value of one ormore securities or asset classes over a short period of timemay result
in large-scale and sudden purchases and sales of those securities or asset classes, which can significantly affect the value of those
securities and asset classes as well as themarket more broadly in unexpected ways, and cause significant share price volatility and
losses for a Portfolio.

Global economies and financial markets are highly interconnected, which increases the likelihood that conditions in one country
or region or events affecting a single or small number of issuers will adversely impact issuers in a different country or region.World
markets, or those in a particular region,may all react in similar fashion to important economic, political or other developments. Events
such as environmental, natural orman-madedisasters or other catastrophes, public health crises (such as epidemics andpandemics),
social unrest, supply chain disruptions, widespread and prolonged power outages, and cybersecurity incidents, and governments’
reactions (or failure to react) to such events, could cause uncertainty in themarkets andmay adversely affect the performance of
the global economy. Geopolitical andother events, including acts of terrorism, tensions, war or other open conflicts between nations,
or political or economic dysfunction within some nations that are global economic powers or major producers of oil, may lead to
overall instability in world economies andmarkets generally and have led, andmay in the future lead, to increasedmarket volatility
andmay have adverse long-term effects. As a result, the value and liquidity of a Portfolio’s investmentsmay be negatively affected
bydevelopments in other countries and regions, whether or not thePortfolio invests in securities of issuers located in orwith significant
exposure to the countries or regions directly affected. Securities issued byU.S. entities with substantial foreign operations or holdings
can involve risks relating to conditions in foreign countries. Events and evolving conditions in certain economies or markets may
alter the risks associated with investments tied to countries or regions that historically were perceived as comparatively stable and
make such investments riskier andmore volatile. Moreover, systemicmarket dislocations of the kind that occurred during the global
financial crisis that began in 2008, if repeated, would be highly disruptive to economies andmarkets, adversely affecting individual
companies and industries, securities markets, interest rates, credit ratings, inflation, investor sentiment, and other factors affecting
the value of a Portfolio’s investments.

Impacts from climate changemay include significant risks to global financial assets and economic growth. Certain issuers, industries
and regions may be adversely affected by the impacts of climate change, including on the demand for and the development of
goods and services and related production costs, and the impacts of legislation, regulation and international accords related to
climate change, as well as any indirect consequences of regulation or business trends driven by climate change.

Changes in government or central bank policies, changes to regulations involving the securities markets, and political, diplomatic
and other events within the United States and abroadmay affect investor and consumer confidence andmay increase uncertainty
in or impair the operation of the U.S. or other securities markets, perhaps suddenly and to a significant degree.

In addition, markets andmarket-participants are increasingly reliant on both publicly available and proprietary information data
systems. Inaccurate data, software or other technologymalfunctions, programming inaccuracies, unauthorized use or access, and
similar circumstancesmay impair the performance of these systems andmay have an adverse impact upon a single issuer, a group
of issuers, or themarket at large. In certain cases, an exchange ormarketmay close or issue trading halts on either specific securities
or even the entiremarket, whichmay result in a Portfolio being, amongother things, unable to buyor sell certain securities or financial
instruments or accurately price its investments. Furthermore, impacts from the rapidly growinguseof artificial intelligence technologies,
including by market-participants, may include significant risks to global financial markets.

MultipleSub-AdviserRisk— TheAdvisermayallocate aPortfolio’s assets amongmultiple Sub-Advisers, eachofwhich is responsible
for investing its allocated portion of the Portfolio’s assets. To a significant extent, a Portfolio’s performancewill depend on the success
of theAdviser in allocating the Portfolio’s assets to Sub-Advisers and its selection andoversight of the Sub-Advisers. The Sub-Advisers’
investment strategiesmay notwork together as planned, which could adversely affect a Portfolio’s performance. In addition, because
each Sub-Adviser manages its allocated portion of a Portfolio independently from another Sub- Adviser, the same security may
be held in different portions of the Portfolio, or may be acquired for one portion of the Portfolio at a time when a Sub-Adviser to
another portion deems it appropriate to dispose of the security from that other portion, resulting in higher expenses without
accomplishing any net result in the Portfolio’s holdings. Similarly, under somemarket conditions, one Sub-Advisermay believe that
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temporary, defensive investments in short-term instruments or cash are appropriate for its allocated portion of the Portfolio when
another Sub-Adviser believes continuedexposure to the equity or debtmarkets is appropriate for its allocatedportionof the Portfolio.
Because each Sub-Adviser directs the trading for its own portion of a Portfolio, and does not aggregate its transactions with those
of the other Sub-Adviser(s), the Portfolio may incur higher brokerage costs than would be the case if a single Sub-Adviser were
managing the entire Portfolio. In addition, while the Adviser seeks to allocate a Portfolio’s assets among the Portfolio’s Sub-Advisers
in amanner that it believes is consistent with achieving the Portfolio’s investment objective(s), the Adviser is subject to conflicts of
interest in allocating the Portfolio’s assets among Sub-Advisers, including affiliated Sub-Advisers, because the Adviser pays different
fees to the Sub-Advisers and due to other factors that could impact the Adviser’s or its affiliates’ revenues and profits.

If the Adviser hires, terminates or replaces a Sub-Adviser to a Portfolio or adjusts the asset allocation among Sub- Advisers in the
Portfolio, the Portfolio may experience a period of transition during which the securities held in the Portfolio may be repositioned
in connectionwith the change in Sub-Advisers. A Portfoliomay not pursue its principal investment strategies during such a transition
period and may incur increased brokerage commissions and other transaction costs in connection with the changes.

Non-DiversifiedPortfolioRisk—Anon-diversifiedPortfoliomay invest a relatively highpercentageof its assets in a limitednumber
of issuers. As a result, the Portfolio’s performance will bemore vulnerable to changes inmarket value of a single issuer or group of
issuers andmore susceptible to risks associated with a single economic, political or regulatory occurrence affecting one or more
of these issuers.

PortfolioManagement Risk — A Portfolio is subject to the risk that strategies used by an investmentmanager and its securities
selections fail to produce the intended results. An investment manager’s judgments or decisions about the quality, relative yield
or value of, ormarket trends affecting, a particular security or issuer, industry, sector, regionormarket segment, or about the economy
or interest rates, may be incorrect or otherwise may not produce the intended results, whichmay result in losses to a Portfolio. In
addition, many processes used in Portfoliomanagement, including security selection, rely, in whole or in part, on the use of various
technologies, some of which are created or maintained by an investment manager or its affiliates and some of which are created
ormaintained by third parties. A Portfoliomay suffer losses if there are imperfections, errors or limitations in the quantitative, analytic
or other tools, resources, information and data used, or the analyses employed or relied on, by an investment manager, or if such
tools, resources, information or data are used incorrectly, fail to produce the desired results, or otherwise do not work as intended.
Imperfections, errors or limitationsmay go undetected for long periods of time ormay never be detected, which could adversely
affect decision making for a Portfolio, as well as a Portfolio’s operations or performance, and may result in, among other things,
the execution of unanticipated trades, the failure to execute anticipated trades, the failure to properly gather and organize available
data and/or the failure to take certain hedging or risk-reducing actions. There can be no assurance that the use of these technologies
will result in effective investment decisions for a Portfolio or enable aPortfolio to achieve its investment objective. Furthermore, artificial
intelligence technologies are evolving andmay be under development or implemented (ormay already have been deployed) for
certain processes, including portfolio management, data monitoring and analysis, security selection, trading, and portfolio risk
management. Theuseof artificial intelligenceorother evolvingor emerging technologiespresents significant risks andmayexacerbate
the aforementioned risks.

Portfolio Turnover Risk — High portfolio turnover (generally, turnover in excess of 100% in any given fiscal year) may result in
increased transaction costs to a Portfolio, whichmay result in higher fund expenses and lower total return. A Portfolio that adopts
new investment objectives or policies or portfoliomanagement strategies and/or undergoes a reorganizationwith another Portfolio
mayexperience substantially increasedportfolio turnoverdue to thedifferencesbetween thePortfolio’s previousandcurrent investment
objectives and policies and portfolio management strategies.

Recent Market Conditions Risk — U.S. and international markets have experienced significant volatility in recent months and
years. As a result of such volatility, investment returnsmay fluctuate significantly. Global economies and financial markets are highly
interconnected, which increases the likelihood that conditions in one country or region will adversely impact issuers in a different
country or region.

Due to concerns regarding recent high inflation inmany sectors of the U.S. and global economies, the U.S. Federal Reserve (“Fed”)
andmany foreign central banks andmonetary authorities raised interest rates and implemented other policy initiatives in an effort
to control inflation, and theymay continue to do so. It is difficult to predict the timing, frequency, magnitude or direction of further
interest rate changes, and the evaluation of macro-economic and other conditions or events could cause a change in approach
in the future. Fixed-income and relatedmarkets may continue to experience heightened levels of interest rate and price volatility.
Inflation risk is the uncertainty over the future real value (after inflation) of an investment. A Portfolio’s investments may not keep
pace with inflation, and the value of an investment in a Portfolio may be eroded over time by inflation. Changes in government or
central bank policies could negatively affect the value and liquidity of a Portfolio’s investments and cause it to losemoney, and there
can be no assurance that the initiatives undertaken by governments and central banks will be successful.
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The Fed’s or foreign central banks’ actionsmay result in an economic slowdown in theUnited States and abroad. There are concerns
thatmonetary policymayprovide less support should economic growth slow. An economic slowdownmaynegatively affect national
and global economies, as well as national and global securities and commoditiesmarkets, andmay continue for an extended period
of time and have unforeseen impacts. Any deterioration in economic fundamentals may increase the risk of default or insolvency
of particular issuers, negatively impactmarket values, cause credit spreads to widen, and reduce bank balance sheets. Any of these
could cause an increase in market volatility, reduce liquidity across various markets, or decrease confidence in the markets.

InMarch 2023, the shutdown of certain financial institutions raised economic concerns over disruption in the U.S. banking system.
There can be no certainty that the actions taken by the U.S. government to strengthen public confidence in the U.S. banking system
will be effective in mitigating the effects of financial institution failures on the economy and restoring public confidence in the
U.S. banking system. In addition, widespread loan defaults in the commercial real estate sector could have a cascading effect on
the broader banking system, straining the financial health of lending institutions and potentially causing more banks to fail.

High public debt in the United States and other countries creates ongoing systemic andmarket risks and policymaking uncertainty,
and there has been a significant increase in the amount of debt due to the economic effects of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
pandemic and ensuing economic relief and public health measures. Economic, political and other developments may result in a
further increase in the amount of public debt, including in the United States. The long-term consequences of high public debt are
not known, but high levels of public debtmay negatively affect economic conditions and the value ofmarkets, sectors and companies
in which a Portfolio invests.

Political and diplomatic events within the United States, including a contentious domestic political environment, changes in political
party control of one or more branches of the U.S. government, the U.S. government’s inability at times to agree on a long-term
budget anddeficit reductionplan, aU.S. government shutdown (or the threat of such a shutdown), anddisagreements over, or threats
not to increase, theU.S. government’s borrowing limit (or “debt ceiling”), as well as political and diplomatic events abroad,may affect
investor and consumer confidence andmay adversely impact financial markets and the broader economy, perhaps suddenly and
to a significant degree. A downgrade of the ratings of U.S. government debt obligations, or concerns about the U.S. government’s
credit quality in general, could have a substantial negative effect on the U.S. and global economies. Moreover, although the
U.S. government has honored its credit obligations, there remains a possibility that theUnited States could default on its obligations.
The consequences of such an unprecedented event are impossible to predict, but it is likely that a default by theUnited States would
be highly disruptive to the U.S. and global securitiesmarkets and could significantly impair the value of the Portfolios’ investments.

Tensions, war, or other open conflicts between nations, such as between Russia andUkraine, in theMiddle East, and in eastern Asia,
the resulting responses by the United States and other countries, and the potential for wider conflict have had, and could continue
to have, severe adverse effects on regional and global economies and could further increase volatility and uncertainty in the financial
markets. The extent and duration of ongoing hostilities or military actions and the repercussions of such actions are impossible to
predict. These events have resulted in, and could continue to result in, significantmarket disruptions, including in certain industries
or sectors such as the oil and natural gas markets, andmay further strain global supply chains and negatively affect inflation and
global growth. The resulting adversemarket conditions could be prolonged. These and any related events could significantly impact
a Portfolio’s performance and the value of an investment in a Portfolio, whether or not the Portfolio invests in securities of issuers
located in or with significant exposure to the countries or regions directly affected.

Certain illnesses spread rapidly and have the potential to significantly and adversely affect the global economy and havematerial
adverse impacts on a Portfolio. Public health crises caused by outbreaks of infectious diseases or other public health issues may
disruptmarket conditions and operations and economies around theworld, exacerbate other pre-existing economic, political, and
social tensions and risks, andnegatively affectmarket performance and the value of investments in individual companies in significant
and unforeseenways. The impact of any outbreakmay last for an extendedperiod of time. For example, the impact of theCOVID-19
pandemic caused significant volatility and severe losses in global financial markets. The COVID-19 pandemic and efforts to contain
its spread resulted in significant disruptions tobusinessoperations, supply chains andcustomer activity, higherdefault rates,widespread
business closures and layoffs, travel restrictions and border closings, extended quarantines and stay-at-home orders, event and
service cancellations, labor shortages, and significant challenges in healthcare service preparation and delivery, as well as general
concern, uncertainty and social unrest. The continued impact of COVID-19 is uncertain. Other outbreaks of infectious diseases or
other public health issues that may arise in the future may have similar or worse effects.

Slowing global economic growth, the rise in protectionist trade policies, and changes to somemajor international trade agreements
(including, for example, the trade agreement between the United Kingdom and the European Union) could affect the economies
of many countries in ways that cannot necessarily be foreseen at the present time. The United States has developed increasingly
strained relationswith a number of foreign countries. If relationswith certain countries deteriorate, it could adversely affect U.S. issuers
as well as non-U.S. issuers that rely on theUnited States for trade. For example, the United States has imposed tariffs and other trade
barriers on Chinese exports, has restricted sales of certain categories of goods to China, and has established barriers to investments
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in China. In addition, the Chinese government is involved in a longstanding disputewith Taiwan that has included threats of invasion.
If relations between the United States and China do not improve or continue to deteriorate, or if China were to attempt unification
of Taiwan by coercion or force, economies, markets and individual securitiesmay be severely affected both regionally and globally,
and the value of a Portfolio’s investments may go down.

Advancements in technologymay also adversely impactmarketmovements and liquidity andmay affect the overall performance
of a Portfolio. For example, the advanced development and increased regulation of artificial intelligencemay impact the economy
and the performance of a Portfolio. As artificial intelligence is usedmorewidely, the profitability and growth of a Portfolio’s holdings
may be impacted, which could impact the overall performance of a Portfolio.

In addition, global climate changemay have a significant adverse effect on property and security values. A rise in sea levels, changes
in weather patterns, an increase in powerful storms and/or an increase in flooding could cause real estate properties to lose value
or becomeunmarketable altogether. Unlike previous declines in the real estatemarket, properties in affected zonesmaynever recover
their value. Large wildfires have devastated, and in the future may devastate, entire communities and may be very costly to any
business found to be responsible for the fire or conducting operations in affected areas. Regulatory changes and divestment
movements in the United States and abroad tied to concerns about climate change could adversely affect the value of certain land
and the viability of industries whose activities or products are seen as accelerating climate change. Losses related to climate change
couldadversely affect corporateborrowers andmortgage lenders, the valueofmortgage-backed securities, thebondsofmunicipalities
that dependon tax revenues and tourist dollars generated by affected properties, and insurers of the properties and/or of corporate,
municipal ormortgage-backed securities. Because property and security values are driven largely by buyers’ perceptions, it is difficult
to know the time period over which these market effects might unfold.

All of these risksmay have amaterial adverse effect on the performance and financial condition of the companies and other issuers
in which a Portfolio invests, and on the overall performance of a Portfolio.

Redemption Risk — A Portfolio may experience periods of heavy redemptions that could cause the Portfolio to sell assets at
inopportune times, which could have a negative impact on the Portfolio's overall liquidity, or at a loss or depressed value. Redemption
risk is heightenedduringperiodsof decliningor illiquidmarkets. Redemption risk also is greater to theextent that oneormore investors
control a large percentage of investments in a Portfolio, have short investment horizons, or have unpredictable cash flow needs.
Heavy redemptions could hurt a Portfolio's performance and increase transaction costs.

Market developments and other factors, including a general rise in interest rates, have the potential to cause investors tomove out
of fixed income securities on a large scale, which may increase redemptions frommutual funds that hold large amounts of fixed
income securities. Themarket-making capacity of dealers has been reduced in recent years, in part as a result of structural changes,
such as fewer proprietary trading desks at broker-dealers and increased regulatory capital requirements. Increased redemptions
frommutual funds that hold large amounts of fixed income securities, coupledwith a reduction in the ability or willingness of dealers
and other institutional investors to buy or hold fixed income securities, may result in decreased liquidity and increased volatility in
the fixed incomemarkets.

Regulatory Risk — Each Portfolio is subject to extensive laws and regulations that govern its operations. Each Portfolio is subject
to regulation by the Securities and ExchangeCommission (“SEC”) and is also subject to regulations imposed by other governmental
regulatory authorities and self-regulatory organizations. Similarly, the businesses and other issuers of the securities and other
instruments inwhich a Portfolio invests are also subject to considerable regulation. These laws and regulations are subject to change.
Extensive regulation or a change in existing laws or regulationsmay have unpredictable and unintended effects andmaymaterially
impact a Portfolio, a security, business, sector ormarket. For example, extensive regulation or a change in existing laws or regulations
made by the government or a regulatory bodymay limit or preclude a Portfolio’s ability to achieve its investment objective, impact
a Portfolio’s investment policies or strategies, adversely affect a Portfolio’s efficiency in implementing its investment strategies, and/or
reduce theattractivenessor increase the cost of an investment,whichmay, in turn, adversely affect a Portfolio’s performance.APortfolio
alsomay incur additional costs, whichmay be substantial, to comply with new requirements as well as tomonitor for compliance
with new requirements going forward. A Portfolio alsomay be adversely affected by changes in the interpretation or enforcement
of existing laws or regulations. Changes in laws or regulations alsomay impair the operation of the U.S. or other securitiesmarkets.

Repurchase Agreements Risk — Repurchase agreements carry certain risks, including risks that are not associated with direct
investments in securities. If a seller under a repurchase agreement were to default on the agreement and be unable to repurchase
the security subject to the repurchase agreement, a Portfoliowould look to the collateral underlying the seller’s repurchase agreement,
including the securities or other obligations subject to the repurchase agreement, for satisfaction of the seller ’s obligation to the
Portfolio. A Portfolio’s right to liquidate the securities or other obligations subject to the repurchase agreement in the event of a
default by the seller could involve certain costs anddelays and, to theextent thatproceeds fromany saleuponadefault of theobligation
to repurchase are less than the repurchase price (e.g., due to transactions costs or a decline in the value of the collateral), the Portfolio
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could suffer a loss. In addition, if bankruptcy proceedings are commencedwith respect to the seller, realization of the collateral may
be delayed or limited and a loss may be incurred.

RiskManagement — The Adviser and Sub-Advisers undertake certain analyses with the intention of identifying particular types
of risks and reducing a Portfolio’s exposure to them.However, risk is an essential part of investing, and the degree of return an investor
might expect is often tied to thedegreeof risk the investor is willing to accept. By its very nature, risk involves exposure to thepossibility
of adverse events. Accordingly, no riskmanagement program can eliminate a Portfolio’s exposure to such events; at best, it can only
reduce thepossibility that thePortfoliowill be affectedbyadverse events, andespecially those risks that arenot intrinsic to thePortfolio’s
investment program.While the prospectus describes material risk factors associated with a Portfolio’s investment program, there
is no assurance that as a particular situation unfolds in themarkets, the Adviser or Sub-Advisers will identify all of the risks thatmight
affect the Portfolio, rate their probability or potential magnitude correctly, or be able to take appropriate measures to reduce the
Portfolio’s exposure to them.Measures takenwith the intention of decreasing exposure to identified risksmight have the unintended
effect of increasing exposure to other risks.

RisksRelated to Investments inUnderlyingPortfolios—When aPortfolio invests in anUnderlying Portfolio (i.e., operates under
a “fund of funds” arrangement), it will indirectly bear its proportionate share of the fees and expenses incurred by the Underlying
Portfolio. These fees and expenses are in addition to the advisory fees and other expenses that the Portfolio and its shareholders
bear directly in connection with the Portfolio’s own operations. As a result, the Portfolio’s shareholders will be subject to two layers
of fees and expenses with respect to investments in the Portfolio. The cost of investing in the Portfolio, therefore, may be higher
than the cost of investing in amutual fund that invests directly in individual stocks and bonds. The Portfolio’s performance depends
upon a favorable allocation by the Adviser among the Underlying Portfolios, as well as the ability of the Underlying Portfolios to
generate favorable performance. TheUnderlyingPortfolios’ investment programsmaynot be complementary, which could adversely
affect the Portfolio’s performance. In addition, the Portfolio’s net asset value is subject to fluctuations in the net asset values of the
Underlying Portfolios in which it invests. The Portfolio is also subject to the risks associated with the securities or other investments
in which the Underlying Portfolios invest, and the ability of the Portfolio tomeet its investment objective will directly depend on the
ability of the Underlying Portfolios tomeet their respective investment objectives. In addition, because each Underlying Portfolio
is managed independently, the same securitymay be held by different Underlying Portfolios, ormay be acquired for one portfolio
at a time when another portfolio deems it appropriate to dispose of the security, resulting in higher indirect expenses without
accomplishing any net investment result. The extent to which the investment performance and risks associated with the Portfolio
correlate to those of a particular Underlying Portfolio will depend upon the extent to which the Portfolio’s assets are allocated from
time to time for investment in theUnderlying Portfolio, whichwill vary. A Portfolio does not control the investments of theUnderlying
Portfolios, whichmay have different investment objectives andmay engage in investment strategies that the Portfolio would not
engage in directly. The Underlying Portfoliosmay change their investment objectives or policies without the approval of a Portfolio.
If thatwere tooccur, the Portfoliomight be forced to sell its investment in anUnderlyingPortfolio at a timeandprice that is unfavorable
to the Portfolio.

In addition, regulations relating to “fundof funds” arrangementsmay impact a Portfolio’s or anUnderlying Portfolio’s ability to achieve
its investment objective, impact a Portfolio’s or anUnderlying Portfolio’s investment policies or strategies, adversely affect a Portfolio’s
or an Underlying Portfolio’s efficiency in implementing its investment strategies, increase operating costs, and/or adversely affect
a Portfolio’s or an Underlying Portfolio’s performance.

Sector Risk — To the extent a Portfolio invests more heavily in one sector, industry, or sub-sector of themarket, its performance
will be especially sensitive to developments that significantly affect that sector, industry, or sub-sector. An individual sector, industry,
or sub-sector of themarketmaybemore volatile, andmayperformdifferently, than thebroadermarket. The industries that constitute
a sectormay all react in the sameway to economic, political, regulatory or other events. An individual sector, industry, or sub-sector
of themarket may be affected by a change in financial condition or other event affecting a single issuer. A Portfolio’s performance
could also be affected if the sector, industry, or sub-sector does not perform as expected. Alternatively, the lack of exposure to one
or more sectors or industries may adversely affect performance.

Securities Lending Risk — Securities lending exposes a Portfolio to counterparty risk, market risk on the loaned securities, and
reinvestment risk on the cash collateral. A Portfolio may lend its portfolio securities to brokers, dealers, other financial institutions
and other eligible persons in order to earn additional income on those securities. Generally, any such loan of portfolio securities
will be contractually required to be continuously secured by collateral in the form of cash or U.S. government or agency securities
with a value at least equal to the value of the securities loaned. A Portfolio may reinvest cash collateral in short-term, highly liquid
investments, such asmoneymarket funds and repurchase agreements (including for purchases of securities that may be loaned).
A Portfolio could losemoney on its investment of cash collateral if the assets in which cash collateral is reinvested do not perform
as well as the original loaned securities. Because cash collateral received by a Portfolio in securities lending transactions may be
invested inmoneymarket funds, the investment return on cash collateral so invested by a Portfoliomay be affected by investment
advisory fees, administrative fees, service fees and other fees that are indirectly borne by the Portfolio, which would be in addition
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to the fees the Portfolio pays its service providers. Securities lending is a formof leverage, whichmaymagnify both gains and losses.
The risks of lending portfolio securities, as with other extensions of secured credit, also consist of possible delay in receiving additional
collateral (to cover an increase in the market value of the loaned securities or a decrease in the value of any securities collateral)
or in the recovery of the loaned securities or possible loss of rights in the collateral should the borrower fail financially. There is a
risk that a borrower may default on its obligations to return loaned securities, which may result in a loss to a Portfolio. Securities
loans are subject to termination by a Portfolio as lender or by the borrower at any time. If a Portfolio terminates a securities loan,
it will forego any income on the loan after the termination. In addition, securities on loanmay not be voted by a Portfolio, and there
is a risk that a Portfolio may not be able to recall loaned securities in sufficient time to vote onmaterial proxy matters. In addition,
a Portfolio typically pays lending fees to the party that serves as the securities lending agent for the Portfolio and arranges loans
under the securities lending program.

Short Position Risk — APortfoliomay engage in short sales andmay enter into derivative contracts that have a similar economic
effect (e.g., taking a short position in a futures contract). A Portfolio will incur a loss as a result of a short position if the price of the
asset sold short increases between the date of the short position sale and the date on which an offsetting position is purchased.
Short positionsmay be considered speculative transactions and involve special risks that could cause or increase losses or reduce
gains. Short sales involve greater reliance on an investment adviser’s ability to accurately anticipate the future value of a security
or instrument, higher transaction costs, and imperfect correlation between the actual and desired level of exposure. Short sales
present a risk of unlimited loss on an individual security basis, particularly in cases where a Portfolio is unable, for whatever reason,
to close out its short position, because the Portfoliomay be required to buy the security sold short at a time when the security has
appreciated in value, and there is potentially no limit to the amount of such appreciation. Volatility in themarket for equity securities,
which has been dramatically increased recently for certain stocks, canmeaningfully increase the risk of loss associated with short
sales. In addition, by investing the proceeds received from selling securities short, a Portfolio could be deemed to be employing
a form of leverage, which creates special risks. A Portfolio’s long positions could decline in value at the same time that the value of
the short positions increase, thereby increasing thePortfolio’s overall potential for lossmore than itwouldbewithout theuseof leverage.
Market or other factorsmay prevent a Portfolio from closing out a short position at themost desirable time or at a favorable price.
In addition, a lender of securitiesmay request, ormarket conditionsmay dictate, that securities sold short be returned to the lender
on short notice. If this happens, the Portfoliomay have to buy the securities sold short at an unfavorable price, which will potentially
reduce or eliminate any gain or cause a loss to the Portfolio.When a Portfolio is selling a security short, itmustmaintain a segregated
account of cash or high-grade securities equal to themargin requirement. As a result, a Portfoliomaymaintain high levels of cash
or other liquid assets (such asU.S. Treasury bills,moneymarket accounts, repurchase agreements, certificates of deposit, high quality
commercial paper and long equity positions) or may utilize the collateral obtained from securities lending for this cash. The need
tomaintain cashor other liquid assets in segregated accounts could limit a Portfolio’s ability to pursueother opportunities as they arise.

Sub-Adviser Selection Risk — A Portfolio is subject to the risk that the Adviser’s process for selecting or replacing a Sub-Adviser
and its decision to select or replace a Sub-Adviser does not produce the intended results.

In addition, the Adviser is subject to certain conflicts of interest in connection with recommending the appointment and continued
service of Sub-Advisers. If the Adviser is affiliated with a Sub-Adviser, the Adviser will benefit not only from the net advisory fee the
Adviser retains, but also from the sub-advisory fees paid by the Adviser to the affiliated Sub-Adviser. Since the Adviser pays fees
to theSub-Advisers from theadvisory fees that it earns from thePortfolios, any increaseordecrease in the sub-advisory feesnegotiated
with proposed or current Sub-Advisers will result in a corresponding decrease or increase, respectively, in the amount of the advisory
fee retained by the Adviser. The Adviser or its affiliates also have distribution relationships with certain Sub-Advisers or their affiliates
under which the Sub-Advisers or their affiliates distribute or support the distribution of investment products issued or sold by the
Adviser or its affiliates (including those inwhich the Portfolios serve as investment options), which could financially benefit theAdviser
and its affiliates or provide an incentive to the Adviser in selecting one Sub-Adviser over another. In addition, the Adviser’s and/or
its affiliates’ other existing or potential business relationships, including with Sub-Advisers and/or their affiliates, or other financial
or personal relationships, could influence theAdviser’s selection and retention or termination of Sub-Advisers.When recommending
the appointment or continued serviceof a Sub-Adviser, consistentwith its fiduciary duties, theAdviser relies primarily on thequalitative
and quantitative factors described in detail in the Prospectus.

Tax Risk — A Portfolio is subject to the risk that the tax treatment of swap agreements and other derivative instruments, such as
commodity-linked derivative instruments, including commodity index-linked notes and commodity options, futures, and options
on futures, may be affected by future regulatory or legislative changes that could affect whether income from such investments
is “qualifying income” under SubchapterM of the Internal Revenue Code, or otherwise affect the character, timing and/or amount
of a Portfolio’s taxable income or gains and distributions.

Valuation Risk — The price at which a Portfolio sells any particular investment may differ from the Portfolio’s valuation of the
investment. Such differences could be significant, particularly for illiquid securities and securities that trade in relatively thinmarkets
and/ormarkets that experience extreme volatility. If market or other conditionsmake it difficult to value some investments, SEC rules
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and applicable accounting protocols may require a Portfolio to value these investments using more subjective methods, known
as fair value methodologies. Using fair value methodologies to price investments may result in a value that is different from an
investment’smost recent closingprice and fromthepricesusedbyothermutual funds to calculate their net asset values.An investment’s
valuationmay differ depending on themethod used for determining value. Investors who purchase or redeemPortfolio shares on
days when the Portfolio is holding fair-valued securitiesmay receive fewer ormore shares, or lower or higher redemption proceeds,
than they would have received if the Portfolio had not held fair-valued securities or had used a different valuation methodology.
The value of foreign securities, certain futures and fixed income securities, and currenciesmay bematerially affected by events after
the close of themarkets onwhich they are tradedbut before a Portfolio determines its net asset value. A Portfolio uses pricing services
to provide values for certain securities, and there is no assurance that a Portfoliowill be able to sell an investment at the price provided
by such pricing services. Different pricing services use different valuation methodologies, potentially resulting in different values
for the same investments. As a result, if a Portfolio were to change pricing services, or if a pricing servicewere to change its valuation
methodology, the value of the Portfolio’s investments could be impacted. A Portfolio’s ability to value its investments in an accurate
and timelymannermay be impacted by technological issues and/or errors by third party service providers, such as pricing services
or accounting agents.

Volatility Management Risk — A Portfolio may invest from time to time in Underlying Portfolios managed by the Adviser that
may employ various volatility management techniques or make strategic adjustments to their asset mix (such as by using futures
andoptions tomanage equity exposure). Although these actions are intended to reduce the overall risk of investing in anUnderlying
Portfolio, theymay not work as intended andmay result in losses by an Underlying Portfolio, and in turn, a Portfolio, or periods of
underperformance, particularly during periodswhenmarket values are increasing butmarket volatility is high orwhen anUnderlying
Portfolio has reduced its equity exposure but market changes do not impact equity returns adversely to the extent predicted by
the Adviser. Volatility is a statistical measure of themagnitude of changes in a portfolio’s returns. A higher volatility level generally
indicates higher risk and often results in more frequent and sometimes significant changes in a portfolio’s returns.

The result of any volatility management strategy will be subject to the Adviser’s ability to correctly assess the degree of correlation
between the performance of the relevantmarket index and themetrics used by the Adviser tomeasuremarket volatility. Since the
characteristics of many securities change asmarkets change or time passes, the result of any volatility management strategy also
will be subject to theAdviser’s ability to continually recalculate, readjust, and execute volatilitymanagement techniques in an efficient
manner. In addition, market conditions change, sometimes rapidly and unpredictably, and the Adviser may be unable to execute
the volatility management strategy in a timely manner or at all.

The Adviser to the Underlying Portfolios uses proprietary modeling tools to implement the volatility management strategy. If the
proprietarymodeling tools prove to be flawed or for other reasons do not produce the desired results, any decisions based on the
modeling toolsmay expose anUnderlying Portfolio, and in turn, a Portfolio, to additional risks and losses. The use ofmodeling tools
has inherent risks, and the success of using amodeling tool depends, among other things, on the accuracy and completeness of
the tool’s development, implementation andmaintenance; on the tool’s assumptions andmethodologies; and on the accuracy and
reliability of the inputs and output of the tool. The Adviser from time to timemaymake changes to its proprietary modeling tools
that do not require shareholder notice.

Moreover, volatilitymanagement strategiesmay expose anUnderlying Portfolio, and in turn, a Portfolio, to costs, such as increased
portfolio transaction costs, which could cause or increase losses or reduce gains. In addition, it is not possible tomanage volatility
fully or perfectly. Futures contracts andother instruments used in connectionwith the volatilitymanagement strategyarenot necessarily
held by an Underlying Portfolio to hedge the value of the Underlying Portfolio’s other investments and, as a result, these futures
contracts and other instrumentsmay decline in value at the same time as the Underlying Portfolio’s other investments.When equity
exposure is reduced, a lack of correlation between the changes in the value of the futures contracts or other instruments used in
connectionwith the volatilitymanagement strategy and the value of anUnderlying Portfolio’s other equity investments (if any) being
hedged could result in losses.

Any one ormore of these factors could prevent anUnderlying Portfolio fromachieving the intended volatilitymanagement or could
cause an Underlying Portfolio, and in turn, a Portfolio, to underperform or experience losses (some of which may be sudden or
substantial) or volatility for any particular period thatmay be higher or lower. In addition, the use of volatilitymanagement techniques
may not protect againstmarket declines andmay limit an Underlying Portfolio’s, and thus a Portfolio’s, participation inmarket gains,
evenduringperiodswhen themarket is rising. Volatilitymanagement techniques, when implemented effectively to reduce theoverall
risk of investing in anUnderlying Portfolio,may result in underperformance by anUnderlying Portfolio. For example, if anUnderlying
Portfolio has reduced its overall exposure to equities to avoid losses in certainmarket environments, the Underlying Portfoliomay
forgo some of the returns that can be associated with periods of rising equity values. An Underlying Portfolio’s performance, and
therefore a Portfolio’s performance, may be lower than the performance of similar funds where volatility management techniques
are not used. In addition, the Adviser and its insurance company affiliatesmanage or advise other funds and accounts that engage
in and compete for transactions in the same types of securities and instruments (such as futures contracts) as anUnderlying Portfolio.
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Such transactions could affect the prices and availability of the securities and instruments in which an Underlying Portfolio invests,
directly or indirectly, and could have an adverse impact on an Underlying Portfolio’s performance, and therefore a
Portfolio’s performance.

Insurance companies issuing guaranteedbenefits on variable annuity and insurance contracts investing in a Portfolio have a financial
interest in preserving the value of the Portfolio and reducing its volatility due to their obligations for these guaranteed benefits (the
cost of providing these guaranteed benefits is related to several factors, including the performance and volatility of the Portfolio).
To theextent aPortfolio is successful inmanaging thevolatility of returns anddownside risk, the insurancecompanies issuingguaranteed
benefits on variable annuity and insurance contracts investing in the Portfolio will also benefit from a reduction in their potential
investment riskwhichwill reduce their costs of hedging this risk and could reduce their reserve and capital requirements. These financial
benefits to the insurance companies could be significant.

Risks of Equity Investments

Each Portfolio may invest a portion of its assets in Underlying Portfolios that emphasize investments in equity securities or other
equity instruments. Therefore, as an investor in a Portfolio, the return on your investment will be based, to some extent, on the risks
and rewards of equity securities or other equity instruments.

In general, the EQ/Aggressive Allocation Portfolio, EQ/Moderate-Plus Allocation Portfolio and EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio
will be subject to the risks of investing in equity securities to a greater extent than the EQ/Conservative Allocation Portfolio and
EQ/Conservative-Plus Allocation Portfolios. In general, the Target Allocation Portfolios with later retirement dates, such as the Target
2035Allocation Portfolio, Target 2045Allocation Portfolio and Target 2055Allocation Portfolio, will be subject to the risks of investing
in equity securities to a greater extent than the Target Allocation Portfolios with earlier retirement dates.

The risks of investing in equity securities or other equity instruments may include:

Convertible Securities Risk — A convertible security is a form of hybrid security; that is, a security with both debt and equity
characteristics. The value of a convertible security fluctuates in relation to changes in interest rates and the credit quality of the issuer
and also fluctuates in relation to changes in the price of the underlying common stock. A convertible security tends to performmore
like a stock when the underlying stock price is high relative to the conversion price (becausemore of the security’s value resides in
the option to convert) andmore like a debt security when the underlying stock price is low relative to the conversion price (because
the option to convert is less valuable). Because its value can be influenced bymany different factors, a convertible security generally
is not as sensitive to interest rate changes as a similar non-convertible debt security, and generally has less potential for gain or loss
than the underlying stock. A convertible security may be subject to redemption at the option of the issuer at a price established
in the convertible security’s governing instrument, whichmay be less than the current market price of the security. If a convertible
security held by a Portfolio is called for redemption, the Portfolio will be required to permit the issuer to redeem the security, convert
it into the underlying common stock, or sell it to a third party. Investments by a Portfolio in convertible debt securities may not be
subject to any ratings restrictions, but a Portfolio’s investment manager will consider ratings, and any changes to ratings, in its
determination of whether the Portfolio should invest in and/or continue to hold the securities. Convertible securities are subject
to equity risk, interest rate risk, and credit risk and are often lower-quality securities. Lower quality may lead to greater volatility in
the price of a security andmay negatively affect a security’s liquidity. Since it derives a portion of its value from the common stock
into which it may be converted, a convertible security is also subject to the same types ofmarket and issuer-specific risks that apply
to the underlying common stock. Convertible securities are normally “junior” securities, which means an issuer usually must pay
interest on its non-convertible debt securities before it canmake payments on its convertible securities. If an issuer stopsmaking
interest or principal payments, these securitiesmay becomeworthless and a Portfolio could lose its entire investment. In the event
of a liquidation of the issuing company, holders of convertible securitiesmay be paid before the company’s common stock holders
but after holders of any senior debt obligations of the company. To the extent a Portfolio invests in securities thatmay be considered
“enhanced” convertible securities, some or all of these risks may be more pronounced.

DividendRisk—Dividends received on common stocks are not fixed but are paid at the discretion of an issuer’s board of directors.
There is no guarantee that the companies in which a Portfolio invests will pay dividends in the future or that dividends, if paid, will
remain at current levels or increase over time. Securities that pay dividends may be sensitive to changes in interest rates, and as
interest rates rise or fall, the prices of such securitiesmay be impacted. A sharp rise in interest rates, an economic downturn, or other
market or company-specific developments, could result in a company’s decision to decrease or eliminate a dividend. During a broad
market advance, securities that pay dividends may not appreciate as much as securities that do not pay dividends.

Equity Risk — In general, the values of stocks and other equity securities fluctuate, and sometimes widely fluctuate, in response
to changes in a company’s financial condition as well as general market, economic and political conditions and other factors. Stock
markets tend to run in cycles, with periods when stock prices generally go up and periods when stock prices generally go down.
However, stockmarkets also canmove up anddown rapidly and unpredictably. Equity securities generally have greater price volatility
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than fixed-incomesecurities. APortfoliomayexperiencea significant or complete loss on its investment in anequity security. Regardless
of where a company is organized or its stock is traded, its performancemay be significantly affected by events in regions fromwhich
it derives its profits or in which it conducts significant operations. In addition, common stock prices may be particularly sensitive
to rising interest rates, which increaseborrowing costs and the costs of capital. In the event of liquidation, equity securities are generally
subordinate in rank to debt and other securities of the same issuer.

Exchange-Traded Funds (“ETFs”) Risk —When a Portfolio invests in an ETF, it will indirectly bear its proportionate share of the
fees andexpenses incurredby the ETF. These fees andexpenses are in addition to the advisory fees andother expenses that a Portfolio
and its shareholders bear directly in connectionwith the Portfolio’s ownoperations. As a result, a Portfolio’s shareholderswill be subject
to two layers of fees and expenses with respect to investments in the Portfolio. The cost of investing in a Portfolio, therefore, may
be higher than the cost of investing in a mutual fund that invests directly in individual stocks and bonds. In addition, a Portfolio’s
net asset value will be subject to fluctuations in themarket values of the ETFs in which it invests. A Portfolio is also subject to the risks
associated with the securities or other investments in which the ETFs invest, and the ability of the Portfolio to meet its investment
objective will directly depend on the ability of the ETFs to meet their investment objectives. The extent to which the investment
performance and risks associated with a Portfolio correlate to those of a particular ETF will depend upon the extent to which the
Portfolio’s assets are allocated from time to time for investment in the ETF, whichwill vary. A Portfolio does not control the investments
of the ETFs, whichmay have different investment objectives andmay engage in investment strategies that the Portfolio would not
engage in directly. The ETFs may change their investment objectives or policies without the approval of a Portfolio. If that were to
occur, the Portfolio might be forced to sell its investment in an ETF at a time and price that is unfavorable to the Portfolio.

In addition, many ETFs invest in securities included in, or representative of, underlying indexes regardless of investment merit or
market trends and, therefore, these ETFs do not change their investment strategies to respond to changes in the economy, which
means that such an ETFmay be particularly susceptible to a general decline in themarket segment relating to the relevant index.
Imperfect correlation between an ETF’s securities and those in the index it seeks to track, rounding of prices, changes to the indices
and regulatory policiesmay cause an ETF’s performance not tomatch the performance of its index. An ETF’s use of a representative
sampling approachwill result in its holding a smaller number of securities than are in the index it seeks to track. As a result, an adverse
development respecting an issuer of securities held by the ETF could result in a greater decline in net asset value than would be
the case if the ETF held all of the securities in the index. To the extent the assets in the ETF are smaller, these risks will be greater. No
ETF fully replicates its index, and an ETFmay hold securities not included in its index. Therefore, there is a risk that the investment
strategy of the ETFmanagermay not produce the intended results. In addition, an activelymanaged ETF’s performance will reflect
the ETF manager’s ability to make investment decisions that are suited to achieving the ETF’s investment objective.

Moreover, there is the risk that an ETFmay value certain securities at a price higher than the price at which it can sell them. Secondary
market trading in shares of ETFsmay be halted by a national securities exchange because ofmarket conditions or for other reasons.
In addition, trading in these shares is subject to trading halts caused by extraordinarymarket volatility pursuant to “circuit breaker”
rules. There can be no assurance that the requirements necessary to maintain the listing of the shares will continue to be met or
will remain unchanged. In addition, although ETFs are listed for trading on national securities exchanges, certain foreign exchanges
and inover-the-countermarkets, there canbenoassurance that anactive tradingmarket for such shareswill developorbemaintained,
in which case the liquidity and value of a Portfolio’s investment in the ETFs could be substantially and adversely affected. In addition,
because ETFs are traded on these exchanges and in thesemarkets, the purchase and sale of their shares involve transaction fees
and commissions. Themarket price of an ETFmaybedifferent from thenet asset value of such ETF (i.e., an ETFmay trade at a discount
or premium to its net asset value). The performance of a Portfolio that invests in such an ETF could be adversely impacted.

Financial Services Sector Risk — To the extent a Portfolio invests in the financial services sector, the value of the Portfolio’s shares
may be particularly vulnerable to factors affecting that sector, such as the availability and cost of capital funds, changes in interest
rates, the rateof corporate and consumerdebt defaults, extensivegovernment regulation andprice competition. The financial services
sector is also a target for cyberattacks. Cybersecurity incidents and technologymalfunctions and failures have become increasingly
frequent andhave caused significant losses to companies in this sector,whichmaynegatively impact aPortfolio. The valueof aPortfolio’s
shares could experience significantly greater volatility than the value of shares of portfolios investing more broadly.

Focused Portfolio Risk — A Portfolio that invests in the securities of a limited number of companiesmay incurmore risk because
changes in the value of a single security may have amore significant effect, either positive or negative, on the Portfolio’s net asset
value and, as a result, the Portfolio may experience greater performance volatility than a Portfolio that is more broadly invested.

Initial Public Offering (“IPO”) Risk — Securities issued in IPOs are subject to many of the same risks as investing in companies
with smaller market capitalizations. Securities issued in IPOs have no trading history, and information about the companies may
be available for very limited periods. Prior to an IPO, there is no publicmarket for an issuer’s securities, and there can be no assurance
that an active trading market will develop or be sustained following the IPO. In addition, the prices of securities sold in IPOs may
be highly volatile. Therefore, a Portfolio may hold IPO shares for a very short period of time. At times, a Portfolio may not be able
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to invest in securities issued in IPOs, or invest to the extent desired, if, for example, only a small portion of the securities being offered
in an IPO aremade available to the Portfolio. In addition, under certainmarket conditions, a relatively small number of companies
may issue securities in IPOs. Similarly, as the number of portfolios to which IPO securities are allocated increases, the number of
securities allocated to any one portfoliomay decrease. To the extent a Portfolio with a small asset base invests in IPOs, a significant
portion of its returns may be attributable to its investments in IPOs, which have amagnified impact on Portfolios with small asset
bases. The impact of IPOs on such a Portfolio's performance will likely decrease as the Portfolio's asset size increases, which could
reduce the Portfolio's returns. There is no guarantee that as such a Portfolio's assets grow it will continue to experience substantially
similar performance by investing in profitable IPOs.

Large-CapCompanyRisk— Largermore established companiesmaybeunable to respondquickly to new competitive challenges
such as changes in technology and consumer tastes, whichmay lead to a decline in their market price.Many larger companies also
may not be able to attain the high growth rate of successful smaller companies, especially during extended periods of economic
expansion. Investingmore heavily in onemarket capitalization category (large,mediumor small) carries the risk that due tomarket
conditions that category may be out of favor with investors.

Mid-Cap, Small-Cap andMicro-CapCompany Risk — A Portfolio’s investments inmid-, small- andmicro-cap companiesmay
involve greater risks than investments in larger, more established issuers because they generally are more vulnerable than larger
companies to adverse business or economic developments, which can negatively affect their value. Such companies generally have
narrower product lines,more limited financial andmanagement resources andmore limitedmarkets for their securities as compared
with larger companies. Their securities may be less well-known and trade less frequently and in limited volume compared with the
securities of larger,moreestablished companies. As a result, the valueof such securitiesmaybemore volatile than the valueof securities
of larger companies, and the Portfoliomay experience difficulty in purchasing or selling such securities at the desired time and price
or in thedesired amount.Mid-, small- andmicro-cap companies also are typically subject to greater changes in earnings andbusiness
prospects than larger companies. Consequently, the prices of mid-, small- andmicro-cap company securities tend to rise and fall
in valuemore frequently than theprices of securities of larger companies. Although investing inmid-, small- andmicro-cap companies
offers potential for above-average returns, the companiesmaynot succeed and the value of their securities could decline significantly.
In general, these risks are greater for small- andmicro-cap companies than formid-cap companies. Investingmore heavily in one
market capitalization category (large, medium or small) carries the risk that due tomarket conditions that categorymay be out of
favor with investors.

Preferred Stock Risk — Preferred stock is subject tomany of the risks associated with debt securities, including interest rate risk.
Unlike interest payments on debt securities, dividends on preferred stock are generally payable at the discretion of the issuer’s board
of directors. Preferred shareholders may have certain rights if dividends are not paid but generally have no legal recourse against
the issuer. Shareholdersmay suffer a loss of value if dividends arenot paid. In certain situations an issuermay call or redeem its preferred
stock or convert it to common stock. Themarket prices of preferred stocks are generallymore sensitive to actual or perceived changes
in the issuer’s financial conditionorprospects thanare thepricesof debt securities. Preferred stock alsomaybe less liquid than common
stock. To the extent that a Portfolio invests a substantial portion of its assets in convertible preferred stocks, declining common stock
values may also cause the value of the Portfolio’s investments to decline.

Real Estate Investing Risk — Real estate-related investments may decline in value as a result of factors affecting the overall real
estate industry. Real estate is a cyclical business, highly sensitive to supply and demand and general and local economic conditions
and characterized by intense competition and periodic overbuilding. Real estate income and values alsomay be greatly affected
bydemographic trends, such as population shifts or changing tastes and values. For example, theCOVID-19pandemic has impacted
certain real estate sectors by accelerating the trend towards online shopping and remote-working environments, which has reduced
the demand for commercial andoffice space. Lossesmayoccur from, for example, casualty or condemnation, or extended vacancies
of properties, andgovernment actions, such as tax law changes, zoning law changes, regulatory limitations on rents, or environmental
regulations, alsomay have amajor impact on real estate. The availability ofmortgages and changes in interest ratesmay also affect
real estate values. Changing interest rates and credit quality requirements also will affect the cash flow of real estate companies and
their ability tomeet capital needs or refinance their obligations. In addition, global climate changemay have a significant adverse
effect on property and security values and may exacerbate the risks of natural disasters.

Real estate investment trusts (“REITs”) generally invest directly in real estate (equity REITs), inmortgages secured by interests in real
estate (mortgage REITs) or in some combination of the two (hybrid REITs). Investing in REITs exposes investors to the risks of owning
real estate directly, as well as to risks that relate specifically to the way in which REITs are organized and operated. Equity REITsmay
be affected by changes in the value of the underlying property owned by the REIT, while mortgage REITs may be affected by the
quality of any credit extended. Equity andmortgage REITs are also subject to heavy cash flow dependency, defaults bymortgagors
or other borrowers, and self-liquidations. The risk of defaults is generally higher in the case ofmortgage pools that include subprime
mortgages involving borrowers with blemished credit histories. The liquidity and value of subprimemortgages and non-investment
grademortgage-backed securities that are not guaranteed byGinnieMae, FannieMae, and FreddieMac could change dramatically
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over time. In addition, regardless of where a REIT is organized or traded, its performance may be affected significantly by events
in the region where its properties are located.

Operating REITs requires specializedmanagement skills, and a Portfolio that invests in REITs indirectly bears REITmanagement and
administration expenses along with the direct expenses of the Portfolio. Individual REITs may own a limited number of properties
and may concentrate in a particular region or property type. Domestic REITs also must satisfy specific Internal Revenue Code
requirements in order to qualify for the tax-free pass-through of net investment income and net realized gains distributed to
shareholders. Failure tomeet these requirementsmay have adverse consequences on an investing Portfolio. Similar treatmentmay
also apply to REIT-like entities under the laws of the countries in which they were formed. In addition, even the larger REITs in the
industry tend to be small- tomedium-sized companies in relation to the equitymarkets as a whole. Moreover, shares of REITsmay
trade less frequently and, therefore, are subject to more erratic price movements than securities of larger issuers.

Special Situations Risk — A Portfoliomay seek to benefit from “special situations,” such as acquisitions, mergers, consolidations,
bankruptcies, liquidations, reorganizations, restructurings, tender or exchange offers or other unusual events expected to affect
a particular issuer. In general, securities of companies which are the subject of a tender or exchange offer or an acquisition, merger,
consolidation, bankruptcy, liquidation, reorganization or restructuring proposal sell at a premium to their historic market price
immediately prior to the announcement of the transaction. However, it is possible that the value of securities of a company involved
in such a transactionwill not rise and in factmay fall, in which case a Portfoliowould losemoney. It is also possible that a Sub-Adviser’s
assessment that a particular company is likely to be acquired or acquired during a specific time framemay be incorrect, in which
case a Portfolio may not realize any premium on its investment and could losemoney if the value of the securities declines during
the Portfolio’s holding period. A Portfolio’s return also could be adversely impacted to the extent that a Sub-Adviser’s strategies fail
to identify companies for investment by the Portfolio that become the subject of a merger or similar transaction that results in an
increase in the value of the securities of those companies. Moreover, publicly announcedmergers and similar types of transactions
may be renegotiated or terminated, in which case a Portfolio may lose money. In addition, if a transaction takes a longer time to
close than a Sub-Adviser originally anticipated, a Portfoliomay realize a lower-than-expected rate of return. In some circumstances,
the securities purchased may be illiquid making it difficult for the Portfolio to dispose of them at an advantageous price.

Unseasoned Companies Risk — Unseasoned companies are companies that have been in operation for less than three years,
including operations of any predecessors. These securities may have limited liquidity and their prices may be very volatile.

Risks of Fixed Income Investments

EachPortfoliomay invest aportionof its assets inUnderlyingPortfolios that invest primarily in debt securities or other debt instruments.
Therefore, as an investor in a Portfolio, the return on your investment will be based, to some extent, on the risks and rewards of fixed
income securities or bonds or other debt instruments. Examples of bonds include, but are not limited to, corporate debt securities
(including notes), mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities, securities issued by the U.S. government and obligations issued
by both government agency and private issuers. Bond issuers may be foreign corporations or governments as described in an
Underlying Portfolio’s investment strategies. In addition to bonds, debt securities also include money market instruments.

In general, the EQ/ConservativeAllocationPortfolio, EQ/Conservative-PlusAllocationPortfolio andEQ/ModerateAllocationPortfolio
will be subject to the risks of investing in fixed income securities to a greater extent than the EQ/Aggressive Allocation Portfolio and
EQ/Moderate-Plus Allocation Portfolios. In general, the Target Allocation Portfolios with earlier retirement dates, such as the Target
2015 Allocation Portfolio and Target 2025 Allocation Portfolio, will be subject to the risks of investing in fixed income securities to
a greater extent than the Target Allocation Portfolios with later retirement dates.

The risks of investing in fixed income securities or other fixed income instruments may include:

Banking IndustrySectorRisk— To theextent a Portfolio invests in thebanking industry, it is exposed to the risks generally associated
with such industry, including interest rate risk, credit risk and the risk that regulatory or other developments relating to the banking
industry may affect its investment. The value of a Portfolio’s shares could experience significantly greater volatility than the value
of shares of portfolios investing more broadly.

InMarch 2023, the shutdown of certain financial institutions raised economic concerns over disruption in the U.S. banking system.
There can be no certainty that the actions taken by the U.S. government to strengthen public confidence in the U.S. banking system
will be effective in mitigating the effects of financial institution failures on the economy and restoring public confidence in the
U.S. banking system. In addition, widespread loan defaults in the commercial real estate sector could have a cascading effect on
the broader banking system, straining the financial health of lending institutions and potentially causing more banks to fail.

Collateralized LoanObligations Risk — Investments in collateralized loan obligations (“CLOs”) involvemany of the same risks
associatedwith investments indebt securities andasset-backed securities, including interest rate risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, prepayment
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and extension risk, and valuation risk. The risks of an investment in a CLOalso depend largely on the quality and type of the collateral
and the class or “tranche” of the CLO in which a Portfolio invests. An investment in a junior tranche is subject to a greater risk of
depreciation or loss than an investment in amore senior tranche. Normally, CLOs are privately offered and sold, and thus are not
registered under the securities laws. As a result, investments in CLOsmaybe characterizedby a Portfolio as illiquid securities; however,
an active dealer market, or other relevantmeasures of liquidity, may exist for CLOs allowing a CLO potentially to be deemed liquid
under a Portfolio’s liquidity policies. Additionally, CLOs carry risks including, but not limited to: (a) the possibility that distributions
fromcollateral securities will not be adequate tomake interest or other payments; (b) the risk that the collateral securitiesmay decline
in value or quality or be downgraded or go into default, particularly during periods of economic downturn; (c) the possibility that
a Portfoliomay invest in CLOs that are subordinate to other classes; (d) the risk that themanager of the CLOsmay perform poorly;
and (e) the risk that the complex structure of CLOsmay produce disputes with the issuer or unexpected investment results. CLOs
also can be difficult to value andmay be highly leveraged (which couldmake them highly volatile), and the use of CLOsmay result
in losses to a Portfolio. CLOs alsomay chargemanagement andother administrative fees, which are in addition to those of a Portfolio.

Credit Risk — APortfolio is subject to the risk that the issuer or the guarantor (or other obligor, such as a party providing insurance
or other credit enhancement) of a fixed income security, or the counterparty to a derivatives contract, repurchase agreement, loan
of portfolio securities or other transaction, is unable or unwilling, or is perceived (whether bymarket participants, ratings agencies,
pricing services or otherwise) as unable or unwilling, to make timely interest and/or principal payments or otherwise honor its
obligations, or defaults completely, whichmay cause the Portfolio’s holdings to lose value. Securities are subject to varying degrees
of credit risk, which are often reflected in their credit ratings. Generally, the longer the maturity and the lower the credit quality of
a security, themore sensitive it is to credit risk. Higher credit ratings correspond to lower perceived credit risk, and lower credit ratings
correspond to higher perceived credit risk. However, rating agenciesmay fail tomake timely changes to credit ratings in response
to subsequent events and a credit ratingmay become stale in that it fails to reflect changes in an issuer’s financial condition. Credit
ratings also may be influenced by conflicts of interest. Credit ratings represent a rating agency’s opinion regarding the quality of
a security and are not a guaranty of quality. Credit ratings do not protect against a decline in the value of a security. The downgrade
of a security’s credit rating may decrease its value. Lower credit quality (or changes in the market’s perception of an issuer ’s
creditworthiness) alsomay lead to greater volatility in the price of a security andmay negatively affect a security’s liquidity. The credit
quality of a security can deteriorate suddenly and rapidly. A Portfoliomay experience a significant or complete loss on a fixed income
security or a transaction. Rising or high interest rates may deteriorate the credit quality of an issuer or counterparty, particularly if
the issueror counterparty faces challenges rollingor refinancing its obligations.Whena fixed incomesecurity is not rated, an investment
manager may have to assess the risk of the security itself. In addition, legislation and regulations to reform rating agencies could
adversely impact a Portfolio’s investments or investment process.

DistressedCompaniesRisk— APortfoliomay invest in distressed debt securities, including loans, bonds andnotes,many ofwhich
are not publicly traded andmay involve a substantial degree of risk. Debt obligations of distressed companies typically are unrated,
lower-rated or close to default. Distressed debt securities include securities of companies that are in financial distress and thatmay
be in or about to enter bankruptcy. In certain periods, theremay be little or no liquidity in themarkets for these securities. In addition,
the prices of such securitiesmay be subject to periods of abrupt and erraticmarketmovements and above-average price volatility.
It may be difficult to obtain financial information regarding the financial condition of a borrower or issuer, and its financial condition
may change rapidly. Itmaybemoredifficult to value such securities and the spreadbetween thebid andaskedprices of such securities
maybegreater than expected. A Portfoliomay lose a substantial portion or all of its investment in such securities or itmaybe required
to accept cash, securities or other property with a value less than the Portfolio’s original investment. Defaulted debt securities involve
risks such as the possibility of complete loss of the investment where the issuer does not restructure to enable it to resume principal
and interest payments. If the issuer of a security held by a Portfolio defaults, the Portfoliomay experience a significant or complete
loss on the security. Securities tend to losemuch of their value before the issuer defaults. A Portfoliomay incur additional expenses
to the extent it is required to seek recovery upon a default in the payment of principal or interest on its portfolio holdings.

Inflation-IndexedBondsRisk— Inflation-indexed bonds are fixed income securities whose principal value is periodically adjusted
according to inflation. The value of inflation-indexed bonds is expected to change in response to changes in real interest rates. Real
interest rates represent nominal (stated) interest rates reduced by the expected impact of inflation. In general, inflation-indexed
bonds, including Treasury inflation-indexed securities, decline in valuewhen real interest rates rise and rise in valuewhen real interest
rates decline. In certain interest rate environments, such as when real interest rates are rising faster than nominal interest rates,
inflation-indexed bondsmay experience greater losses than other fixed income securities with similar durations. Interest payments
on inflation-indexed debt securities can be unpredictable andmay vary as the principal and/or interest is adjusted for inflation. In
periods of deflation, a Portfoliomay have no income at all from such investments. The principal value of an investment in a Portfolio
is not protected or otherwise guaranteed by the value of the Portfolio’s investments in inflation-indexed debt securities.

Interest Rate Risk — Changes in interest ratesmay affect the yield, liquidity and value of investments in income producing or debt
securities. Changes in interest rates also may affect the value of other securities. When interest rates rise, the value of a Portfolio’s
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debt securities generally declines. Conversely, when interest rates decline, the value of a Portfolio’s debt securities generally rises.
Typically, the longer thematurity (i.e., the term of a debt security) or duration (i.e., a measure of the sensitivity of a debt security to
changes inmarket interest rates, based on the entire cash flow associated with the security) of a debt security, the greater the effect
a change in interest rates could have on the security’s price. For example, if a debt security has a duration of five years and interest
rates increase by 1%, the debt security’s price typically would be expected to decline by approximately 5%. Thus, the sensitivity of
a Portfolio’s debt securities to interest rate risk will increase the greater the duration of those securities. Greater sensitivity to changes
in interest rates may increase the volatility of a debt security’s value and may lead to losses. Interest rate changes can be sudden
and unpredictable, and are influenced by a number of factors, including government policy, monetary policy, inflation rates and/or
investor expectations concerning such rates, perceptions of risk, and supply anddemandof bonds. Changes in governmentmonetary
policy, including changes in federal tax policy or changes in a central bank’s implementation of specific policy goals, may have a
substantial and immediate impact on interest rates. However, there can be no guarantee that any particular government or central
bankpolicywill be continued, discontinuedor changed, or that any suchpolicywill have thedesired effect on interest rates. Short-term
and long-term interest rates, and interest rates in different countries, do not necessarily move in the same direction or by the
same amount.

Due to concerns regarding recent high inflation in many sectors of the U.S. and global economies, the U.S. Federal Reserve and
many foreign central banks andmonetary authorities raised interest rates and implemented other policy initiatives in an effort to
control inflation, and they may continue to do so. It is difficult to predict the timing, frequency, magnitude or direction of further
interest rate changes, and the evaluation of macro-economic and other conditions or events could cause a change in approach
in the future. Fixed-income and related markets may continue to experience heightened levels of interest rate volatility.

During periods of very low interest rates, which occur from time to time due to market forces or actions of governments and/or
their central banks, a Portfolio may be subject to a greater risk of principal decline from rising interest rates. A significant or rapid
rise in interest rates could result in losses, which could be substantial, to a Portfolio.

Certain countries have experienced negative interest rates on certain fixed-income instruments. Very low or negative interest rates
may magnify interest rate risk by, among other things, reducing or eliminating interest income and causing declines in the value
of investments in income producing or debt securities. Changing interest rates, including rates that fall below zero, may have
unpredictable effects on markets, may result in heightened market volatility and may detract from Portfolio performance to the
extent a Portfolio is exposed to such interest rates.

Inverse Floaters Risk — Inverse floaters are securities with a floating or variable rate of interest (i.e., the rate of interest varies with
changes in specified market rates or indices, such as the prime rate, or at specified intervals). Inverse floaters have interest rates
that tend tomove in the opposite direction as the specifiedmarket rates or indices andmay exhibit substantially greater price volatility
than fixed rate obligations having similar credit quality, redemption provisions andmaturity. Any increase in the reference rate of
an inverse floater (as a consequence of an increase in interest rates) causes a drop in the coupon rate, while any drop in the reference
rate of an inverse floater causes an increase in the coupon rate. Inverse floaters generally will underperform the market for fixed
rate securities in a rising interest rate environment. Inverse floater collateralizedmortgage obligations (“CMOs”) exhibit greater price
volatility than themajority ofmortgage-related securities. In addition, some inverse floaterCMOsexhibit extreme sensitivity to changes
in prepayments. As a result, the yield tomaturity of an inverse floater CMO is sensitive not only to changes in interest rates but also
to changes in prepayment rates on the related underlyingmortgage assets. Inverse floaters typically involve leverage, which can
magnify a Portfolio's losses; accordingly, the holder of an inverse floater could lose more than its principal investment.

InvestmentGrade Securities Risk — Debt securities generally are rated by national bond ratings agencies. A Portfolio considers
securities tobe investment grade if they are ratedBBBor higher by S&Por Fitch, or Baaor higher byMoody’s, or, if unrated, determined
by the investmentmanager to be of comparable quality. Securities rated in the lower investment grade rating categories (e.g., BBB
or Baa) are considered investment grade securities, butmay havemore risk than higher rated obligations because they are regarded
as having only an adequate capacity to pay principal and interest, are considered to lack outstanding investment characteristics,
and may possess certain speculative characteristics.

LIBORRisk— Prior to June 30, 2023,many debt securities, derivatives andother financial instruments utilized the London Interbank
Offered Rate (or “LIBOR”) as the reference or benchmark rate for variable interest rate calculations; however, LIBOR settings for all
maturities and currencies ceased to be published on a representative basis after June 30, 2023.

The Secured Overnight Financing Rate (“SOFR”) has been selected by a committee established by the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to replace LIBOR as a reference or benchmark rate in the United
States. Bankworkinggroups and regulators in other countries have suggestedother alternatives for their respectivemarkets. However,
there are risks associatedwith using a new reference or benchmark ratewith respect to existing or new investments and transactions.
The SOFR or other alternative reference or benchmark rate may be an ineffective substitute with respect to an existing or new
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investment or transaction, resulting in prolongedadversemarket conditions for a Portfolio, which could negatively affect the Portfolio’s
performance and/or net asset value.

SOFR is a broadmeasure of the cost of borrowing cash overnight collateralized by U.S. Treasury securities. The composition and
characteristics of SOFR are not the same as those of LIBOR, and SOFR is fundamentally different from LIBOR. SOFR is a secured rate,
while LIBOR is an unsecured rate, and SOFR is an overnight rate, while LIBOR is a forward-looking rate that represents interbank
funding over different maturities. As a result, there can be no assurance that SOFR will perform in the same way as LIBOR would
have at any time, including as a result of changes in interest and yield rates in the market, market volatility, or global or regional
economic, financial, political, regulatory, judicial or other events. In addition, daily changes in SOFR have, on occasion, beenmore
volatile than daily changes in other benchmark ormarket rates, such as LIBOR. The return on and value of investments that are linked
to SOFRmay fluctuate more than the return on and value of investments that are linked to less volatile rates.

Various financial industry groupshaveplanned for andhave implemented the transition fromLIBOR toSOFRor another new reference
or benchmark rate, but, in certain instances, the transition process may have resulted in, or may result in, increased volatility and
illiquidity in markets that relied on LIBOR to determine interest rates. It may also have caused, or lead to, a reduction in the values
of some LIBOR-based investments and the effectiveness of new hedges placed against existing LIBOR-based instruments, which
may adversely affect a Portfolio’s performance or net asset value.

Loan Risk — A bank loan represents an interest in a loan or other direct indebtedness that entitles the acquirer of such interest to
payments of interest, principal and/or other amounts due under the structure of the loan. Loan interests are subject to liquidity risk,
prepayment risk, extension risk, the risk of subordination to other creditors, restrictions on resale, and the lack of a regular trading
market and publicly available information. Loan interestsmay be difficult to value andmay have extended trade settlement periods
(bank loans may have trade settlement periods that extend beyond seven days). As a result, the proceeds from the sale of a loan
may not be available tomake additional investments or tomeet redemption obligations until potentially a substantial period after
the sale of the loan. The extended trade settlement periods could force a Portfolio to liquidate other securities tomeet redemptions
and may present a risk that the Portfolio may incur losses in order to timely honor redemptions.

A Portfolio’s investments in loans are subject to the risk that the Portfolio will not receive payment of interest, principal and other
amounts due in connectionwith these investments andwill dependprimarily on the financial condition of the borrower. Fully secured
loans offer a Portfoliomore protection than unsecured loans in the event of nonpayment of scheduled interest or principal, although
there is no assurance that the liquidation of a secured loan’s collateral would satisfy the borrower’s obligation or that the collateral
could be readily liquidated. In addition, a Portfolio’s access to collateral may be limited by bankruptcy or other insolvency laws. In
the event of a default, a Portfoliomay not recover its principal, may experience a substantial delay in recovering its investment and
maynot receive interest during the delay. Unsecured loans are subject to a greater risk of default than secured loans, especially during
periods of deteriorating economic conditions. Unsecured loans also have a greater risk of nonpayment in the event of a default
than secured loans since there is no recourse for the lender to collateral. Loans inwhich a Portfoliomay investmaybemade to finance
highly leveraged corporate transactions. The highly leveraged capital structure of the borrowers in such transactions may make
such loans especially vulnerable to adverse changes in economic ormarket conditions. In addition, loan interests may be unrated,
and aPortfolio’s Sub-Advisermaybe required to rely exclusively on its ownanalysis of theborrower in determiningwhether to acquire,
or to continue to hold, a loan. Loansmay not be considered “securities,” and purchasers, such as a Portfolio, thereforemay not have
the benefit of the anti-fraud protections of the federal securities laws.

Loan agreements, which set forth the terms of a loan and the obligations of the borrower and lender, contain certain covenants
thatmandate or prohibit certain borrower actions, including financial covenants (or “maintenance covenants”) that dictate certain
minimumandmaximum financial performance levels. Certain types of loans contain fewermaintenance covenants than traditional
loans (or nomaintenance covenants at all) andmay not include terms that permit the lender tomonitor the financial performance
of the borrower and declare an event of default if certain criteria are breached. This may hinder a Portfolio’s ability to reprice credit
risk associated with the borrower and reduce a Portfolio’s ability to restructure a problematic loan and mitigate potential loss. As
a result, a Portfolio’s exposure to losses on these types of loansmay be increased, especially during a downturn in the credit cycle.

A Portfolio may acquire a loan interest by obtaining an assignment of all or a portion of the interests in a particular loan that are
held by an original lender or a prior assignee. As an assignee, a Portfolio normally will succeed to all rights and obligations of its
assignorwith respect to the portion of the loan that is being assigned. However, the rights and obligations acquired by the purchaser
of a loan assignmentmay differ from, and bemore limited than, those held by the original lenders or the assignor. A Portfoliomay
also purchase a participation in a loan interest that is held by another party. When a Portfolio’s loan interest is a participation, the
Portfoliomayhave less control over the exercise of remedies than theparty selling theparticipation interest, and thePortfolio normally
would not have any direct rights against the borrower. It is possible that a Portfolio could be held liable, or may be called upon to
fulfill other obligations, with respect to loans in which it receives an assignment in whole or in part, or in which it owns a participation.
The potential for such liability is greater for an assignee than for a participant.
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MoneyMarket Risk— Although amoneymarket fund is designed to be a relatively low risk investment, it is not free of risk. Despite
the short maturities and high credit quality of amoneymarket fund’s investments, increases in interest rates and deteriorations in
the credit quality of the instruments themoneymarket fund has purchasedmay reduce themoneymarket fund’s yield and can cause
theprice of amoneymarket security to decrease. In addition, amoneymarket fund is subject to the risk that the valueof an investment
may be eroded over time by inflation. In the event that anymoneymarket fund that seeks tomaintain a stable $1.00 net asset value
fails tomaintain a stable net asset value (or if there is a perceived threat that amoneymarket fund is likely to fail tomaintain a stable
net asset value), moneymarket funds in general could face increased redemption pressures, which could jeopardize the stability
of their net asset values. Certain money market funds have in the past failed to maintain stable $1.00 net asset values, and there
can be no assurance that such failures and resulting redemption pressures will not occur in the future. A low- or negative-interest
rate environmentmay prevent amoneymarket fund fromproviding a positive yield, and could negatively impact amoneymarket
fund’s ability to maintain a stable $1.00 net asset value per share.

Certain money market funds are institutional money market funds, which means that the net asset value of the fund’s shares will
“float”. A money market fund with a floating net asset value does not maintain a stable $1.00 net asset value per share; rather, its
net asset value will fluctuate with changes in the values of the securities in which the fund invests. Shares sold utilizing a floating net
asset valuemay beworthmore or less than their original purchase price. An institutionalmoneymarket fund is permitted to impose
a liquidity fee upon the redemption of fund shares and, effective October 2, 2024, generally will be required to impose a liquidity
fee when the fund experiences daily net redemptions of fund shares that exceed certain levels.

Moneymarket funds are subject to specific rules that affect themanner in which these funds are structured and operated. Changes
in these rules may impact a money market fund’s expenses, operations, returns, liquidity and continued viability.

Mortgage-RelatedandOtherAsset-BackedSecuritiesRisk— Investments inmortgage-relatedandother asset-backed securities
are subject to credit risk, liquidity risk, the risk of default, interest rate risk, and prepayment and extension risk, sometimes to a greater
extent than various other types of fixed income investments. Declines in the credit quality of and defaults by the issuers of
mortgage-relatedandother asset-backed securitiesmaydecrease the valueof such securities,which could result in losses to aPortfolio,
andmay reduce the liquidity of such securities andmake such securities more difficult to purchase or sell at an advantageous time
and price. In addition, borrowersmay default on the obligations that underliemortgage-related and other asset-backed securities.
The risk of defaults by borrowers generally is greater during times of rising interest rates and/or unemployment rates. The impairment
(or loss) of the valueof collateral or other assets underlyingmortgage-relatedandother asset-backed securitieswill result in a reduction
in the value of the securities. Certain collateral may be difficult to locate in the event of default, or may be lost, and recoveries of
depreciated or damaged collateral may not fully cover payments due on such collateral. Asset-backed securitiesmay not have the
benefit of a security interest in collateral comparable to that of mortgage assets, resulting in additional credit risk. In addition, even
when there is no default or threat of default, instability in themarkets formortgage-related and other asset-backed securities may
reduce (at times, significantly) the liquidity of such securities. As a result, the value of such securities may decrease and a Portfolio
may incur greater losses on the sale of such securities thanundermore stablemarket conditions. Furthermore, instability and illiquidity
in themarket for lower-ratedmortgage-related and other asset-backed securitiesmay affect the overall market for such securities,
thereby impacting the liquidity and value of higher-rated securities.

If a Portfolio purchases mortgage-related or other asset-backed securities that are “subordinated” to other interests in the same
pool, the Portfolio, as a holder of those securities, may receive payments only after the pool’s obligations to other investors have
been satisfied. For example, an unexpectedly high rate of defaults on themortgages held by amortgage poolmay limit substantially
the pool’s ability tomake payments of principal or interest to the Portfolio as a holder of such subordinated securities, reducing the
values of those securities or in some cases rendering themworthless. In addition, certainmortgage-related and other asset-backed
securitiesmay include securities backedbypools of loansmade to “subprime” borrowers or borrowerswith blemished credit histories.
The underwriting standards for subprime loansmay be lower andmore flexible than the standards generally used by lenders for
borrowers with non-blemished credit histories with regard to the borrowers’ credit standing and repayment ability. Borrowers who
qualify generally have impaired credit histories, whichmay include a record of major derogatory credit items such as outstanding
judgments or prior bankruptcies. In addition, they may not have the documentation required to qualify for a standard loan. As a
result, the loans in the pool are likely to experience rates of delinquency, foreclosure, and bankruptcy that are higher, and thatmay
be substantially higher, than those experiencedby loans underwritten in amore traditionalmanner. In addition, changes in the values
of the assets underlying the loans (if any), aswell as changes in interest rates,mayhave agreater effect on thedelinquency, foreclosure,
bankruptcy, and loss experience of the loans in the pool than on loans originated in amore traditional manner. The risk of defaults
by borrowers is generally higher in the case of asset ormortgage pools that include subprime assets ormortgages, and the liquidity
and value of subprimemortgages and non-investment grademortgage-backed securities that are not guaranteed byGinnieMae,
Fannie Mae, and Freddie Mac could change dramatically over time.

Paymentof interest and repaymentof principal, the schedule forwhich varies basedon the termsof the loan,maybe largely dependent
upon the cash flows generated by the assets backing the securities and, in certain cases, supported by various forms of insurance
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or guarantees, including letters of credit, surety bonds, or other credit or liquidity enhancements. There can be no assurance that
insurers or guarantors can meet their obligations under the insurance policies or guarantee arrangements. Furthermore,
mortgage-related andother asset-backed securities typically provide the issuer with the right to prepay the security prior tomaturity.
During periods of rising interest rates, the rate of prepayments tends to decrease because borrowers are less likely to prepay debt
(such asmortgage debt or automobile loans). Slower than expected payments can extend the average lives of mortgage-related
and other asset-backed securities, and thismay lock in a belowmarket interest rate and increase the security’s duration and interest
rate sensitivity, whichmay increase the volatility of the security’s value andmay lead to losses. During periods of falling interest rates,
the rate of prepayments tends to increase because borrowers aremore likely to pay off debt and refinance at the lower interest rates
then available. Unscheduled prepayments shorten the average lives of mortgage-related and other asset-backed securities and
may result in the Portfolio’s having to reinvest the proceeds of the prepayments at lower interest rates. Unscheduled prepayments
also would limit the potential for capital appreciation on these securities andmaymake them less effective than other fixed income
securities as ameans of “locking in” long-term interest rates, thereby reducing the Portfolio’s income. Prepayment rates are difficult
to predict, and the potential impact of prepayments on the value of a mortgage-related or other asset-backed security depends
on the terms of the instrument and can result in significant volatility.

Privately issued mortgage-related and other asset-backed securities may be subject to heightened liquidity risk. During periods
of market stress or high redemptions, a Portfolio may be forced to sell these securities at significantly reduced prices, resulting in
losses. Liquid privately issuedmortgaged-related and other asset-backed securities can become illiquid during periods of market
stress. Privately issuedmortgage-related securities are not subject to the sameunderwriting standards for the underlyingmortgages
that are applicable to thosemortgage-related securities that have U.S. government or government-sponsored enterprise (“GSE”)
guarantees. As a result, themortgage loans underlying privately issuedmortgage-related securities may, and frequently do, have
less favorable collateral, credit risk, liquidity risk, or other underwriting characteristics than U.S. government or GSE mortgage-
related securities.

Mortgage-backed securities issued in the form of collateralized mortgage obligations (“CMOs”) are collateralized by mortgage
loans or mortgage pass-through securities. In periods of supply and demand imbalances in themarket for CMOs or in periods of
sharp interest rate movements, the prices of CMOs may fluctuate to a greater extent than would be expected from interest rate
movements alone. CMOs and othermortgage-backed securitiesmay be structured similarly to collateralized debt obligations and
may be subject to similar risks.

Non-Investment Grade Securities Risk — Bonds rated below BBB by S&P or Fitch, or below Baa by Moody’s or, if unrated,
determined by the investmentmanager to be of comparable quality, are speculative in nature, involve greater risk of default by the
issuing entity andmay be subject to greater market fluctuations than higher rated fixed income securities. Non-investment grade
bonds, sometimes referred to as “junk bonds,” are usually issued by companies without long track records of sales and earnings,
or by those companies with questionable credit strength. The creditworthiness of issuers of non-investment grade debt securities
may be more complex to analyze than that of issuers of investment grade debt securities, and the reliance on credit ratings may
present additional risks. The retail secondary market for these “junk bonds” may be less liquid than that of higher rated securities
and adverse conditions could make it difficult at times to sell certain securities or could result in lower prices than those used in
calculating a Portfolio’s net asset value. A Portfolio investing in “junk bonds”may also be subject to greater credit risk because it may
invest in debt securities issued in connectionwith corporate restructuring by highly leveraged issuers or in debt securities not current
in the payment of interest or principal or in default. If the issuer of a security is in default with respect to interest or principal payments,
a Portfolio may lose its entire investment. The credit rating of a below investment grade security does not necessarily address its
market value risk and may not reflect its actual credit risk. Ratings and market value may change from time to time, positively or
negatively, to reflect new developments regarding the issuer. Because of the risks involved in investing in below investment grade
securities, an investment in a Portfolio that invests substantially in such securities should be considered speculative.

Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk — Prepayment risk is the risk that the issuer of a security held by a Portfolio may pay off
principal more quickly than originally anticipated, and the Portfolio may have to reinvest the proceeds in an investment offering
a lower yield, may not benefit from any increase in value thatmight otherwise result from declining interest rates andmay lose any
premium it paid to acquire the security. Falling interest rates generally result in quicker payoffs as borrowers aremotivated to pay
off debt and refinance at new lower rates. Extension risk is the risk that the issuer of a security held by a Portfoliomay pay off principal
more slowly than originally anticipated. Rising interest rates generally result in slower payoffs, which effectively increase the duration
of certain debt securities and heighten interest rate risk. Additionally, a Portfolio may be prevented from reinvesting the proceeds
it would have received at a given time in an investment offering a higher yield.

SovereignDebt Securities Risk — Sovereign debt securities are subject to the risk that a governmental entitymay delay or refuse
to pay interest or repay principal on its sovereign debt for a variety of reasons including, for example, cash flowproblems, insufficient
foreign currency reserves, political considerations, the size of the governmental entity’s debt position in relation to the economy,
or the failure to put in place economic reforms required by the International Monetary Fund or other multilateral agencies. If a
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governmental entity defaults, itmayask formore time inwhich topayor for further loans. In addition, there aregenerally nobankruptcy
proceedings similar to those in the United States by which defaulted sovereign debt obligations may be collected and theremay
be fewor no effective legal remedies for collecting on suchdebt. Sovereigndebt risk is increased for emergingmarket issuers. Certain
emergingmarket or developing countries are among the largest debtors to commercial banks and foreign governments. At times,
certainemergingmarket countrieshavedeclaredmoratoriaon thepaymentofprincipal and interest onexternal debt.Certainemerging
market countries have experienced difficulties in servicing their sovereign debt on a timely basis, which has led to defaults and the
restructuring of certain indebtedness.

U.S. Government Securities Risk — Although a Portfolio may hold securities that carry U.S. government guarantees, these
guarantees do not extend to shares of the Portfolio itself and do not guarantee themarket prices of the securities. Securities issued
by the U.S. Treasury or other agencies and instrumentalities of the U.S. governmentmay decline in value as a result of, among other
things, changes in interest rates, political events in the United States, international developments, including strained relations with
foreign countries, and changes in the credit rating of, or investor perceptions regarding the creditworthiness of, theU.S. government.
Rating services have in the past lowered their long-term sovereign credit rating on the United States. Furthermore, not all securities
issued by theU.S. government and its agencies and instrumentalities are backed by the full faith and credit of theU.S. Treasury. Some
are backed by the issuer’s right to borrow from the U.S. Treasury, while others are backed only by the credit of the issuing agency
or instrumentality. Securities not backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. Treasury involve greater credit risk than investments
in other types of U.S. government securities. Themaximumpotential liability of the issuers of someU.S. government securitiesmay
greatly exceed their current resources, including their legal right to support from the U.S. Treasury. It is possible that these issuers
will not have the funds tomeet their payment obligations in the future. Increases or decreases in the demand for U.S. government
securities may occur at any time and may result in increased volatility in the values of those securities.

Variable and FloatingRate Securities Risk— Themarket prices of securities with variable and floating interest rates are generally
less sensitive to interest rate changes thanare themarket prices of securitieswith fixed interest rates. Variable and floating rate securities
may decline in value if market interest rates or interest rates paid by such securities do notmove as expected. Conversely, variable
and floating rate securities will not generally rise in value if market interest rates decline. Certain types of floating rate securities,
such as interests in bank loans, may be subject to greater liquidity risk than other debt securities.

Certain variable and floating rate securities have an interest rate floor feature, which prevents the interest rate payable by the security
fromdropping below a specified level as compared to a reference interest rate (the “reference rate”). Such a floor protects a Portfolio
from losses resulting from a decrease in the reference rate below the specified level. However, if the reference rate is below the floor,
there will be a lag between a rise in the reference rate and a rise in the interest rate payable by the security, and a Portfoliomay not
benefit from increasing interest rates for a significant period of time. Rates on certain variable rate securities typically reset only
periodically. As a result, changes in prevailing interest rates, particularly sudden and significant changes, can cause some fluctuations
in a Portfolio’s value to the extent that it invests in variable rate securities.

When-IssuedandDelayedDeliverySecurities andForwardCommitmentsRisk—When-issuedanddelayeddelivery securities
and forward commitments involve the risk that the security a Portfolio commits to purchase will decline in value prior to its delivery.
This risk is in addition to the risk that a Portfolio’s other assetswill decline in value. Therefore, these transactions canhave a leverage-like
effect on a Portfolio and increase a Portfolio’s overall investment exposure. There also is the risk that the security will not be issued
or that the other party to the transaction will fail to complete the sale or purchase of the security. If this occurs, a Portfoliomay lose
the opportunity to purchase or sell the security at the agreed upon price and may forgo any gain in the security’s price. These
transactions also may cause a Portfolio to liquidate positions when it may not be advantageous to do so, in order to satisfy its
purchase obligations.

Zero Coupon and Pay-in-Kind Securities Risk — Zero coupon and pay-in-kind securities are debt securities that do notmake
periodic cash interest payments. Zero coupon securities are issued at a significant discount from their face value. Zero coupon and
pay-in-kind securities tend to be subject to greater fluctuations inmarket value in response to changing interest rates than securities
of comparablematurities that pay interest periodically and in cash. Pay-in-kind securities generally carry higher interest rates compared
to debt securities that make cash payments of interest to reflect the increased risks associated with the deferral of interest
payments. Pay-in-kind securities also generally involve greater credit risk than coupon bonds because a Portfolio receives no cash
payments until thematurity date or a specified cashpayment date. Even if accounting conditions aremet for accruing incomepayable
at a future date under a pay-in-kind security, the issuer could still default when the collectiondate occurs at thematurity of or payment
date for the security. If the issuer of a pay-in-kind security defaults, a Portfoliomay lose its entire investment. Pay-in-kind securities
alsomay be difficult to value accurately because they involve ongoing judgments about the collectability of the deferred payments
and the value of any associated collateral.

In addition, current federal income tax law requires the holder of a zero coupon security or certain pay-in-kind securities to accrue
incomewith respect to these securities on a current basis, even though it does not receive that income currently in cash. Tomaintain
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its qualification as a regulated investment company under the Internal Revenue Code and avoid federal tax liability at the entity
(Portfolio) level, a Portfoliomay be required to distribute income accrued with respect to these securities andmay have to dispose
of portfolio securities under disadvantageous circumstances in order to generate cash to satisfy these distribution requirements.

Risks of Foreign Securities Investments

Each Portfolio may invest a varying portion of its assets in Underlying Portfolios that invest primarily in foreign securities or other
foreign instruments. Therefore, as an investor in a Portfolio, the return on your investment will be based, to some extent, on the
risks and rewards of foreign securities or other foreign instruments.

The risks of investing in foreign securities or other foreign instruments may include:

Foreign Securities Risk— Investments in foreign securities, including depositary receipts, involve risks not associatedwith, ormore
prevalent than those thatmay be associatedwith, investments in U.S. securities. The economies of certain foreignmarketsmay not
compare favorablywith the economyof theUnited Stateswith respect to such issues as growthof gross national product, reinvestment
of capital, resources andbalanceof payments position.Over agivenperiodof time, foreign securitiesmayunderperformU.S. securities
— sometimes for years. A Portfolio could also underperform if it invests in countries or regions whose economic performance falls
short. Foreignmarketsmay be less liquid,more volatile and subject to less government supervision and regulation thanU.S.markets,
and it may take more time to clear and settle trades involving foreign securities. Security values also may be negatively affected
by changes in the exchange rates between theU.S. dollar and foreign currencies. Differences betweenU.S. and foreign legal, political
and economic systems, regulatory regimes andmarket practices, as well as changes in international trading patterns, trade barriers
and other protectionist trade policies (including those of the United States), governmental instability, acts of terrorism, war or other
open conflicts, or other political, diplomatic or economic actionsor factors, alsomayadversely impact security values. Foreign securities
are also subject to the risks associatedwith thepotential impositionof economicor other sanctions against a particular foreign country,
its nationals, businesses or industries. The costs of buying and selling foreign securities, including taxes, brokerage and custody costs,
generally are higher than the costs of buying and selling domestic securities. World markets, or those in a particular region, may
all react in similar fashion to important economic, political or other developments. Events andevolving conditions in certain economies
ormarketsmay alter the risks associatedwith investments tied to countries or regions that historicallywere perceived as comparatively
stable and make such investments riskier and more volatile. In addition, securities issued by U.S. entities with substantial foreign
operations or holdings can involve risks relating to conditions in foreign countries. Regardless of where a company is organized
or its stock is traded, its performancemay be significantly affected by events in regions fromwhich it derives its profits or in which
it conducts significant operations.

Currency Risk— Investments in foreign currencies and in securities that trade in, or receive revenues in, or in derivatives
that provideexposure to foreign currencies are subject to the risk that those currencieswill decline in value relative to theU.S. dollar.
Any such declinemay erode or reverse any potential gains from an investment in securities denominated in foreign currency
ormaywidenexisting loss. To the extent a Portfolio invests or hedgesbasedon theperceived relationshipbetween twocurrencies,
there is a risk that the correlation between those currencies may not behave as anticipated. Currency rates may fluctuate
significantly over short periods of time and can be affected unpredictably by a number of factors, including changes in interest
rates; intervention (or the failure to intervene) by U.S. or foreign governments, central banks or supranational entities; investor
perception of a country’s economy; or the imposition of currency controls or other political developments in the United States
or abroad. Currency exchange rates may fluctuate in response to factors external to a country’s economy, which makes the
forecasting of currencymarketmovements extremely difficult. Currency riskmaybeparticularly high to the extent that a Portfolio
invests in foreign securities or currencies that are economically tied to emerging market countries.

Depositary Receipts Risk — Investments in depositary receipts (including American Depositary Receipts, European
Depositary Receipts andGlobal Depositary Receipts) involvemany of the same risks associatedwith investing directly in foreign
securities, including the economic and political risks associatedwith the underlying issuer’s country. In addition, the underlying
issuers of certain depositary receipts, particularly unsponsored or unregistered depositary receipts, are under no obligation
todistribute shareholder communications to theholders of such receipts or topass through to themany voting rightswith respect
to the deposited securities. A Portfoliomay therefore receive less timely information or have less control than if it invested directly
in the foreign issuer. Depositary receipts are subject to the risk of fluctuation in the currency exchange rate if, as is often the case,
the underlying foreign securities are denominated in foreign currency, and theremay be an imperfect correlation between the
market value of depositary receipts and the underlying foreign securities. Certain countries may limit the ability to convert a
depositary receipt into the underlying foreign security and vice versa, whichmay cause the securities of the foreign company
to trade at a discount or premium to themarket price of the relateddepositary receipts. In some cases, if a Portfolio, as the holder
of adepositary receipt, is compelled to convert thedepositary receipt into theunderlying foreign security but is unable successfully
to complete the conversion, thedepositary receipt could be renderedworthless and thePortfolio could lose its entire investment.
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EmergingMarkets Risk — Emergingmarket countries generally are located in Asia, the Middle East, Eastern Europe,
Central andSouthAmerica, andAfrica. There aregreater risks anduncertainties involved in investing in emergingmarket countries
and/or their securitiesmarkets, and investments in these countries and/ormarkets aremore susceptible to loss than investments
in developed countries and/or markets. Investments in these countries and/or markets may present market, credit, currency,
liquidity, legal, political, technical and other risks different from, or greater than, the risks of investing in developed countries.
For instance, these countries may be more likely than developed countries to experience rapid and significant adverse
developments in their political, economic or social structures or intervene in ormanipulate financial markets. Some emerging
market countries restrict foreign investments, impose highwithholding or other taxes on foreign investments, impose restrictive
exchange control regulations, or may nationalize or expropriate the assets of private companies. Therefore, a Portfolio may
be limited in its ability to make direct or additional investments in an emergingmarket country or could lose the entire value
of its investment in the affectedmarket. Such restrictions alsomay have negative impacts on transaction costs, market price,
and investment returns. TheU.S. government alsomay impose restrictions on the ability of U.S. investors to hold and/or acquire
securities of certain companies in emerging market countries, which may adversely impact a Portfolio.

In addition, companies in emergingmarket countries may be newly organized, smaller and less seasoned, and the securities
markets of emergingmarket countries generally are smaller, less liquid andmore volatile than those of developed countries.
Shareholder claims and legal remedies that are common in the United Statesmay be difficult or impossible to pursue inmany
emergingmarket countries. In addition, due to jurisdictional limitations,matters of comity andvariousother factors, U.S. authorities
maybe limited in their ability tobring enforcement actions against non-U.S. companies andnon-U.S. persons in certain emerging
market countries. Emergingmarket countries often have less uniformity in (or may lack) regulatory, accounting, auditing and
financial reporting requirements or standards, whichmay impact the availability and quality of information about issuers; less
reliable clearance and settlement procedures, which may be unable to keep pace with the volume of securities transactions
or otherwisemake it difficult to engage in such transactions; and less reliable registration and custodial procedures, which could
result inownership registrationbeingcompletely lost. Therearegenerally higher commission rateson foreignportfolio transactions,
transfer taxes, and higher custodial costs. A Portfoliomay not know the identity of trading counterparties, whichmay increase
the possibility of the Portfolio not receiving payment or delivery of securities in a transaction. Emergingmarket countries also
maybe subject to high inflation and rapid currencydevaluations, and currency-hedging techniquesmaybeunavailable in certain
emergingmarket countries. In addition, some emergingmarket countries may be heavily dependent on international trade,
which can materially affect their securities markets. Certain emerging market countries are among the largest debtors to
commercial banks and foreigngovernments.At times, certainemergingmarket countrieshavedeclaredmoratoriaon thepayment
of principal and interest on external debt. Certain emerging market countries have experienced difficulties in servicing their
sovereign debt on a timely basis, which has led to defaults and the restructuring of certain indebtedness. Investments in frontier
marketsmay be subject to greater levels of these risks than investments inmore developed and traditional emergingmarkets.

Over the last fewdecades, theChinesegovernment has undertaken reformof economic andmarket practices andhas expanded
the sphere of private ownership in China. However, Chinese markets generally continue to experience inefficiency, volatility
and pricing anomalies resulting fromgovernmental influence, a lack of publicly available information and/or political and social
instability. Internal social unrest or confrontations with other countries, includingmilitary conflicts in response to such events,
may also disrupt economic development in China. Reduced spending on Chinese products and services, whichmay result in
substantial price reductions of goods and services andpossible failure of individual companies and/or large segments of China’s
export industry; institution of additional tariffs or other trade barriers, including as a result of heightened trade or other tensions
betweenChina and theUnited States or other countries; or a downturn in any of the economies of China’s key trading partners,
may have an adverse impact on the Chinese economy. China has experienced security concerns, such as terrorism and strained
international relations, and China is alleged to have participated in state-sponsored cyberattacks against foreign companies
and foreign governments. Actual and threatened responses to such activity, including purchasing restrictions, sanctions, tariffs
or cyberattackson theChinesegovernmentorChinese companies,may impactChina’s economyandChinese issuers of securities.
In the long run, China’s ability to develop and sustain a credible legal, regulatory, monetary, and socioeconomic system could
influence the course of outside investment.

European Economic Risk— The EuropeanUnion’s (the “EU”) Economic andMonetaryUnion requiresmember countries
to complywith restrictionson interest rates, deficits, debt levels, and inflation rates, andother factors, eachofwhichmay significantly
impact every European country and their economic partners. The economies of EUmember countries and their tradingpartners
may be adversely affected by changes in the exchange rate of the euro (the common currency of the EU), changes in EU or
governmental regulations on trade and other areas, geopolitical and other events, including acts of terrorism, tensions, war
or other open conflicts, and the threat of default or an actual default by an EUmember country on its sovereign debt, which
could negatively impact a Portfolio’s investments and cause it to lose money. In recent years, the European financial markets
have been negatively impacted by concerns relating to rising government debt levels and national unemployment; possible
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default on or restructuring of sovereign debt in several European countries; and economic downturns. Responses to financial
problems by European governments, central banks and others, including austerity measures and reforms, may not produce
the desired results, may result in social unrest andmay limit future growth and economic recovery or have other unintended
consequences. A European country’s default or debt restructuringwould adversely affect the holders of the country’s debt and
sellers of credit default swaps linked to the country’s creditworthiness and could negatively impact globalmarketsmoregenerally.

Events in Europemay adversely affect the euro’s exchange rate and value andmay continue to impact the economies of every
European country and their economic partners. The ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict, the resulting responses by the United
States and other countries, and the potential for wider conflict have had, and could continue to have, severe adverse effects
on regional and global economies and could further increase volatility and uncertainty in the financial markets. For example,
exports in Eastern Europe have been disrupted for certain key commodities, pushing commodity prices to record highs, and
energy prices in Europe have increased significantly. In addition, uncertainties regarding the viability of the EU have impacted
and may continue to impact regional and global markets. There are ongoing concerns regarding the economies of certain
European countries and/or their sovereign debt following the United Kingdom’s withdrawal from the EU, commonly referred
to as “Brexit”. Any further withdrawals from the EU (or the possibility of suchwithdrawals or the dissolution of the EU) could cause
additional and significant regional and global market disruption, introduce new legal and regulatory uncertainties, and result
in increased volatility and illiquidity and potentially lower economic growth, all of which may negatively impact a Portfolio’s
investments and cause it to losemoney. Further, the national politics of European countries have been unpredictable and subject
to influence by disruptive political groups. European governments may be subject to change and European countries may
experience social andpolitical unrest. Unanticipatedor suddenpolitical or social developmentsmay result in suddenand significant
investment losses.

Geographic Focus Risk— To the extent that a Portfolio invests a significant portion of its assets in securities of companies
domiciled, or exercising the predominant part of their economic activity, in one country or geographic region, the Portfolio
assumes the risk that economic, political, social and environmental conditions in that particular country or region will have a
significant impact on the Portfolio’s investment performance and that the Portfolio’s performance will be more volatile than
the performance ofmore geographically diversified portfolios. From time to time, a small number of companies and industries
may represent a largeportionof themarket in a particular country or region, and these companies and industries canbe sensitive
to adverse economic, political, social, currency, or regulatorydevelopments. In addition, certain areas areprone tonatural disasters
such as earthquakes, volcanoes, fires, droughts, floods, hurricanes or tsunamis, and are economically sensitive to environmental
events. The risks associatedwith investing in anarrowly definedgeographic area also aregenerallymorepronouncedwith respect
to investments in emerging market countries.

International Fair Value Pricing Risk— APortfolio that invests in foreign securities is subject to the risk that its share price
may be exposed to arbitrage attempts by investors seeking to capitalize on differences in the values of foreign securities trading
on foreign exchanges that may close before the time the Portfolio’s net asset value is determined. If such arbitrage attempts
are successful, the Portfolio’s net asset valuemight be diluted. A Portfolio’s use of fair value pricing in certain circumstancesmay
help deter such arbitrage activities. The effect of such fair value pricing is that foreign securitiesmay not be priced on the basis
of quotations from theprimary foreign securitiesmarket inwhich they are traded, but rathermaybepricedusingmore subjective
methods, known as fair value pricing. As such, it is possible that fair valuemay differmaterially from the value realized on a sale
of a foreign security. It is also possible that the use of fair value pricing will limit a Portfolio’s ability to implement its investment
strategy (e.g., reduce the volatility of the Portfolio’s share price) or achieve its investment objective.

Regulatory Risk— Less informationmay be available about foreign companies. In general, foreign companies are not
subject to uniform accounting, auditing and financial reporting standards or to other regulatory practices and requirements
as areU.S. companies.Many foreigngovernmentsdonot supervise and regulate stockexchanges, brokers and the saleof securities
to the same extent as does the United States andmay not have laws to protect investors that are comparable to U.S. securities
laws. In addition, some countries may have legal systems that may make it difficult for a Portfolio to vote proxies, exercise
shareholder rights, and pursue legal remedies with respect to its foreign investments.

Settlement Risk— Settlement and clearance procedures in certain foreignmarkets differ significantly from those in the
United States. Foreign settlement and clearance procedures and trade regulations alsomay involve certain risks (such as delays
in payment for or delivery of securities) not typically associated with the settlement of U.S. investments. At times, settlements
in certain foreign countries have not kept pacewith the number of securities transactions. These problemsmaymake it difficult
for a Portfolio to carry out transactions. If a Portfolio cannot settle or is delayed in settling a purchase of securities, it maymiss
attractive investment opportunities and certain of its assetsmay be uninvestedwith no return earned thereon for some period.
If a Portfolio cannot settle or is delayed in settling a sale of securities, it may losemoney if the value of the security then declines
or, if it has contracted to sell the security to another party, the Portfolio could be liable for any losses incurred.
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Trade Suspensions Risk— Securities of issuers traded on foreign exchangesmay be suspended, including by the issuers
themselves, by an exchange, or by governmental authorities. The likelihood of such suspensionsmay be higher for securities
of issuers in emerging or less-developedmarket countries than in countries withmore developedmarkets. Suspensionsmay
last for significant periods of time, during which trading in the securities and in instruments that reference the securities, such
as derivative instruments, may be halted. In the event that a Portfolio holdsmaterial positions in such suspended securities or
instruments, the Portfolio’s ability to liquidate its positionsmay be compromised and the Portfolio could incur significant losses.
Trade suspensions, or other restrictions on trading, andmarket closures could lead to affected securities being valued at zero.

Other Investment Risks

The following is a description of certain other investment risks.

Dollar Roll and Sale-Buyback Transactions Risk — Dollar roll and sale-buyback transactionsmay increase a Portfolio's volatility
and may be viewed as a form of leverage. There is also a risk that the counterparty will be unable or unwilling to complete the
transaction as scheduled, which may result in losses to a Portfolio.

Energy Sector Risk — The energymarkets have experienced significant volatility in recent periods. The energy sector is cyclical
and highly dependent on commodities prices. Themarket values of companies in the energy sectormay fluctuate widely and could
be adversely affected by, among other factors, the levels and volatility of global energy prices, commodity price volatility, energy
supply and demand, changes in exchange rates and interest rates, imposition of import controls, increased competition, capital
expenditures on and the success of exploration and production, depletion of resources, development of alternative energy sources
andenergy conservationefforts, technological developments, cybersecurity incidents, tax treatment, labor relations, and theeconomic
growth and stability of the key energy-consuming countries. Companies in this sector are subject to substantial government regulation
and contractual fixed pricing, whichmay increase the cost of business and limit these companies’ earnings, and a significant portion
of their revenues depends on a relatively small number of customers, including governmental entities and utilities. As a result,
governmental budget constraints may have a material adverse effect on the stock prices of companies in this industry. Energy
companies may also operate in or engage in transactions involving countries with less developed regulatory regimes or a history
of expropriation, nationalization or other adverse policies. Energy companies also face a significant risk of liability from accidents
resulting in injury or loss of life or property, pollution or other environmental mishaps, equipmentmalfunctions or mishandling of
materials and a risk of loss from terrorism, political strife, natural disasters or other catastrophes. Any such event could result in a
material adverse impact to a Portfolio’s holdings and the performance of a Portfolio. In addition, there is growing political pressure
to reduce the use of fossil fuels, which could begin to impact the securities of companies in the fossil fuel industry and the prices
of related commodities. The value of a Portfolio’s shares could experience significantly greater volatility than the value of shares of
portfolios investing more broadly.

ESGConsiderations Risk— Consideration of environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) factors in the investment processmay
limit the types and number of investment opportunities available to a Portfolio and, therefore, carries the risk that, under certain
market conditions, the Portfoliomay underperform funds that do not consider ESG factors or use a differentmethodology to identify
and/or integrate ESG factors. The integration of ESG considerationsmay affect a Portfolio’s exposure to certain sectors or types of
investments andmay impact a Portfolio’s relative investment performance depending onwhether such sectors or investments are
in or out of favor in themarket. Furthermore, ESG criteria are not uniformly defined, and a Portfolio's ESG criteria may differ from
those used by other funds. A company’s ESG performance or the Sub-Adviser’s assessment of a company’s ESG performancemay
change over time, which could cause a Portfolio temporarily to hold securities that do not complywith the Portfolio’s ESG investment
principles. Information or data used in evaluating a company,may not be complete, accurate or readily available, which could cause
the Sub-Adviser to incorrectly assess a company’s ESG performance. Socially responsible norms differ by region, and an issuer’s
ESGpractices or the Sub-Adviser’s assessment of an issuer’s ESGpracticesmay changeover time. Successful applicationof a Portfolio’s
ESG considerations will depend on the Sub-Adviser’s skill in properly identifying and analyzingmaterial ESG issues, and there can
be no assurance that the considerations or techniques employedwill be successful.While the Sub-Adviser views ESG considerations
as having the potential to contribute to a Portfolio’s long-termperformance, there is no guarantee that such results will be achieved.
There is also a risk that a Portfolio could have indirect exposure (through, including but not limited to, derivatives and investments
in other investment companies) to issuers that do not meet the relevant ESG criteria used by the Portfolio. In addition, investors
may differ in their views of what constitutes positive or negative ESG characteristics of a security. ESG investing is qualitative and
subjective by nature, and there is no guarantee that the factors utilized by the Sub-Adviser or any judgment exercised by the
Sub-Adviser will reflect the opinions of any particular investor, and the factors utilized by the Sub-Adviser may differ from (ormay
be considered to bemore or less stringent than) the factors that any particular investor considers relevant in evaluating an issuer’s
ESG practices. Further, the regulatory landscape for ESG investing in the United States and abroad is evolving, and future rules or
regulations may require a Portfolio to change its investment process and/or the associated disclosures.
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Information Technology Sector Risk — Investment risks associated with investing in the information technology sector include,
in addition to other risks, the intense competition to which information technology companies may be subject; the dramatic and
often unpredictable changes in growth rates and competition for qualified personnel among information technology companies;
effects on profitability frombeing heavily dependent on patent and intellectual property rights and the loss or impairment of those
rights; rapid product obsolescence due to technological developments and frequent new product introduction; general economic
conditions; and increased government and regulatory scrutiny. Any of these factors could result in a material adverse impact on
a Portfolio’s securities and the performance of a Portfolio.

PrivatelyPlacedandOtherRestrictedSecuritiesRisk— Restricted securities,which includeprivately placed securities, are securities
that cannot be offered for public resale unless registered under the applicable securities laws or that have a contractual restriction
that prohibits or limits their resale. Before they are registered, such securitiesmay be sold only in a privately negotiated transaction
or pursuant to an exemption from registration. Difficulty in selling securitiesmay result in a loss or be costly to a Portfolio. Rule 144A
is designed to facilitate efficient trading among institutional investors by permitting the sale of certain unregistered securities to
qualified institutional buyers. To the extent restricted securities held by a Portfolio qualify under Rule 144A and an institutionalmarket
develops for those securities, the Portfolio likely will be able to dispose of the securities without registering them. To the extent that
institutional buyers become, for a time, uninterested in purchasing these securities, investing in Rule 144A securities could increase
the level of a Portfolio’s illiquidity. The Adviser or Sub-Advisermay determine that certain securities qualified for trading under Rule
144Aare liquid.Where registration of a security is required, a Portfoliomaybeobligated to pay all or part of the registration expenses,
and a considerable periodmay elapse between the time the Portfolio desires to sell (and therefore decides to seek registration of)
the security, and the time the Portfoliomay be permitted to sell the security under an effective registration statement. If, during such
a period, adversemarket conditions were to develop, a Portfoliomight obtain a less favorable price than prevailed when it desired
to sell. The risk that securities may not be sold for the price at which a Portfolio is carrying them is greater with respect to restricted
securities than it is with respect to registered securities. The illiquidity of themarket, as well as the lack of publicly available information
regarding these securities, alsomaymake it difficult todeterminea fair value for certain securities for purposesof computingaPortfolio’s
net asset value.

Quantitative Investing Risk — A portfolio of securities selected using quantitative analysis may underperform themarket as a
whole or a portfolio of securities selected using a different investment approach, such as fundamental analysis. The factors used
in quantitative analysis and the emphasis placed on those factors may not be predictive of a security’s value. In addition, factors
that affect a security’s value can changeover timeand these changesmaynot be reflected in thequantitativemodel. Theperformance
of a quantitative model depends upon the quality of its design and effective execution under actual market conditions. Even a
well-designed quantitativemodel cannot be expected to performwell in all market conditions or across all time intervals. Data for
some companies, particularly for non-U.S. companies, may be less available and/or less current than data for other companies.
Theremay also be errors in the computer code for the quantitativemodel or in themodel itself, or issues relating to the computer
systems used to screen securities. A Portfolio's securities selection can be adversely affected if it relies on erroneous or outdated
data or flawed models or computer systems. As a result, a Portfolio may have a lower return than if the Portfolio were managed
using a fundamental analysis or an index-based strategy that did not incorporate quantitative analysis. There can be no assurance
that a quantitative model used in managing a Portfolio will perform as anticipated or enable the Portfolio to achieve its
investment objective.

Benchmarks

The performance of the Portfolio, as shown in the section “About the Portfolio— Investments, Risks, and Performance”, is compared
to that of a broad-based securities market index and may also be compared to that of one or more additional securities market
indexes, including a blended (or composite) index. The Portfolio’s annualized rates of return are net of: (i) its advisory fees; and (ii) its
other expenses. These rates are not the same as the actual return you would receive under your Contract.

The Portfolio’s investment performancewill change over timewith the value of its underlying investments, and recent performance
may differ significantly from performance for the time periods shown in this Prospectus.

Securitiesmarket indexes are unmanaged and are not subject to fees and expenses typically associated withmanaged investment
companyportfolios. Securitiesmarket indexesarealsonot subject to contract and insurance-relatedexpenses andcharges. Investments
cannot be made directly in a securities market index.

There is no guarantee that the Portfolio will outperform these or any benchmarks.

EQ/ModerateAllocation Index† is ahypothetical time-weightedcombinationofunmanaged indexes. Thecomposite index combines
the total return of the Bloomberg U.S. Intermediate Government Bond Index at a weighting of 35%, the MSCI EAFE® Index at a
weighting of 15%, the S&PMidCap 400® Index at a weighting of 9%, the S&P 500® Index at a weighting of 20%, the Russell 2000®
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Index at a weighting of 6%, the ICE BofA 3-Month U.S. Treasury Bill Index at a weighting of 4% and the Bloomberg U.S. Long
Government/Credit Bond Index at a weighting of 11%. Prior to January 1, 2022, the weightings of the Bloomberg U.S. Intermediate
Government Bond Index, ICE BofA 3-MonthU.S. Treasury Bill Index, and BloombergU.S. LongGovernment/Credit Bond Indexwere
42%, 5% and 0%, respectively.

BloombergU.S. Intermediate Government Bond Index is an unmanaged index of securities consisting of all U.S. Treasury and
agency securities with remaining maturities of from one to ten years.

Standard&Poor’s 500® Composite Stock Price Index (“S&P 500® Index”) is a weighted index of common stocks of 500 leading
companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy, capturing 75% coverage of U.S. equities. The index is capitalization weighted,
thereby giving greater weight to companies with the largest market capitalizations.
† “Blended” performance numbers assume a static mix of the indexes. The Adviser believes that these indexes reflect more closely the market sectors in

which the Portfolio invests.
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Underlying Portfolios

The following is additional information regarding the Underlying Portfolios, including investment objectives, principal investment
strategies andprincipal investment risks identifiedby theUnderlyingPortfolios. If youwould likemore informationabout theUnderlying
Portfolios, their Prospectuses and Statements of Additional Information are available by contacting your financial professional or
by accessing the documents online or contacting the Underlying Portfolios at:

EQ Advisors Trust
1345 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10105
Telephone: 1-877-222-2144
www.equitable-funds.com

1290 Funds
1345 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10105
Telephone: 1-888-310-0416

www.1290Funds.com

The Adviser may add newUnderlying Portfolios or replace existing Underlying Portfolios without notice or shareholder approval.
TheAdviser’s selection of Underlying Portfolios could have a positive or negative impact on its or its affiliates’ revenues and/or profits.
The information below is derived from disclosures contained in each Underlying Portfolio’s Prospectus.

Equity

Portfolio
Investment
Objective

Principal
Investment Strategy

Principal
Investment Risks

Large Cap Equity
1290 Avantis® U.S. Large
Cap Growth Fund

Seeks to provide
long-term growth of
capital.

Under normal market conditions,
the Fund will invest at least 80% of
its net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of large capitalization U.S.
companies (or other financial
instruments that derive their value
from the securities of such
companies). For this Fund, large
capitalization companies are those
companies with market
capitalizations at least as
large as the smallest company in
the Russell 1000® Index or
companies included in the Russell
1000® Growth Index.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Non-Diversified Fund Risk
• Newly-Positioned Fund Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Sector Risk

EQ/Loomis Sayles Growth
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve capital
appreciation.

Under normal market conditions,
the Portfolio will invest primarily in
equity securities of large
capitalization companies, but the
Portfolio may invest in companies
of any size. The Portfolio normally
invests across a wide range of
sectors and industries. The
Portfolio may invest up to 25% of
its total assets in foreign securities
listed on a domestic or foreign
securities exchange including
American Depositary Receipts or
European Depositary Receipts.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Focused Portfolio Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk

EQ/Value Equity Portfolio Seeks to achieve capital Under normal circumstances, the • Market Risk
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Portfolio
Investment
Objective

Principal
Investment Strategy

Principal
Investment Risks

appreciation. Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities. The Portfolio invests
primarily in equity securities that
the Sub-Adviser believes are high
quality businesses that are
undervalued by the market relative
to what the Sub-Adviser believes
to be their fair value and have a
minimum market capitalization of
$2 billion.

• Equity Risk
• Large Cap Company Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Real Estate Investing Risk

1290 VT Equity Income
Portfolio

Seeks a combination of
growth and income to
achieve an
above-average and
consistent total return.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities. The Portfolio intends to
invest primarily in dividend-paying
common stocks of U.S.
large-capitalization companies.
The Portfolio invests primarily in
common stocks, but it may also
invest in other equity securities
that the Sub-Adviser believes
provide opportunities for capital
growth and income.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Dividend Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Large Shareholder Risk
• Mid-Cap Company Risk

EQ/Capital Group
Research Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term growth of
capital.

The Portfolio invests primarily in
equity securities of United States
issuers and securities whose
principal markets are in the United
States, including American
Depositary Receipts and other
United States registered foreign
securities. The Portfolio invests
primarily in common stocks of
companies with a market
capitalization greater than $1
billion at the time of purchase.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

EQ/Invesco Comstock
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve capital
growth and income.

Under normal market conditions,
the Portfolio invests at least 80% of
its net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in common
stocks. The Portfolio may invest in
issuers of any capitalization range,
however, a substantial number of
issuers are large capitalization
issuers. The Sub-Adviser
emphasizes a value style of
investing, seeking well-established,
undervalued companies believed
by the Sub-Adviser to possess the
potential for capital growth and
income.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap company Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Real Estate Investing risk

EQ/JPMorgan Value
Opportunities Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets in equity securities of
mid- and large-capitalization
companies. For this Portfolio,

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap Company Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Investment Style Risk
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Portfolio
Investment
Objective

Principal
Investment Strategy

Principal
Investment Risks

issuers with market capitalization
between $2 billion and $5 billion
are considered mid-capitalization
while those above $5 billion are
considered large-capitalization.
The Sub-Adviser employs a
value-oriented investment
approach that seeks to identify
attractive companies through
fundamental research and
discounted cash flow analysis.

• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Turnover Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk

EQ/JPMorgan Growth
Stock Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation.

The Portfolio normally invests at
least 80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in common stocks of a
diversified group of growth
companies. The Portfolio typically
invests in large, well-established
companies with market
capitalizations equal to those
within the universe of the Russell
1000® Growth Index at the time of
purchase.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Focused Portfolio Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk

EQ/ClearBridge Large Cap
Growth ESG Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
growth.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, if any, in
equity securities or other
instruments with similar economic
characteristics of U.S. companies
with large market capitalizations.
Large capitalization companies are
those companies with market
capitalizations similar to
companies in the Russell 1000®
Index (the “Index”).

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• ESG Considerations Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

ATM Large Cap Managed
Volatility Portfolio

The Portfolio seeks to
achieve long-term
growth of capital with
an emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio intends to invest at least
80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in securities of
large-capitalization companies (or
other financial instruments that
derive their value from the
securities of such companies). The
Portfolio is divided into two
portions; one utilizes a passive
investment index style focused on
equity securities of
large-capitalization companies and
the other portion utilizes an
actively managed futures and
options strategy to tactically
manage equity exposure in the
Portfolio based on the level of
volatility in the market. The
Portfolio may also invest in ETFs.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Sector Risk
• Short Position Risk

EQ/Large Cap Core Seeks to achieve Under normal circumstances, the • Market Risk
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Portfolio
Investment
Objective

Principal
Investment Strategy

Principal
Investment Risks

Managed Volatility
Portfolio

long-term growth of
capital with an
emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

Portfolio intends to invest at least
80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in securities of large-cap
companies (or other financial
instruments that derive their value
from the securities of such
companies). The Portfolio’s assets
normally are allocated among
three or more investment
managers, each of which manages
its portion of the Portfolio using a
different but complementary
investment strategy; one portion is
actively managed, one portion
seeks to track the performance
(before fees and expenses) of a
particular index and one portion
invests in exchange-traded funds.
It is antiicpated that the Portfolio’s
derivative instruments will consist
primarily of exchange-traded
futures and options contracts on
securities indices, but the Portfolio
also may utilize other types of
derivatives.

• Equity Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Multiple Sub-Adviser Risk
• Sector Risk
• Short Position Risk

EQ/Large Cap Value
Managed Volatility
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term growth of
capital with an
emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of large-cap companies (or other
financial instruments that derive
their value from the securities of
such companies). The Portfolio’s
assets normally are allocated
among two or more investment
managers, each of which manages
its portion of the Portfolio using a
different but complementary
investment strategy; one portion is
actively managed, one portion
seeks to track the performance
(before fees and expenses) of a
particular index; and one portion
invests in exchange-traded funds.
It is antiicpated that the Portfolio’s
derivative instruments will consist
primarily of exchange-traded
futures and options contracts on
securities indices, but the Portfolio
also may utilize other types of
derivatives.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Multiple Sub-Adviser Risk
• Real Estate Investing Risk
• Sector Risk
• Short Position Risk

EQ/ClearBridge Select
Equity Managed Volatility
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve capital
appreciation, which may
occasionally be
short-term, with an
emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities (or financial instruments
that derive their value from such
securities). The Portfolio’s assets

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Index Strategy Risk
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in the Portfolio. normally are allocated between
two investment managers, each of
which will manage its portion of
the Portfolio using a different but
complementary investment
strategy; one portion is actively
managed (“Active Allocated
Portion”) and one portion seeks to
track the performance (before fees
and expenses) of a particular index
(“Index Allocated Portion”). Under
normal circumstances, the Active
Allocated Portion invests primarily
in publicly traded equity and
equity-related securities of U.S.
and non-U.S. companies or other
instruments with similar economic
characteristics that the Sub-Adviser
believes have strong growth
prospects and/or attractive
valuations. The Index Allocated
Portion seeks to track the
performance (before fees and
expenses) of the S&P 500 Index. It
is anticipated that the Portfolio’s
derivative instruments will consist
primarily of exchange-traded
futures and options contracts on
securities indices, but the Portfolio
also may utilize other types of
derivatives.

• Sector Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Credit Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Short Position Risk

EQ/Common Stock Index
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a total
return before expenses
that approximates the
total return
performance of the
Russell 3000® Index
(“Russell 3000”),
including reinvestment
of dividends, at a risk
level consistent with
that of the Russell 3000.

The Portfolio generally invests at
least 80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in common stocks of
companies represented in the
Russell 3000. The Portfolio’s
investments are selected by a
stratified sampling construction
process in which the Sub-Adviser
selects a subset of the 3,000
companies in the Russell 3000
based on the Sub-Adviser’s
analysis of key risk factors and
other characteristics.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Index Strategy Risk
• Sector Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk

EQ/Equity 500 Index
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a total
return before expenses
that approximates the
total return
performance of the
Standard & Poor’s 500®
Composite Index (“S&P
500 Index”), including
reinvestment of
dividends, at a risk level
consistent with that of
the S&P 500 Index.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities in the S&P 500 Index.
The Portfolio will seek to hold all
500 securities in the S&P 500 Index
in the exact weight each security
represents in that index.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Sector Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk

EQ/Large Cap Growth Seeks to achieve a total Under normal circumstances, the • Market Risk
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Index Portfolio return before expenses
that approximates the
total return
performance of the
Russell 1000® Growth
Index (“Russell 1000
Growth”), including
reinvestment of
dividends, at a risk level
consistent with the
Russell 1000 Growth.

Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities in the Russell 1000
Growth. The Portfolio seeks to hold
all securities in the Russell 1000
Growth in the exact weight each
security represents in that index.

• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Index Non-Diversification Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk

EQ/Large Cap Value Index
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a total
return before expenses
that approximates the
total return
performance of the
Russell 1000® Value
Index (“Russell 1000
Value”), including
reinvestment of
dividends, at a risk level
consistent with that of
the Russell 1000 Value.

The Portfolio normally invests at
least 80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in equity securities in the
Russell 1000 Value. The Portfolio
seeks to hold all securities in the
Russell 1000 Value in the exact.
weight each represents in the
index, although in certain instances
a sampling approach may be
utilized.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk

Multimanager Aggressive
Equity Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term growth of
capital.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio intends to invest at least
80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in equity securities. The
Portfolio invests primarily in
securities of large capitalization
growth companies with market
capitalization within the range of
the Russell 3000® Growth Index at
the time of investment. The
Portfolio’s assets generally are
allocated by the Adviser among
three or more sub-advisers, each
of which will manage its portion of
the Portfolio using different yet
complementary investment
strategies; one portion of the
Portfolio seeks to track the
performance (before fees and
expenses) of a particular index and
the other portions of the Portfolio
are actively managed.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Sector Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Tracking Error Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Currency Risk
• Emerging Markets Risk
• Large Cap Company Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Multiple Sub-Adviser Risk

1290 VT Socially
Responsible Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation.

The Portfolio seeks to track the
investment results of the MSCI KLD
400 Social Index (the “Underlying
Index”), which is a free
float-adjusted market capitalization
index designed to target U.S.
companies that have positive
environmental, social and
governance (“ESG”) characteristics.
MSCI analyzes each eligible
company’s ESG performance using
proprietary ratings covering ESG

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• ESG Considerations Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Information Technology Sector Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Index Non-Diversification Risk
• Mid-Cap Company Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Sector Risk
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criteria. • Small-Cap Company Risk
EQ/Franklin Rising
Dividends Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation.
Preservation of capital,
while not a goal, is also
an important
consideration.

Under normal market conditions,
the Portfolio invests at least 80% of
its net assets, plus any borrowings
for investment purposes, in equity
securities of financially sound
companies that have paid
consistently rising dividends. The
Portfolio invests predominantly in
equity securities, mostly common
stocks. Companies that have paid
consistently rising dividends
include those companies that
currently pay dividends on their
common stocks and have
maintained or increased their
dividend rate during the last four
consecutive years.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Dividend Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk

EQ/Fidelity Institutional
AM Large Cap Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus any borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of large-cap companies (or other
financial instruments that derive
their value from the securities of
such companies). For purposes of
this Portfolio, large-cap companies
are those companies with public
stock market capitalizations within
the range of companies
constituting the Standard & Poor’s
500® Composite Stock Index
(“S&P 500® Index”) at the time of
investment.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Investment Style Risk

Small/Mid-Cap Equity
EQ/Janus Enterprise
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve capital
growth.

Under normal market conditions,
the Portfolio invests at least 50% of
its net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of medium-sized companies (or
derivative instruments with similar
economic characteristics). The
Portfolio primarily invests in equity
securities, including common
stocks, preferred stocks, and rights
and warrants to purchase common
stock. For this Portfolio,
medium-sized companies are
defined as companies with
capitalizations at the time of
investment within the range of
companies included in the Russell
MidCap® Growth Index.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap Company Risk
• Sector Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Real Estate Investing Risk

1290 VT Small Cap Value
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term growth of
capital.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of companies with small market

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Small-Cap Company Risk
• Energy Sector Risk
• Focused Portfolio Risk
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capitalizations (or other financial
instruments that derive their value
from the securities of such
companies). For purposes of this
Portfolio, small market
capitalization companies are those
companies with market
capitalizations within the range of
companies in the Russell 2000®
Index at the time of investment.
The Portfolio’s assets normally are
allocated among two or more
investment managers, each of
which manages its portion of the
Portfolio using a different but
complementary investment
strategy; one portion of the
Portfolio is actively managed and
one portion seeks to track the
performance (before fees and
expenses) of a particular index.

• Investment Style Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Convertible Securities Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Real Estate Investing Risk
• Sector Risk
• Special Situations Risk

EQ/Morgan Stanley Small
Cap Growth Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term growth of
capital.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of companies with small market
capitalizations (or other financial
instruments that derive their value
from the securities of such
companies). For purposes of this
Portfolio, small market
capitalization companies are those
companies that, at the time of
purchase, have market
capitalizations within the range of
companies in the Russell 2000®
Index at the time of investment.
The Portfolio’s assets normally are
allocated among two or more
investment managers, each of
which manages its portion of the
Portfolio using a different but
complementary investment
strategy; one portion is actively
managed and one portion seeks
to track the performance (before
fees and expenses) of a particular
index.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Small-Cap Company Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Convertible Securities Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Preferred Stock Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

EQ/AB Small Cap Growth
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term growth of
capital.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of small-capitalization companies
with market capitalizations within
the range of the Russell 2500™
Index at the time of purchase. The
Portfolio’s assets normally are
allocated between two portions,
each of which is managed using a

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Small-Cap and Mid-Cap Company
Risk

• Investment Style Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Special Situations Risk
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different but complementary
investment strategy. One portion is
actively managed by a
Sub-Adviser (“Active Allocated
Portion”) and the other portion
seeks to track the performance of
a particular index or indices. The
Active Allocated Portion invests
primarily in U.S. common stocks
and other equity type securities
issued by small-capitalization
companies that the Sub-Adviser
believes to have favorable growth
prospects.

1290 VT GAMCO Small
Company Value Portfolio

Seeks to maximize
capital appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio intends to invest at least
80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in stocks of small
capitalization companies. For this
Portfolio, small capitalization
companies are companies with
market capitalization of $2.0 billion
or less at the time of investment.
The Portfolio also may invest in
foreign securities. The Sub-Adviser
utilizes a value-oriented
investment style.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Small-Cap Company Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Mid-Cap Company Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk

1290 Essex Small Cap
Growth Fund

Seeks long-term growth
of capital.

Under normal circumstances, the
Fund invests at least 80% of its net
assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities of small- and
micro-capitalization companies (or
other financial instruments that
derive their value from the
securities of such companies). For
the Fund, a company is considered
to be a “small-capitalization”
company if, at the time of
purchase, its market capitalization
is less than or equal to the market
capitalization of the largest
company included within the
Russell 2000® Growth Index. The
Fund may invest up to 15% of its
assets in foreign securities,
including securities of companies
based in developing countries and
depositary receipts of
foreign-based companies.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Small-Cap and Micro-Cap Company
Risk

• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• New Fund Risk
• Convertible Securities Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Portfolio Turnover Risk
• Preferred Stock Risk
• Real Estate Investing Risk

ATM Mid Cap Managed
Volatility Portfolio

The Portfolio seeks to
achieve long-term
growth of capital with
an emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of mid-capitalization companies
(or other financial instruments that
derive their value from the

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Derivatives Risk
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securities of such companies). The
Portfolio is divided into two
portions; one utilizes a passive
investment index style focused on
equity securities of
mid-capitalization companies and
the other portion utilizes an
actively managed futures and
options strategy to tactically
manage equity exposure in the
Portfolio based on the level of
volatility in the market. The
Portfolio may also invest in ETFs.

• ETFs Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Sector Risk
• Short Position Risk

ATM Small Cap Managed
Volatility Portfolio

The Portfolio seeks to
achieve long-term
growth of capital with
an emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of small-capitalization companies
(or other financial instruments that
derive their value from the
securities of such companies). The
Portfolio is divided into two
portions; one utilizes a passive
investment index style focused on
equity securities of
small-capitalization companies and
the other portion utilizes an
actively managed futures and
options strategy to tactically
manage equity exposure in the
Portfolio based on the level of
volatility in the market. The
Portfolio may also invest in ETFs.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Small-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Sector Risk
• Short Position Risk

EQ/Franklin Small Cap
Value Managed Volatility
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term total return
with an emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in the
securities of small-capitalization
companies. Small-cap companies
are companies with market
capitalizations not exceeding
either: 1) the highest market
capitalization in the Russell 2000®
Index; or 2) the 12-month average
of the highest market capitalization
in the Russell 2000® Index,
whichever is greater, at the time of
purchase. The Portfolio’s assets
normally are allocated between
two investment managers, each of
which will manage its portion of
the Portfolio using a different but
complementary investment
strategy; one portion is actively
managed and one portion seeks
to track the performance (before
fees and expenses) of a particular
index. It is anticipated that the
Portfolio’s derivative instruments

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Small-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Real Estate Investing Risk
• Short Position Risk
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will consist primarily of
exchange-traded futures and
options contracts on securities
indices, but the Portfolio also may
utilize other types of derivatives.

EQ/Mid Cap Index
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a total
return before expenses
that approximates the
total return
performance of the
Standard & Poor’s
MidCap 400® Index
(“S&P MidCap 400
Index”), including
reinvestment of
dividends, at a risk level
consistent with that of
the S&P MidCap 400
Index.

The Sub-Adviser normally invests
at least 80% of the Portfolio’s net
assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities in the S&P MidCap 400
Index. The Portfolio seeks to hold
all securities in the S&P MidCap
400 Index in the exact weight each
represents in the S&P MidCap 400
Index, although in certain instances
a sampling approach may be
utilized.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Real Estate Investing Risk
• Sector Risk

EQ/Small Company Index
Portfolio

Seeks to replicate as
closely as possible
(before expenses) the
total return of the
Russell 2000® Index
(“Russell 2000”).

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities of small-cap companies
included in the Russell 2000. The
Sub-Adviser seeks to match the
returns (before expenses) of the
Russell 2000. The Portfolio invests
in a statistically selected sample of
the securities found in the Russell
2000, using a process known as
“optimization.” The securities held
by the Portfolio are weighted to
make the Portfolio’s total
investment characteristics similar to
those of the Russell 2000 as a
whole.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Small-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Sector Risk

EQ/American Century Mid
Cap Value Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
growth. Income is a
secondary objective.

Under normal market conditions,
the Portfolio invests at least 80% of
its net assets, plus any borrowings
for investment purposes, in
securities of medium size
companies (or financial
instruments that derive their value
from such securities). For purposes
of this Portfolio, the Sub-Adviser
considers medium size companies
to include those companies whose
market capitalizations at the time
of purchase are within the
capitalization range of the
companies in the Russell 3000®
Index, excluding the largest 100
such companies. The Sub-Adviser
intends to manage the Portfolio so
that its weighted capitalization falls
within the capitalization range of
the companies in the Russell

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap Company Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Initial Public Offering (“IPO”) Risk
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Midcap® Index.
EQ/Goldman Sachs Mid
Cap Value Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus any borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities of mid-cap companies
(or other financial instruments that
derive their value from the
securities of such companies). For
purposes of this Portfolio, mid-cap
companies are those companies
with public stock market
capitalizations within the range of
companies constituting the Russell
Midcap® Value Index at the time of
investment.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Investment Style Risk
• Real Estate Investing Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Credit Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Sector Risk

EQ/MFS Mid Cap Focused
Growth Portfolio

Seeks to provide growth
of capital.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio will invest at least 80% of
its net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of mid-capitalization companies.
For purposes of this Portfolio,
mid-capitalization companies
typically are companies with
market capitalizations within the
capitalization range of the
companies in the Russell Midcap®
Growth Index at the time of
purchase.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap Company Risk
• Focused Portfolio Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Information Technology Sector Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Real Estate Investing Risk
• Sector Risk

1290 GAMCO Small/Mid
Cap Value Fund

Seeks to maximize
capital appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Fund invests at least 80% of its net
assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of small and mid-capitalization
companies. For the Fund, small
capitalization companies generally
are companies with a market
capitalization less than $3 billion at
the time of investment, and
mid-capitalization companies
generally are companies with a
market capitalization between $3
billion and $12 billion at the time
of investment. The Fund also may
invest up to 20% of its net assets in
foreign securities.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Preferred Stock Risk

1290 VT Micro Cap
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term growth of
capital.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
of micro-cap companies (or other
financial instruments that derive
their value from the securities of
such companies). For purposes of
this Portfolio, micro-cap
companies are those companies
with market capitalizations that are
either under $1 billion or are within

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Small-Cap and Micro-Cap Company
Risk

• Investment Style Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Sector Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
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the range of companies in the
Russell Microcap® Index at the
time of purchase. The Portfolio’s
assets normally are allocated
among two or more investment
managers, each of which manages
its portion of the Portfolio using a
different but complementary
investment strategy; one portion is
actively managed and one portion
seeks to track the performance
(before fees and expenses) of a
particular index.

International/Global Equity
EQ/Emerging Markets
Equity PLUS Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term growth of
capital.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio intends to invest at least
80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in equity securities of
companies located in emerging
market countries or other
investments that are tied
economically to emerging market
countries. The Portfolio’s assets
normally are allocated among two
investment managers, each of
which manages its portion of the
Portfolio using a different but
complementary investment
strategy; one portion is actively
managed (“Active Allocated
Portion”), and one portion seeks to
track the performance of a
particular index (“Index Allocated
Portion”). Under normal
circumstances, the Active Allocated
Portion consists of approximately
25-35% of the Portfolio’s net assets
and the Index Allocated Portion
consists of approximately 65-75%
of the Portfolio’s net assets.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Emerging Markets Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Geographic Focus Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

EQ/International Equity
Index Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a total
return (before
expenses) that
approximates the total
return performance of a
composite index
comprised of 40% DJ
Euro STOXX 50 Index,
25% FTSE 100 Index,
25% TOPIX Index, and
10% S&P/ASX 200
Index (“composite
index”), including
reinvestment of
dividends, at a risk level
consistent with that of
the composite index.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities of companies
represented in the composite
index. The Portfolio uses a strategy
that is commonly referred to as an
indexing strategy. With respect to
investments in companies
represented in the FTSE 100 Index,
DJ Euro STOXX 50 Index, and
S&P/ASX 200 Index, the
Sub-Adviser generally uses a
replication technique, although a
sampling approach may be used in
certain circumstances. With respect

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Geographic Focus Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Sector Risk
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to investments in companies
represented in the TOPIX Index,
the Sub-Adviser selects
investments using a stratified
sampling construction process in
which the Sub-Adviser selects a
sub-set of the companies
represented in the index based on
the Sub-Adviser’s analysis of key
risk factors and other
characteristics. Such factors include
industry weightings, market
capitalizations, return variability,
and yields

EQ/MFS International
Growth Portfolio

Seeks to achieve capital
appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio intends to invest at least
80% of its net assets in the equity
securities of foreign companies,
including emerging markets equity
securities. The Portfolio may invest
a large percentage of its assets in
issuers in a single country, a small
number of countries, or a
particular geographic region. The
Sub-Adviser focuses on investing
the Portfolio’s assets in the stocks
of companies it believes to have
above average earnings growth
potential compared to other
companies (i.e. growth
companies).

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Liquidity Risk

ATM International
Managed Volatility
Portfolio

The Portfolio seeks to
achieve long-term
growth of capital with
an emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in foreign
equity securities (or other financial
instruments that derive their value
from the securities of such
companies). The Portfolio is
divided into two portions; one
utilizes a passive investment index
style focused on equity securities
of foreign companies and the
other portion utilizes an actively
managed futures and options
strategy to tactically manage
equity exposure in the Portfolio
based on the level of volatility in
the market. The Portfolio may also
invest in ETFs.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Sector Risk
• Short Position Risk

EQ/Global Equity
Managed Volatility
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation with an
emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities. The Portfolio’s assets
normally are allocated between
two or more investment managers,
each of which will manage its

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Emerging Markets Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
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portion of the Portfolio using a
different but complementary
investment strategy; one portion is
actively managed and one portion
seeks to track the performance
(before fees and expenses) of a
particular index or indices. It is
anticipated that the Portfolio’s
derivative instruments will consist
primarily of exchange-traded
futures and options contracts on
securities indices, but the Portfolio
also may utilize other types of
derivatives.

• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Multiple Sub-Adviser Risk
• Sector Risk
• Short Position Risk

EQ/International Core
Managed Volatility
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term growth of
capital with an
emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

The Portfolio invests primarily in
foreign equity securities (or other
financial instruments that derive
their value from the securities of
such companies). The Portfolio’s
assets normally are allocated
among three or more investment
managers, each of which manages
its portion of the Portfolio using a
different but complementary
investment strategy; one portion is
actively managed, one portion
seeks to track the performance
(before fees and expenses) of a
particular index; and one portion
invests in exchange-traded funds.
It is anticipated that the Portfolio’s
derivative instruments will consist
primarily of foreign currency
transactions, exchange-traded
futures and options contracts on
securities indices, but the Portfolio
also may utilize other types of
derivatives.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Short Position Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Multiple Sub-Adviser Risk
• Sector Risk

EQ/International Value
Managed Volatility
Portfolio

Seeks to provide
current income and
long-term growth of
income, accompanied
by growth of capital
with an emphasis on
risk-adjusted returns
and managing volatility
in the Portfolio.

Under normal circumstances the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities. The Portfolio’s assets
normally are allocated among two
investment managers, each of
which manages its portion of the
Portfolio using a different but
complementary investment
strategy; one portion is actively
managed (“Active Allocated
Portion”) and one portion seeks to
track the performance of a
particular index. The Active
Allocated Portion seeks to invest in
securities of foreign companies,
including companies in emerging
market countries that have a
market capitalization in excess of
$5 billion at the time of purchase.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Volatility Management Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Short Position Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Preferred Stock Risk
• Sector Risk
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The Portfolio may limit its equity
exposure when market volatility
increases above specific
thresholds, primarily through the
use of exchange-traded futures
and options contracts on securities
indices, but the Portfolio also may
utilize other types of derivatives.

EQ/Lazard Emerging
Markets Equity Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus any borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities of companies whose
principal business activities are
located in emerging market
countries. The Portfolio invests
primarily in common stocks of
companies that the Sub-Adviser
believes are undervalued based on
their earnings, cash flow or asset
values. In addition to common
stocks, such equity securities may
include depositary receipts. The
Portfolio may invest in securities of
companies across the
capitalization spectrum, and the
market capitalizations of
companies in which the Portfolio
invests may vary with market
conditions. For this Portfolio,
emerging market countries include
all countries represented by the
MSCI Emerging Markets Index,
which currently includes:
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China,
Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt,
Greece, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan,
Peru, Philippines, Poland, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Taiwan,
Thailand, Turkey and United Arab
Emirates.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Emerging Markers Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Geographic Focus Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

EQ/Invesco Global
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve capital
appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests primarily in equity
securities of U.S. and foreign
companies. The Portfolio can
invest without limit in foreign
securities, including depositary
receipts, and can invest in any
country, including countries with
developing or emerging markets.
The Sub-Adviser primarily looks for
quality companies, regardless of
domicile, that have sustainable
growth.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Focused Portfolio Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Preferred Stock Risk
• Sector Risk

1290 VT SmartBeta Equity
ESG Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation.

Under normal market conditions,
the Portfolio invests at least 80% of
its net assets, plus borrowings for

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
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investment purposes, in equity
securities. The Portfolio invests
primarily in equity securities of U.S.
companies and foreign companies
in developed markets. The
Portfolio may invest in large, mid
and small capitalization companies
and will be broadly diversified
across companies and industries.
Equity securities in which the
Portfolio may invest include
common stocks, preferred stocks,
warrants, American Depositary
Receipts and similar instruments.

• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Quantitative Investing Risk
• Investment Strategy Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• ESG Considerations Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Sector Risk

1290 SmartBeta Equity
Fund

Seeks to achieve
long-term capital
appreciation.

Under normal market conditions,
the Fund invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in equity
securities. The Fund invests
primarily in equity securities of U.S.
companies and foreign companies
in developed markets. The Fund
may invest in large, mid and small
capitalization companies and will
be broadly diversified across
companies and industries. Equity
securities in which the Fund may
invest include common stocks,
preferred stocks, warrants,
American Depositary Receipts and
similar instruments.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Quantitative Investing Risk
• Investment Strategy Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• ESG Considerations Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Sector Risk

EQ/MFS International
Intrinsic Value Portfolio

Seeks to achieve capital
appreciation.

The Portfolio normally invests its
assets primarily in foreign equity
securities, including emerging
market equity securities. Equity
securities include common stocks
and other securities that represent
an ownership interest (or the right
to acquire an ownership interest) in
a company or other issuer. An
issuer will be considered to be an
issuer of a foreign security if the
issuer is domiciled, derives a
significant portion of its revenues
from, or primarily trades in a
market located outside of the
United States.

• Market Risk
• Equity Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Investment Style Risk
• Sector Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Liquidity Risk
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Portfolio
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Investment Strategy

Principal
Investment Risks

Investment Grade Bond
EQ/Money Market
Portfolio

Seeks to obtain a high
level of current income,
preserve its assets and
maintain liquidity.

The Portfolio invests 99.5% or
more of its total assets in: debt
securities issued or guaranteed as
to principal or interest by the U.S.
government, or by U.S.
government agencies or
instrumentalities; repurchase
agreements that are collateralized
fully by cash items or U.S. Treasury
and U.S. government securities;
and cash. The Portfolio maintains a
dollar-weighted average portfolio
maturity of 60 days or less, a
dollar-weighted average life to
maturity of 120 days or less, and
uses the amortized cost method of
valuation to seek to maintain a
stable $1.00 net asset value per
share price.

• Money Market Risk
• Net Asset Value Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Market Risk
• Repurchase Agreement Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Risk Associated with Portfolio
Holding Cash

EQ/Intermediate
Corporate Bond Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a total
return before expenses
that approximates the
total return
performance of the
Bloomberg U.S. Credit
Corporate 5-10 Year
Index (“Corporate Bond
Index” or “Index”),
including reinvestment
of dividends, at a risk
level consistent with
that of the Index.

Under normal market conditions,
the Portfolio invests at least 80% of
its net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in debt
securities. In seeking to achieve the
Portfolio’s investment objective, the
Sub-Adviser generally will employ
a stratified sampling approach to
build a portfolio whose broad
characteristics match those of the
Corporate Bond Index, which
means that the Portfolio is not
required to purchase all of the
securities represented in the Index.

• Market Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Credit Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Non-U.S. Issuer Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Redemption Risk

EQ/Intermediate
Government Bond
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a total
return before expenses
that approximates the
total return
performance of the
Bloomberg U.S.
Intermediate
Government Bond
Index (“Intermediate
Government Bond
Index”), including
reinvestment of
dividends, at a risk level
consistent with that of
the Intermediate
Government Bond
Index.

The Portfolio normally invests at
least 80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in debt securities that
are included in the Intermediate
Government Bond Index, or other
financial instruments that derive
their value from those securities.
The Intermediate Government
Bond Index is an unmanaged
index that measures the
performance of securities
consisting of all U.S. Treasury and
agency securities with remaining
maturities of from one to ten years
and issue amounts of at least $250
million outstanding, which may
include zero-coupon securities.
The Portfolio may also invest up to
10% of its assets in ETFs that invest
in securities included in the
Intermediate Government Bond
Index.

• Market Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Redemption Risk
• Zero Coupon and Pay-in-Kind
Securities Risk
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1290 VT DoubleLine
Opportunistic Bond
Portfolio

Seeks to maximize
current income and
total return.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus any borrowings for
investment purposes, in fixed
income securities. Fixed income
securities include, but are not
limited to, securities issued or
guaranteed by the U.S.
government or its agencies,
instrumentalities or sponsored
corporations; mortgage-backed
securities; asset-backed securities;
foreign and domestic corporate
bonds; floating or variable rate
obligations (including inverse
floater collateralized mortgage
obligations); bank loans; fixed
income securities issued by
corporations and governments in
foreign countries including
emerging markets issuers and U.S.
dollar-denominated securities or
non-U.S. issuers; securities issued
by municipalities; collateralized
loan obligations and other
securities bearing fixed interest
rates of any maturity. The Portfolio
may invest up to 40% of its assets
in below investment grade
securities (commonly known as
“junk bonds”).

• Market Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Collateralized Debt Obligations Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Distressed Companies Risk
• Dollar Roll and
Sale-BuybackTransactions Risk

• Inverse Floaters Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Loan Risk
• Portfolio Turnover Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

• Redemption Risk
• Risk of Investing in Other Investment
Companies

• Sector Risk
• Variable and Floating Rate Securities
Risk

• When-Issued and Delayed Delivery
Securities and Forward Commitment
Risk

EQ/AB Short Duration
Government Bond
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a
balance of current
income and capital
appreciation, consistent
with a prudent level of
risk.

The Portfolio invests at least 80%
of its net assets, plus borrowings
for investment purposes, in debt
securities issued by the U.S.
Government and its agencies and
instrumentalities and financial
instruments that derive their value
from such securities. The Portfolio
also may invest up to 10% of its
total assets in foreign fixed-income
securities in developed or
emerging market countries. The
Portfolio seeks to maintain an
effective duration of up to two
years under normal market
conditions.

• Market Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Futures Contract Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

• Redemption Risk
• Short Position Risk
• Zero Coupon and Pay-in-Kind
Securities Risk

EQ/Core Bond Index
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a total
return before expenses
that approximates the
total return
performance of the
Bloomberg U.S.

Under normal market conditions,
the Portfolio invests at least 80% of
its net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in securities
that are included in the
Intermediate Government/Credit

• Market Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
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Intermediate
Government/Credit
Bond Index
(“Intermediate
Government/Credit
Index”), including
reinvestment of
dividends, at a risk level
consistent with that of
the Intermediate
Government/Credit
Index.

Index, which covers the U.S. dollar
denominated, investment grade,
fixed-rate, taxable bond market,
including U.S. Treasury and
government-related, corporate,
credit and agency fixed-rate debt
securities. The Portfolio also may
invest up to 40% of its assets in
exchange-traded funds that invest
in securities included in the
Intermediate Government/Credit
Index.

• ETFs Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Redemption Risk

EQ/Quality Bond PLUS
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve high
current income
consistent with
moderate risk to capital.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in debt
securities. The Portfolio’s assets
normally are allocated among two
portions, each of which is
managed using a different but
complementary investment
strategy; one portion is actively
managed and one portion seeks
to track the performance of a
particular index.

• Market Risk
• Credit Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Dollar Role and Sale-Buyback
Transactions Risk

• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Multiple Sub-Adviser Risk
• Portfolio Turnover Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Redemption Risk
• When-Issued and Delayed Delivery
Securities and Forward
Commitments Risk

• Zero Coupon and Pay-in-Kind
Securities Risk

EQ/Core Plus Bond
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve high
total return through a
combination of current
income and capital
appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in a
diversified portfolio of U.S. and
foreign bonds or other debt
securities of varying maturities and
other instruments that provide
investment exposure to such debt
securities, including forwards or
derivatives such as options, futures
contracts or swap agreements. In
addition, the Portfolio’s assets are
allocated among three investment
sub-advisers, each of which
manages its portion of the
Portfolio using a different but
complementary investment
strategy.

• Market Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Foreign Securities Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Collateralized Loan Obligations Risk
• Convertible Securities Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Dollar Roll and Sale-Buyback
Transactions Risk

• Futures Contract Risk
• Hedging Risk
• Inflation-Indexed Bonds Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
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• Loan Risk
• Multiple Sub-Adviser Risk
• Portfolio Turnover Risk
• Preferred Stock Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

• Redemption Risk
• Sector Risk
• Variable and Floating Rate Securities
Risk

• When-Issued and Delayed Delivery
Securities and Forward
Commitments Risk

• Zero Coupon and Pay-in-Kind
Securities Risk

Multimanager Core Bond
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a
balance of high current
income and capital
appreciation, consistent
with a prudent level of
risk.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio intends to invest at least
80% of its net assets, plus
borrowings for investment
purposes, in investment grade
bonds. For purposes of this
investment policy, a debt security is
considered a “bond.” The Portfolio
invests primarily in U.S.
government and corporate debt
securities. The Portfolio’s assets
generally are allocated by the
Adviser among four or more
sub-advisers, each of which will
manage its portion of the Portfolio
using different yet complementary
investment strategies; one portion
of the Portfolio seeks to track the
performance (before fees and
expenses and including
reinvestment of coupon payments)
of a particular index and the other
portions of the Portfolio are
actively managed. The Portfolio
may invest up to 20% of its net
assets in non-investment grade
securities (commonly known as
“junk bonds”). The Portfolio also
may invest in derivatives, which will
consist primarily of forward
contracts, exchange-traded futures
and options contracts on individual
securities or securities indices, but
the Portfolio also may utilize other
types of derivatives.

• Market Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Index Strategy Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Collateralized Debt Obligations Risk
• Dollar Roll and Sale-Buyback
Transactions Risk

• Futures Contract Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Multiple Sub-Adviser Risk
• Portfolio Turnover Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

• Redemption Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Variable and Floating Rate Securities
Risk

• When-Issued and Delayed Delivery
Securities and Forward
Commitments Risk

• Zero Coupon and Pay-in-Kind
Securities Risk

EQ/PIMCO Real Return
Portfolio

Seeks to provide
investment results that,
before fees and
expenses, correspond
generally to the price
and yield performance
of an index that tracks
the U.S. high yield short

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets in inflation-indexed
bonds of varying maturities issued
by the U.S. and non-U.S.
governments, their agencies or
instrumentalities and corporations,
which may be represented by

• Market Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Inflation-Indexed Bonds Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• U.S. Government Securities Risk
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term corporate bond
market.

forwards or derivatives such as
options, futures contracts or swap
agreements. The Portfolio also
may invest up to 30% of its total
assets in securities denominated in
foreign currencies and may invest
beyond this limit in U.S. dollar
denominated securities of foreign
issuers. The Portfolio may invest up
to 10% of its total assets in
securities and instruments that are
economically tied to emerging
market countries (this limitation
does not apply to investment
grade sovereign debt
denominated in the local currency
with less than one year remaining
to maturity, which means the
Portfolio may invest, together with
any other investments
denominated in foreign currencies,
up to 30% of its total assets in such
instruments). The Portfolio will
normally limit its foreign currency
exposure (from non-U.S. dollar
denominated securities or
currencies) to 20% of its total
assets.

• Short Position Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Dollar Roll and Sale-Buyback
Transactions Risk

• Equity Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Portfolio Turnover Risk
• Preferred Stock Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Redemption Risk
• Sovereign Debt Securities Risk
• Variable and Floating Rate Securities
Risk

• When-Issued and Delayed Delivery
Securities and Forward
Commitments Risk

1290 Diversified Bond
Fund

Seeks to maximize total
return consisting of
income and capital
appreciation.

Under normal circumstances, the
Fund invests at least 80% of its net
assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in a
diversified portfolio of U.S. and
foreign bonds or other debt
securities of varying maturities and
other instruments that provide
investment exposure to such debt
securities, including forwards or
derivatives such as options, futures
contracts or swap agreements. The
Fund may invest in securities
denominated in foreign currencies
and in U.S. dollar-denominated
securities of foreign issuers,
including securities and
instruments that are economically
tied to emerging market countries.
The Fund will normally limit its
foreign currency exposure (from
non-U.S. dollar-denominated
securities or currencies) to 40% of
its total assets (this limitation does
not apply to investment grade
sovereign debt denominated in
the local currency with less than 1
year remaining to maturity).

• Market Risk
• Credit Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Derivatives Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Hedging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Collateralized Loan Obligations Risk
• Dollar Roll and Sale-Buyback
Transactions Risk

• Futures Contract Risk
• Inflation-Indexed Bond Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Loan Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Portfolio Turnover Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

• Redemption Risk
• Sector Risk
• Variable and Floating Rate Securities
Risk
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• When-Issued and Delayed Delivery
Securities and Forward Commitment
Risk

• Zero Coupon and Pay-in-Kind
Securities Risk

EQ/PIMCO Global Real
Return

Seeks to achieve
maximum real return,
consistent with
preservation of capital
and prudent investment
management.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in
inflation-indexed bonds of varying
maturities issued by the U.S. (e.g.,
Treasury Inflation Protected
Securities (“TIPS”)) and non-U.S.
governments, their agencies or
instrumentalities, and corporations,
which may be represented by
forwards or derivatives such as
options, futures contracts or swap
agreements. The Portfolio normally
invests a significant portion of its
net assets in instruments that are
economically tied to foreign
(non-U.S.) countries.

• Market Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Non-Diversified Portfolio Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Sovereign Debt Securities Risk
• Inflation-Indexed Bonds Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Short Position Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Dollar Roll and Sale-Buyback
Transactions Risk

• Equity Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Preferred Stock Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Redemption Risk
• When-Issued and Delayed Delivery
Securities and Forward
Commitments Risk

EQ/PIMCO Ultra Short
Bond Portfolio

Seeks to generate a
return in excess of
traditional money
market products while
maintaining an
emphasis on
preservation of capital
and liquidity.

The Portfolio invests at least 80%
of its net assets in a diversified
portfolio of fixed income
instruments of varying maturities,
which may be represented by
forwards or derivatives such as
options, futures contracts or swap
agreements. The Portfolio may
invest in investment grade U.S.
dollar denominated securities of
U.S. issuers that are rated Baa or
higher by Moody’s Investors
Service, Inc. or equivalently rated
by Standard & Poor’s Global
Ratings or Fitch Ratings Ltd., or, if
unrated, determined by the
Sub-Adviser to be of comparable
quality. The average portfolio
duration will vary based on the
Sub-Adviser’s forecast for interest
rates and will normally not exceed
one year, as calculated by the
Sub-Adviser.

• Market Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Variable and Floating Rate Securities
Risk

• Derivatives Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Collateralized Loan Obligations Risk
• Dollar Roll and Sale-Buyback
Transactions Risk

• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Loan Risk
• Preferred Stock Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

• Redemption Risk
• Sector Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
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EQ/PIMCO Total Return
ESG Portfolio

Seeks to achieve
maximum total return,
consistent with
preservation of capital
and prudent investment
management.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 65% of its
total assets in a diversified
portfolio of Fixed Income
Instruments of varying maturities,
which may be represented by
forwards or derivatives such as
options, futures contracts, or swap
agreements. “Fixed Income
Instruments” include bonds, debt
securities and other similar
instruments issued by various U.S.
and non-U.S. public- or
private-sector entities. The
Portfolio invests primarily in
investment-grade debt securities,
but may invest up to 20% of its
total assets in high yield securities,
also known as “junk bonds,” as
rated by Moody’s Investors
Service, Inc., Standard & Poor’s
Global Rating or Fitch, Inc., or, if
unrated, as determined by the
Adviser or the Sub-Adviser. The
Portfolio also may invest up to
30% of its total assets in securities
denominated in foreign currencies
and may invest beyond this limit in
U.S. dollar-denominated securities
of foreign issuers.

• Market Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Foreign Securities Risk
• Sovereign Debt Securities Risk
• Short Position Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Cash Management Risk
• Convertible Securities Risk
• Dollar Roll and Sale-Buyback
Transactions Risk

• Equity Risk
• ESG Considerations Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Portfolio Turnover Risk
• Preferred Stock Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

• Redemption Risk
• Variable and Floating Rate Securities
Risk

• When-Issued and Delayed Delivery
Securities and Forward
Commitments Risk

EQ/Long-Term Bond
Portfolio

Seeks to achieve a total
return before expenses
that approximates the
total return
performance of the
Bloomberg U.S. Long
Government/Credit
Bond Index (“Long
Government/Credit
Index”), including
reinvestment of
dividends, at a risk level
consistent with that of
the Long
Government/Credit
Index.

Under normal market conditions,
the Portfolio invests at least 80% of
its net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in debt
securities and financial instruments
that derive their value from such
securities. The Portfolio uses a
strategy that is commonly referred
to as an index strategy. In seeking
to achieve the Portfolio’s
investment objective, the
Sub-Adviser generally will employ
a stratified sampling approach to
build a portfolio whose broad
characteristics match those of the
Long Government/Credit Index,
which means that the Portfolio is
not required to purchase all of the
securities represented in the Index.
A stratified sampling approach
seeks to match the return and
characteristics of a particular index
without having to purchase every
security in that index by selecting a
representative sample of securities
for the Portfolio based on the
characteristics of the index and the

• Market Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• U.S. Government Securities Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Credit Risk
• Index Strategy Risk
• Derivatives Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Redemption Risk
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Portfolio
Investment
Objective

Principal
Investment Strategy

Principal
Investment Risks

particular securities included
therein. With respect to the Long
Government/Credit Index, such
characteristics may include interest
rate sensitivity, credit quality and
sector diversification.
High Yield Bond

1290 VT High Yield Bond
Portfolio

Seeks to maximize
current income.

Under normal circumstances, the
Portfolio invests at least 80% of its
net assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in a broad
range of high-yield, below
investment-grade bonds. The
Portfolio may invest up to 25% of
its net assets in debt securities of
issuers located outside the United
States, including emerging markets
issuers and U.S.
dollar-denominated securities of
non-U.S. issuers. The Portfolio’s
assets normally are allocated
among two portions, each of
which is managed using a different
but complementary investment
strategy; one portion is actively
managed (“Active Allocated
Portion”) and the other portion
invests in ETFs that are passively
managed and that meet the
investment objective of the
Portfolio (“ETF Allocated Portion”).
Under normal circumstances, the
Active Allocated Portion consists of
approximately 90% of the
Portfolio’s net assets and the ETF
Allocated Portion consists of
approximately 10% of the
Portfolio’s net assets. These
percentages can deviate from the
amounts shown above by up to
15% of the Portfolio’s assets.

• Market Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Credit Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Sector Risk
• Loan Risk
• ETFs Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Large-Cap Company Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Mid-Cap and Small-Cap Company
Risk

• Mortgage-Related and Other
Asset-Backed Securities Risk

• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

• Redemption Risk
• Zero Coupon and Pay-in-Kind
Securities Risk

1290 High Yield Bond
Fund

Seeks to maximize
current income.

Under normal circumstances, the
Fund invests at least 80% of its net
assets, plus borrowings for
investment purposes, in a broad
range of high-yield, below
investment-grade bonds.

• Market Risk
• Non-Investment Grade Securities
Risk

• Credit Risk
• Interest Rate Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Sector Risk
• Loan Risk
• Portfolio Management Risk
• Foreign Securities Risk
• Investment Grade Securities Risk
• Large Transaction Risk
• Leveraging Risk
• Prepayment Risk and Extension Risk
• Privately Placed and Other
Restricted Securities Risk

• Redemption Risk
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Portfolio
Investment
Objective

Principal
Investment Strategy

Principal
Investment Risks

• Zero Coupon and Pay-in-Kind
Securities Risk
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The Trust

The Trust is organized as a Delaware statutory trust and is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) as an
open-endmanagement investment company. The Trust’s Board of Trustees is responsible for the overall management of the Trust
and the Portfolios. The Trust issues shares of beneficial interest that are currently divided among one hundred ten (110) Portfolios,
forty-seven (47) of which are authorized to issue Class IA, Class IB andClass K shares, forty-one (41) of which are authorized to issue
Class IB and Class K shares, seventeen (17) of which are authorized to issue Class IB shares, four (4) of which are authorized to issue
Class K shares, and one (1) of which is authorized to issue Class IA and Class IB shares. This prospectus describes the Class IB shares
of the EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio of the Trust. The Portfolio has its own investment objective, investment strategies and risks,
which have been previously described in this Prospectus.

The Trust’s Board of Trustees oversees generally the operations of the Portfolios. The Trust enters into contractual arrangements
with various parties, including among others, the Adviser, Administrator, custodian, and accountants, who provide services to the
Portfolios. Shareholders are not parties to any such contractual arrangements and those contractual arrangements are not intended
to create in any shareholder any right to enforce themdirectly against the service providers or to seek any remedyunder themdirectly
against the service providers.

This Prospectus provides information concerning the Portfolio that you should consider in determiningwhether to purchase Portfolio
shares.Neither this Prospectusnor theStatementofAdditional Information is intended, or shouldbe read, tobeor create anagreement
or contract between the Trust or a Portfolio and any shareholder, or to create any right in any shareholder or other person other
than any rights under federal or state law that may not be waived.

The Adviser

Equitable InvestmentManagementGroup, LLC (“EIM”or “Adviser”), 1345Avenueof theAmericas,NewYork,NewYork10105,manages
each Portfolio. EIM is registered with the SEC as an investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended.
EIM also is registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) as a commodity pool operator (“CPO”) under the
Commodity Exchange Act, as amended; however, EIM currently claims an exclusion (under CFTC Rule 4.5) from registration as a
CPOwith respect to each Portfolio offered by this Prospectus. Being subject to dual regulation by the SEC and theCFTCmay increase
compliance costs andmay affect Portfolio returns. EIM is a wholly owned subsidiary of Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company
(“Equitable Financial”). Equitable Financial is a wholly owned subsidiary of Equitable Holdings, Inc. (“Equitable Holdings”), which
is a publicly-owned company. EIM serves as the investment adviser to mutual funds and other pooled investment vehicles. As of
December 31, 2023, EIM and its advisory affiliate Equitable InvestmentManagement, LLC had approximately $116.5 billion in total
assets under management. The Trust is part of a fund complex that includes the 1290 Funds, for which Equitable Investment
Management, LLC serves as investment adviser.

The Adviser has a variety of responsibilities for the general management and administration of the Trust and the day-to-day
management of each Portfolio. In addition to its managerial responsibilities, the Adviser is responsible for determining the asset
mix and/or asset allocation ranges for the Portfolios, as applicable, and ensuring that the allocations are consistentwith the guidelines
that have been approved by the Board. Within the asset allocation range for each Portfolio, the Adviser will periodically establish
specific percentage targets for each asset class and asset category and identify the specific Underlying Portfolios to be held by a
Portfolio using theAdviser’s proprietary investment process, basedona variety of factors that include fundamental research regarding
the investment characteristics of the asset classes, asset categories and Underlying Portfolios, as well as the Adviser’s outlook for
theeconomyand financialmarkets. TheAdviser alsowill rebalanceeachPortfolio’s holdings through its selectionofUnderlyingPortfolios
as deemed necessary to bring the asset allocation of a Portfolio back into alignment with its asset allocation range.

Kenneth T. Kozlowski, CFP®, CLU, ChFC, Alwi Chan, CFA®, and Xavier Poutas, CFA® are responsible for the day-to-day
management of each EQAllocationPortfolio.Messrs. Kozlowski, Chan, andPoutas andMiaoHu, CFA®andKevinMcCarthy
are responsible for the day-to-day management of each Target Allocation Portfolio.

4. Management of the Trust
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Members of EIM
Management Team Business Experience

Kenneth T. Kozlowski, CFP®,
CLU, ChFC

Mr. Kozlowski has served as Executive Vice President and Chief Investment Officer of the Adviser since
June 2012 and as Signatory Officer of Equitable Financial since November 2021. He has been an
employee of Equitable Financial since 1999.

Alwi Chan, CFA® Mr. Chan has served as Senior Vice President and Deputy Chief Investment Officer of the Adviser since
June 2012. He has been an employee of Equitable Financial since 1999.

Xavier Poutas, CFA® Mr. Poutas has served as an Assistant Portfolio Manager of the Adviser since May 2011, and as a Vice
President of the Adviser since June 2016. He has been an employee of Equitable Financial since August
2002.

Miao Hu, CFA® Ms. Hu has served as an Assistant Portfolio Manager of the Adviser since May 2016 and as a Vice
President of the Adviser since June 2016. She has served as a Director of Portfolio Analytics of the Adviser
since December 2014. She has been an employee of Equitable Financial since November 2013.

Kevin McCarthy Mr. McCarthy has served as an Assistant Portfolio Manager of the Adviser since December 2018 and as a
Vice President of the Adviser since July 2022. He has been an employee of Equitable Financial since
August 2015.

Information about the portfolio managers’ compensation, other accounts they manage and their ownership of shares of the
Portfolios is available in the Trust’s SAI.

The Adviser provides day-to-day management of the Portfolios. The Adviser has the ability to hire investment sub-advisers
(“Sub-Advisers”) to provide research, stock selection, and trading services for the Portfolios, although the Portfolios do not
currently have Sub-Advisers. The Adviser has been granted relief by the SEC to hire, terminate and replace Sub-Advisers to
the Portfolios and to amend sub-advisory agreements without obtaining shareholder approval, subject to the approval of the
Trust’s Board. In addition, the Adviser has the ability to allocate a Portfolio’s assets to additional Sub-Advisers, subject to the
approval of the Trust’s Board. The Adviser also has discretion to allocate a Portfolio’s assets among its current Sub-Advisers, if
any. If a Sub-Adviser is retained for a Portfolio, the shareholders of the Portfolio would receive notice of such action.
However, the Adviser may not enter into a sub-advisory agreement on behalf of a Portfolio with an “affiliated person” of the
Adviser (as that term is defined in the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (“1940 Act”)) (“Affiliated Sub-Adviser”),
such as AllianceBernstein L.P., unless the sub-advisory agreement with the Affiliated Sub-Adviser, including compensation, is
also approved by the affected Portfolio’s shareholders. The relief does not extend to any increase in the advisory fee paid by
a Portfolio to the Adviser; any such increase would be subject to the approval of the affected Portfolio's shareholders.

The Underlying Portfolios are managed either by the Adviser or by Equitable Investment Management, LLC, an affiliate of the
Adviser that also serves as the administrator of the Trust (“Administrator”). In its capacity as the adviser for an Underlying
Portfolio, the Adviser or the Administrator, as the case may be, may hire Sub-Advisers to provide research, stock selection,
and trading services for the Underlying Portfolio, and is responsible for overseeing such Sub-Advisers and for
recommending their hiring, termination and replacement to the Underlying Portfolio’s Board of Trustees. The Adviser and the
Administrator have been granted relief by the SEC to hire, terminate and replace Sub-Advisers to an Underlying Portfolio
and to amend sub-advisory agreements without obtaining shareholder approval, subject to the approval of the Underlying
Portfolio’s Board of Trustees. In addition, the Adviser or the Administrator, as the case may be, has the ability to allocate an
Underlying Portfolio’s assets to additional Sub-Advisers, subject to the approval of the Underlying Portfolio’s Board of
Trustees. The Adviser or the Administrator, as the case may be, also has discretion to allocate an Underlying Portfolio’s assets
among its current Sub-Advisers, if any. If a new Sub-Adviser is retained for an Underlying Portfolio, the shareholders of the
Underlying Portfolio would receive notice of such action. However, the Adviser or the Administrator, as the case may be, may
not enter into a sub-advisory agreement on behalf of an Underlying Portfolio with an Affiliated Sub-Adviser, such as
AllianceBernstein L.P., unless the sub-advisory agreement with the Affiliated Sub-Adviser, including compensation, is also
approved by the affected Underlying Portfolio’s shareholders. The relief does not extend to any increase in the advisory fee
paid by an Underlying Portfolio to the Adviser or the Administrator, as the case may be; any such increase would be subject
to the approval of the affected Underlying Portfolio's shareholders.

Advisory Fees

Each Portfolio pays a fee to the Adviser for advisory services. The table below shows the annual rate of the advisory fees (as
a percentage of each Portfolio’s average daily net assets) that the Adviser received in 2023 for providing advisory services to
each Portfolio and its predecessor portfolio and the rate of the advisory fees waived by the Adviser in 2023 in accordance
with the provisions of the expense limitation agreement described below.
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Advisory Fees Paid by the Portfolios in 2023

Portfolios

Annual Rate
Received

Rate of Fees Waived
and Expenses Reimbursed

All Classes Class IA Class IB Class K

EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

A discussion of the basis for the decision by the Board to approve the investment advisory agreement with respect to the
Portfolios is available in the Trust’s Annual Report to Shareholders for the period ended December 31, 2023.

The Administrator

Equitable Investment Management, LLC (the “Administrator”), 1345 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10105,
serves as the Administrator of the Trust. The Administrator is an affiliate of the Adviser. The administrative services provided
to the Trust by the Administrator include, among others, coordination of the Trust’s audit, financial statements and tax returns;
expense management and budgeting; legal administrative services and compliance monitoring; portfolio accounting
services, including daily net asset value accounting; operational risk management; and assistance with the administration of
the Trust’s proxy voting policies and procedures and anti-money laundering program.

Administration Fees

For these administrative services, the Portfolio pays the Administrator its proportionate share of an asset-based
administration fee of 0.140% of the first $60 billion of the aggregate average daily net assets of the Aggregated Portfolios (as
defined in the paragraph immediately below); 0.110% of the next $20 billion; 0.0875% of the next $20 billion; 0.0775% of the
next $20 billion; 0.0750% of the next $20 billion; and 0.0725% thereafter. The asset-based administration fee is calculated and
billed monthly, and each Portfolio is subject to a minimum annual fee of $32,500.

For purposes of calculating the asset-based administration fee, the assets of the Portfolios are aggregated together and with
the assets of the following portfolios of the Trust, which are also managed by EIM and which are offered in other
prospectuses: EQ/Conservative Allocation Portfolio, EQ/Conservative-Plus Allocation Portfolio, EQ/Moderate-Plus Allocation
Portfolio, EQ/Aggressive Allocation Portfolio, Target 2015 Allocation Portfolio, Target 2025 Allocation Portfolio, Target 2035
Allocation Portfolio, Target 2045 Allocation Portfolio, Target 2055 Allocation Portfolio, EQ/Core Plus Bond Portfolio,
EQ/Global Equity Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/International Core Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/International Value
Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/Large Cap Core Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/Large Cap Growth Managed Volatility
Portfolio, EQ/Large Cap Value Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/Mid Cap Value Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/AB Small Cap
Growth Portfolio, EQ/Franklin Small Cap Value Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/Morgan Stanley Small Cap Growth Portfolio,
EQ/ClearBridge Select Equity Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/Emerging Markets Equity PLUS Portfolio, EQ/Quality Bond
PLUS Portfolio, Multimanager Aggressive Equity Portfolio, Multimanager Core Bond Portfolio, Multimanager Technology
Portfolio, 1290 VT Small Cap Value Portfolio, 1290 VT Micro Cap Portfolio, 1290 VT High Yield Bond Portfolio, 1290 VT
Moderate Growth Allocation Portfolio, EQ/AB Dynamic Aggressive Growth Portfolio, EQ/AB Dynamic Growth Portfolio,
EQ/AB Dynamic Moderate Growth Portfolio, EQ/Goldman Sachs Moderate Growth Allocation Portfolio, EQ/Invesco
Moderate Allocation Portfolio, EQ/JPMorgan Growth Allocation Portfolio, EQ/Franklin Moderate Allocation Portfolio,
EQ/American Century Moderate Growth Allocation Portfolio, EQ/Goldman Sachs Growth Allocation Portfolio, EQ/Invesco
Moderate Growth Allocation Portfolio, EQ/Ultra Conservative Strategy Portfolio, EQ/Conservative Strategy Portfolio,
EQ/Conservative Growth Strategy Portfolio, EQ/Balanced Strategy Portfolio, EQ/Moderate Growth Strategy Portfolio,
EQ/Growth Strategy Portfolio, EQ/Aggressive Growth Strategy Portfolio, EQ/All Asset Growth Allocation Portfolio, Equitable
Conservative Growth MF/ETF Portfolio, Equitable Growth MF/ETF Portfolio, Equitable Moderate Growth MF/ETF Portfolio,
ATM International Managed Volatility Portfolio, ATM Large Cap Managed Volatility Portfolio, ATM Mid Cap Managed Volatility
Portfolio, ATM Small Cap Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/2000 Managed Volatility Portfolio, EQ/400 Managed Volatility
Portfolio, EQ/500 Managed Volatility Portfolio, and EQ/International Managed Volatility Portfolio (collectively, the
“Aggregated Portfolios”).

As noted in the prospectuses for the Underlying Portfolios, EIM and, in certain cases, its affiliates, serve as investment
manager, investment sub-adviser and/or administrator for the Underlying Portfolios and earn fees for providing services in
these capacities, which are in addition to the fees directly associated with each Portfolio. In this connection, the Adviser’s
selection of Underlying Portfolios could have a positive or negative impact on its or its affiliates’ revenues and/or profits.
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Expense Limitation Agreement

In the interest of limiting through April 30, 2025 (unless the Board of Trustees consents to an earlier revision or termination of
this arrangement) the expenses of the Portfolio, the Adviser has entered into an expense limitation agreement with the Trust
with respect to the Portfolio (“Expense Limitation Agreement”). Pursuant to the Expense Limitation Agreement, the Adviser
has agreed to waive its and its affiliates’ management, administrative and other fees and, if necessary, make payments to the
Portfolio to limit the expenses of the Portfolio so that the annual operating expenses, including acquired fund fees and
expenses, of the Portfolio (other than interest, taxes, brokerage commissions, dividend and interest expenses on securities
sold short, other expenditures that are capitalized in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and other
extraordinary expenses not incurred in the ordinary course of the Portfolio’s business) as a percentage of average daily net
assets do not exceed the following expense ratios. The Portfolio's predecessor portfolio was subject to the same total annual
operating expense limit pursuant to an expense limitation agreement between the Adviser and the predecessor
portfolio's trust.

Total Annual Operating Expenses Limited to
(% of average daily net assets)

Portfolio Class IA Class IB Class K

EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio 1.15% 1.15% 0.90%

The Adviser may be reimbursed the amount of any such waivers or payments (including any such waivers or payments with
respect to a Portfolio’s predecessor prior to the shell reorganization) in the future provided that the waivers or payments are
reimbursed within three years of the waivers or payments being recorded and the Portfolio’s expense ratio, after the
reimbursement is taken into account, does not exceed the Portfolio’s expense cap at the time of the waiver or the Portfolio’s
expense cap at the time of the reimbursement, whichever is lower. If the actual expense ratio is less than the expense cap and
the Adviser has recouped any eligible previous waivers or payments made, the Portfolio will be charged such lower
expenses. The Adviser’s selection of Underlying Portfolios could positively or negatively impact its obligations under the
Expense Limitation Agreement and its ability to recoup previous waivers or payments made under the Expense
Limitation Agreement.

Waivers or payments will increase returns and yield, and reimbursement of waivers or payments will decrease returns
and yield.

Conflicts of Interest

The Adviser currently serves as the investment adviser for the Trust, which is an investment company that is registered under
the 1940 Act, and as the investment adviser for two private investment trusts that are exempt from such registration. In
addition to currently serving as the administrator for the Trust, the Administrator currently serves as the investment adviser
and the administrator for the 1290 Funds, another investment company that is registered under the 1940 Act. The Adviser
and its affiliates (including Equitable Financial, Equitable Distributors, LLC, Equitable Holdings, AllianceBernstein L.P. and the
Administrator) and their respective managers, partners, directors, trustees, officers, and employees (collectively, for purposes
of this Conflicts of Interest discussion, “Affiliates”) are insurance and related financial services companies engaged in life
insurance, property and casualty insurance and reinsurance activities, as well as asset management, investment banking,
securities trading, brokerage, real estate and other financial services activities, providing a broad range of services to a
substantial and diverse client base. The broad range of activities, services, and interests of the Adviser and its Affiliates gives
rise to actual, potential and/or perceived conflicts of interest, and could introduce certain investment or transactional
restrictions, that could disadvantage the Portfolios and their shareholders.

Certain actual and potential conflicts of interest are discussed below and elsewhere in this Prospectus, and a further
discussion of conflicts of interest appears in the SAI. Investors should carefully review these discussions. These discussions are
not, and are not intended to be, a complete discussion of all of the actual and potential conflicts of interest that could arise.
Additional or unanticipated conflicts of interest could arise from time to time in the ordinary course of the Adviser’s and its
Affiliates’ various businesses.

The Adviser and the Trust have adopted practices, policies and procedures that are intended to identify, monitor, and
mitigate conflicts of interest. These practices, policies and procedures include, among others, information barriers, codes of
ethics, pre-clearance and reporting of securities transactions by certain persons, and the use of independent persons to
review certain types of transactions. There is no assurance, however, that these practices, policies and procedures will be
effective, and these practices, policies and procedures also could limit the Portfolios’ investment activities and affect
their performance.
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Certain Conflicts Related to Fees and Compensation
The Adviser and certain of its Affiliates provide services including investment advisory, administration, shareholder servicing,
distribution and transfer agency services to the Portfolios and earn fees from these relationships with the Portfolios. The
Adviser and its Affiliates face conflicts of interest when the Portfolios select affiliated service providers because the Adviser
and its Affiliates receive greater compensation when they are used. Although these fees are generally based on asset levels,
the fees are not directly contingent on Portfolio performance and the Adviser and its Affiliates would still receive significant
compensation from the Portfolios even if shareholders lose money. In addition, the Adviser and certain of its Affiliates
manage or advise funds or accounts, including the Portfolios, with different fee rates and/or fee structures. Differences in fee
arrangements could create an incentive for the Adviser and/or its Affiliates to favor higher-fee funds or accounts.

Certain Conflicts Related to the Adviser and its Affiliates Acting in Multiple Commercial Capacities
The Adviser and/or one or more Affiliates act or may act in various commercial capacities, including as investment manager,
investment adviser, administrator, investor, commodity pool operator, underwriter, distributor, transfer agent, insurance
company, investment banker, research provider, market maker, trader, lender, agent or principal, and may have direct and
indirect interests in securities, commodities, currencies, derivatives and other instruments in which the Portfolios may directly
or indirectly invest. Thus, it is likely that the Portfolios will have business relationships with and will invest in, engage in
transactions with, make voting decisions with respect to, or obtain services from entities with which the Adviser and/or an
Affiliate has developed or is trying to develop business relationships or in which the Adviser and/or an Affiliate has significant
investments or other interests. For example, the Adviser could have an incentive to hire as a Sub-Adviser or other service
provider an entity with which the Adviser or one or more Affiliates have, or would like to have, significant or other business
dealings or arrangements. In addition, when Affiliates act in various commercial capacities in relation to the Portfolios, the
Affiliates could take commercial steps in their own interests, which could have an adverse effect on the Portfolios.

Certain Conflicts Related to the Funds of Funds Structure
In managing a Portfolio that invests in Underlying Portfolios (that is, a “fund of funds”), the Adviser will have the authority to
select and substitute the Underlying Portfolios. The Adviser is subject to conflicts of interest in selecting, and allocating a
Portfolio’s assets among, Underlying Portfolios because it and its Affiliates earn fees for managing, administering, and
providing other services to the Underlying Portfolios. In addition, the Adviser is subject to conflicts of interest in selecting, and
allocating a Portfolio’s assets among, the various Underlying Portfolios because the revenue and/or profits the Adviser and its
Affiliates receive from some of the Underlying Portfolios is higher than the revenue and/or profits received from other
Underlying Portfolios for the services the Adviser and its Affiliates provide.

Because the Adviser’s selection of Underlying Portfolios could have a positive or negative impact on its or its Affiliates’
revenues and/or profits, the Adviser has an incentive to select affiliated Underlying Portfolios for inclusion in a fund of funds
and to select affiliated Underlying Portfolios that are more profitable to the Adviser or its Affiliates. In addition, the Adviser’s
and/or its Affiliates’ other existing or potential business relationships (e.g., distribution, sub-administration, or custody
arrangements), including with affiliated or unaffiliated Sub-Advisers to Underlying Portfolios, or other financial or personal
relationships, could influence the Adviser’s selection of Underlying Portfolios.

A Portfolio investing in Underlying Portfolios may from time to time own or control a significant percentage of an Underlying
Portfolio’s shares. Accordingly, an Underlying Portfolio is subject to the potential for large-scale inflows and outflows as a
result of purchases and redemptions of its shares by such a Portfolio. These inflows and outflows could negatively affect an
Underlying Portfolio’s and, in turn, a Portfolio’s net asset value, performance, and ability to meet shareholder redemption
requests and could cause an Underlying Portfolio to purchase or sell securities at a time when it would not normally do so. In
addition, large-scale outflows could result in an Underlying Portfolio’s current expenses being allocated over a smaller asset
base, which, depending on any applicable expense caps, could lead to an increase in the Underlying Portfolio’s and, in turn, a
Portfolio’s expense ratio. The Adviser could be subject to conflicts of interest in selecting shares of Underlying Portfolios for
redemption and in deciding whether and when to redeem such shares. In addition, the Adviser could have an incentive to
continue to invest a Portfolio’s assets in an underperforming Underlying Portfolio to protect the Underlying Portfolio from
large-scale outflows, even when the portfolio managers believe that such an investment is not in the best interests of
the Portfolio.

Certain Conflicts Related to the Adviser’s Insurance Company Affiliates
The Portfolios are available through Contracts offered by insurance company Affiliates of the Adviser. The performance of a
Portfolio could impact the obligations and financial exposure of the Adviser’s insurance company Affiliates under any death
benefit, income benefit and other guarantees provided through Contracts that offer the Portfolio as an investment option,
and the ability of an insurance company Affiliate to manage (e.g., through the use of various hedging techniques) the risks
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associated with these benefits and guarantees. The Adviser’s investment decisions and the design of the Portfolios could be
influenced by these factors. For example, the Portfolios or models and strategies may be managed or designed in a manner
(e.g., using more conservative or less volatile investment styles, including volatility management strategies) that could reduce
potential losses and/or mitigate financial risks to insurance company Affiliates that provide the benefits and guarantees and
offer the Portfolios as investment options in their products, and also could facilitate such an insurance company’s ability to
provide benefits and guarantees under its Contracts, including by making more predictable the costs of the benefits and
guarantees and by reducing the regulatory capital needed to provide them. The financial benefits to the Adviser’s insurance
company Affiliates could be material.

An EQ Allocation Portfolio may invest from time to time in Underlying Portfolios managed by the Adviser that employ
various volatility management techniques, including the use of futures and options to manage equity exposure. Although
these actions are intended to reduce the overall risk of investing in an EQ Allocation Portfolio, they may not work as intended
and may result in losses by an EQ Allocation Portfolio or periods of underperformance, particularly during periods when
market values are increasing but market volatility is high. The success of any volatility management strategy will be subject to
the Adviser’s ability to correctly assess the degree of correlation between the performance of the relevant market index and
the metrics used by the Adviser to measure market volatility. Since the characteristics of many securities change as markets
change or time passes, the success of any volatility management strategy also will be subject to the Adviser’s ability to
continually recalculate, readjust, and execute volatility management techniques in an efficient manner. Market conditions
change, sometimes rapidly and unpredictably, and the Adviser may be unable to execute a volatility management strategy in
a timely manner or at all. In addition, the Adviser and its insurance company Affiliates manage or advise other funds and
accounts that engage in and compete for transactions in the same types of securities and instruments (such as futures
contracts) as an Underlying Portfolio. Such transactions could affect the prices and availability of the securities and
instruments in which an Underlying Portfolio invests, directly or indirectly, and could have an adverse impact on an
Underlying Portfolio’s performance, and therefore an EQ Allocation Portfolio’s performance.

A significant percentage of a Portfolio’s shares may be owned or controlled by the Adviser and/or its Affiliates or other large
shareholders, including primarily insurance company separate accounts and qualified plans. Accordingly, a Portfolio is subject
to the potential for large-scale inflows and outflows as a result of purchases and redemptions of its shares by such
shareholders, including in connection with substitution and other transactions by Affiliates of the Adviser. These inflows and
outflows could negatively affect a Portfolio’s net asset value, performance, and ability to meet shareholder redemption
requests and could cause a Portfolio to purchase or sell securities at a time when it would not normally do so. In addition,
large-scale outflows could result in a Portfolio’s current expenses being allocated over a smaller asset base, which, depending
on any applicable expense caps, could lead to an increase in the Portfolio’s expense ratio. The Adviser or its Affiliates could
be subject to potential conflicts of interest in selecting shares of Portfolios for redemption and in deciding whether and when
to redeem such shares.

The Portfolios, or other portfolios advised by the Adviser, may be used as variable insurance trusts for unaffiliated insurance
companies’ insurance products. These unaffiliated insurance companies have financial arrangements (which may include
revenue sharing arrangements) or other business relationships with the Adviser’s insurance company Affiliates.

Certain Conflicts Related to Sales Incentives and Relationships with Financial Intermediaries
Sales incentives and certain related conflicts arising from the Adviser’s and its Affiliates’ financial and other relationships with
financial intermediaries are described in the sections entitled “Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial
Intermediaries” and “Compensation to Financial Intermediaries.”
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Buying and Selling Shares

All shares are purchased and sold at their net asset value without any sales load. The Portfolios are not designed formarket-timers,
see the section entitled “Purchase and Redemption Restrictions on Market-Timers and Active Traders” below.

The price at which a purchase or sale is effected is based on the next calculation of net asset value after an order is received and
accepted by a Portfolio or its designated agent. All redemption requests will be processed and payment with respect thereto will
normally bemadewithin sevendays after tender. The Portfolios typically expect tomeet redemption requests by paying out available
cash or proceeds from selling portfolio holdings, whichmay include cash equivalent portfolio holdings. Redemptionmethods also
may include redeeming in kind under appropriate circumstances, such as in connection with transactions involving the substitution
of sharesof onePortfolio (the replacementportfolio) for sharesof another Portfolio (the replacedportfolio) heldby insurance company
separate accounts to fund Contracts.

Restrictions on Buying and Selling Shares

Purchase and Redemption Restrictions
The Portfolios reserve the right to suspendor change the terms of purchasing shares. The Trustmay suspend the right of redemption
for any period or postpone payment formore than seven days when theNewYork Stock Exchange is closed (other than aweekend
or holiday) orwhen trading is restrictedby the SECor the SECdeclares that an emergency exists. Redemptionsmay alsobe suspended
and payments may be postponed for more than seven days during other periods permitted by the SEC. A Portfolio may pay the
redemption price in whole or part by a distribution in kind of readily marketable securities in lieu of cash or may take up to seven
days to pay a redemption request in order to raise capital, when it is detrimental for a Portfolio tomake cash payments as determined
in the sole discretion of EIM.

Purchase and Redemption Restrictions onMarket-Timers and Active Traders
The Trust, onbehalf of eachPortfolio, believes that it is in thebest interests of its long-term investors to discourage frequent purchases,
redemptions, exchanges and transfers (referred to collectively as “frequent trading”) of Portfolio shares. If you intend to trade frequently
and/or use market timing investment strategies, you should not purchase these Portfolios.

Frequent trading of Portfolio shares, includingmarket timing and other program trading or short-term trading strategies, may be
disruptive to the Portfolios. Frequent tradingmay adversely affect Portfolio performance and the interests of long-term investors
by, amongother things, requiring aPortfolio tomaintain larger amounts of cashor to liquidateportfolio holdings at adisadvantageous
timeor price. For example, whenmarket timing occurs, a Portfoliomay have to sell its holdings to have the cash necessary to redeem
themarket timer’s shares. This can happen when it is not advantageous to sell any securities, so the Portfolio’s performancemay
be hurt. When large dollar amounts are involved, frequent trading can alsomake it difficult to use long-term investment strategies
because a Portfolio cannot predict howmuch cash it will have to invest, and the Portfolio’s portfolio management teammay have
to allocate a significant amount of assets to cash and other short-term investments or sell investments, rather than maintaining
investments selected to achieve the Portfolio’s investment objective. In addition, frequent trading of Portfolio shares may impede
efficient portfoliomanagement and impose increased transaction costs, such as brokerage costs, by requiring the portfoliomanager
to effect more frequent purchases and sales of portfolio securities. Similarly, a Portfolio may bear increased administrative costs
as a result of the asset level and investment volatility that accompanies patterns of frequent trading.

To the extent that a Portfolio (or anUnderlying Portfolio inwhich a Portfolio invests) invests a significant portion of its assets in foreign
securities, it will tend to be subject to the risks associated withmarket timing and short-term trading strategies to a greater extent
than funds that do not. Securities trading in overseas markets presents time zone arbitrage opportunities when events affecting
portfolio securities valuesoccur after the closeof theoverseasmarket but prior to the closeof theU.S.market. This short-termarbitrage
activity can reduce the return received by long-term investors. The Portfolios will seek to minimize these opportunities by using
fair value pricing, as described in “How Shares are Priced” below.

In addition, to the extent that a Portfolio (or an Underlying Portfolio in which a Portfolio invests) invests in securities that are, ormay
be, restricted, unlisted, traded infrequently, thinly traded, or relatively illiquid, it alsomaybe vulnerable tomarket timing and short-term
trading strategies. Traders using such strategiesmay seek to take advantageof a possible differential between the last availablemarket
prices for one ormore of those relatively illiquid securities that are used to calculate the value of the Portfolio’s shares and the latest
indications ofmarket values for those securities. For example, high-yield securitiesmay present opportunities for short-term trading
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strategies because themarket for such securitiesmay be less liquid than themarket for higher quality securities, which could result
in pricing inefficiencies. One of the objectives of the Trust’s fair value pricing procedures, as described in “How Shares are Priced”
below, is tominimize the possibilities of this typeof arbitrage; however, there canbeno assurance that the Trust’s valuation procedures
will be successful in eliminating it.

The Trust has adopted certain policies and procedures discussed below to discourage what it considers to be frequent trading. For
Contractholderswhohave invested in shares of a Portfolio throughan insurance company separate account, frequent trading includes
frequent transfers between the Portfolios available through the policy or contract. The Trust and the Portfolios discourage frequent
trading of Portfolio shares by Contractholders andwill notmake special arrangements to accommodate such trading. As a general
matter, the Trust and eachPortfolio reserve the right to reject any transfer request that they believe, in their sole discretion, is disruptive
(or potentially disruptive) to the management of the Portfolio.

If EIM, on behalf of the Trust, determines that a Contractholder’s transfer patterns are disruptive to the Trust’s Portfolios, EIM or an
affiliate (including the Administrator) may, among other things, restrict the availability of personal telephone requests, facsimile
transmissions, automated telephone services, internet services or any electronic transfer services. The Administrator is generally
responsible formonitoring, testing andmaintaining compliance policies, procedures and other items for the Trust, and thus assists
in monitoring the Trust’s compliance with applicable requirements pursuant to the policies and procedures described below. EIM
or an affiliate may also refuse to act on transfer instructions of an agent acting under a power of attorney who is acting on behalf
ofmore than one owner. Inmaking these determinations, EIMor an affiliatemay consider the combined transfer activity of Contracts
that it believes are under common ownership, control or direction.

The Trust currently considers transfers into andout of (or vice versa) the samePortfoliowithin a five-business day period as potentially
disruptive trading activity. In order to reduce disruptive trading activity, the Trust monitors the frequency of transfers, including the
size of transfers in relation to portfolio assets, in the Portfolios. The Trust aggregates inflows and outflows for each Portfolio on a
daily basis.Whenapotentially disruptive transfer into or out of a Portfolio occurs on adaywhen thePortfolio’s net inflows andoutflows
exceed an establishedmonitoring threshold, EIM or an affiliate sends a letter to the Contractholder explaining that there is a policy
against disruptive trading activity and that if such activity continues, EIMor an affiliatemay take the actions described above to restrict
the availability of voice, fax and automated transaction services. If such Contractholder is identified a second time as engaging in
potentially disruptive trading activity, EIM or an affiliate currently will restrict the availability of voice, fax and automated transaction
services. EIMor an affiliate currently will apply such action for the remaining life of each affectedContract. Because EIMor an affiliate
exercisesdiscretion indeterminingwhetheror not to take theactionsdiscussedabove, someContractholdersmaybe treateddifferently
than others, resulting in the risk that someContractholdersmay be able to engage in frequent transfer activity while others will bear
the effect of the frequent transfer activity. AlthoughContractholderswhohave engaged in disruptive trading activity currently receive
letters notifying them of EIM’s or an affiliate’s intention to restrict access to communication services, such letters may not continue
to be provided in the future.

The policies and procedures described above also apply to retirement plan participants.

The policies and procedures described above do not apply to funds of fundsmanagedby EIM. The Trust generally does not consider
trading activity by any funds of funds managed by EIM or trading activity associated with approved asset allocation programs to
be disruptive trading activity.

The Trust seeks to apply its policies andprocedures to all Contractholders, includingContractholderswhose accounts are held through
any omnibus accounts, uniformly. It should be recognized, however, that such policies and procedures are subject to limitations:

• There is no assurance that the methods described above will prevent frequent trading or other trading that may be deemed
disruptive. The Trust’s procedures do not eliminate the possibility that frequent trading will occur or that Portfolio performance
will be affected by such activity.

• The design of such policies and procedures involves inherently subjective judgments, which EIM and its affiliates, on behalf of
the Trust, seek to make in a fair and reasonable manner consistent with the interests of all Contractholders.

• The limits on the ability to monitor potentially disruptive tradingmean that some Contractholders may be treated differently
than others, resulting in the risk that some Contractholders may be able to engage in frequent trading while others will bear
the effect of such trading.

Consistentwith seeking todiscouragepotentially disruptive trading, EIM, or anaffiliate thereof, or theTrust alsomay, in its solediscretion
and without further notice, change what it considers potentially disruptive trading and its monitoring procedures and thresholds,
aswell as change its procedures to restrict such trading. You should consult theContract prospectus that accompanies this Prospectus
for information on other specific limitations on the transfer privilege.
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Notwithstandingour efforts,wemaybeunable todetect ordetermarket timingactivity by certainpersons,which can lead todisruption
of management of, and excess costs to, a particular Portfolio.

How Shares are Priced

“Net Asset Value” is the price of one share of a Portfoliowithout a sales charge, and is calculated eachbusiness day using the following
formula:

Net Asset Value = Total market value of securities + Cash and other assets - Liabilities
Number of outstanding shares

The net asset value of Portfolio shares is determined according to the following schedule:

• A share’s net asset value is normally determined each day the New York Stock Exchange (“Exchange”) is open for trading
as of 4:00 p.m. Eastern Time. In the event of an emergency or other disruption in trading on the Exchange, a share’s price
would still normally be determined as of 4:00 p.m. Eastern Time.

• The price for purchasing or redeeming a share will be based upon the net asset value next calculated after an order is
received and accepted by a Portfolio or its designated agent.

• Because foreign securities sometimes trade on days when a Portfolio’s shares are not priced, the value of a Portfolio’s
investment that includes such securities may change on days when shares of the Portfolio cannot be purchased
or redeemed.

• Shares of the Underlying Portfolios held by the Portfolios are valued at their net asset value. Generally, other portfolio
securities and assets held by the Portfolios as well as the portfolio securities and assets held by the Underlying Portfolios
are valued as follows:

Equity securities (including securities issued by ETFs)— valued at the last quoted sale price or official closing price or, if there
is no sale or official closing price, at the latest available bid price provided by a pricing service.

Debt securities — generally valued on the basis of prices provided by an approved pricing service; however, when the prices of
the securities cannot be obtained from an approved pricing service, such securities are generally valued at a bid price estimated
by a broker.

Convertible bonds and unlisted convertible preferred stocks — valued at prices obtained from a pricing service for such
instruments or, if a pricing service price is not available, at bid prices obtained fromone ormore of themajor dealers in such bonds
or stocks. Convertible bonds may be matrix-priced based upon the conversion value to the underlying common stocks and
market premiums.

Securities tradedon foreign exchanges— valued at themost recent sales or bid price on the foreign exchange ormarket, unless
a significant event or circumstance occurs after the close of that exchange ormarket thatmaymaterially affect its value. In that case,
the security will be valued using fair valuemethods by the Adviser at the close of regular trading on the Exchange. Foreign currency
is converted into U.S. dollar equivalent daily at current exchange rates.

Options — exchange-traded options are valued at their last sales price or, if not available, at the bid price. Options not traded on
an exchange or not actively traded are valued according to fair value methods.

Futures — valued at their last settlement price or, if there is no sale, at the latest available bid price.

Investment company securities — shares of open-endmutual funds (other than ETFs) held by a Portfolio will be valued at the
net asset value of the shares of such funds as described in such funds’ prospectuses.

Repurchase agreements and reverse repurchase agreements— valued at original cost (par) plus accrued interest. Other pricing
methods such as amortized cost may be utilized depending on the features of the instrument.

Swaps — centrally cleared swaps are priced using the value determined by the central counterparty at the end of the day, which
pricemay be provided by an approved pricing service.With respect to over-the-counter swaps and centrally cleared swaps where
the central counterparty price is unavailable, a price provided by an approved pricing service will be used.

Pursuant to applicable law, the Board of Trustees of the Trust has designated the Adviser as the Portfolios' valuation designee. As
the Portfolios' valuation designee, and subject to the Board's oversight, the Adviser is responsible for determining in good faith the
fair value of Portfolio investments forwhichmarket quotations are not readily available or are believedby theAdviser to be unreliable.
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In these circumstances, aPortfoliomayusea fair valueestimatemadeaccording tomethods theAdviser has approved in thegood-faith
belief that the resulting valuationwill reflect the fair value of the security. For example, a security whose trading has been halted during
the tradingdaymaybe fair valuedbasedon the available information at the timeof the close of the tradingmarket. Similarly, securities
for which there is no readymarket (e.g., securities of certain small capitalization issuers, high yield securities and securities of certain
issuers located in emergingmarkets) alsomay be fair valued. Somemethods for valuing these securitiesmay include: fundamental
analysis (earnings multiple, etc.), matrix pricing (a method that takes into consideration the value of other securities with similar
characteristics, such as ratings, yield andmaturity), discounts frommarket prices of similar securities, or discounts applied due to
the nature and duration of restrictions on the disposition of the securities. In addition, if events or circumstances affecting the values
of portfolio securities occur between the closing of their principal markets and the time a Portfolio’s net asset value is determined,
such as with respect to foreign securities trading on foreign exchanges that may close before the time a Portfolio’s net asset value
is determined, theAdvisermay ascertain a fair value for such securitieswhen it deems that the event or circumstancewouldmaterially
affect such Portfolio’s net asset value. Such events or circumstancesmay be company specific, such as an earnings report, country
or region specific, such as a natural disaster, or global in nature. Such events or circumstances alsomay include pricemovements
in the U.S. securities markets.

The effect of fair value pricing is that securitiesmay not be priced on the basis of quotations from the primarymarket in which they
are traded, but rathermaybepricedby a fair valuationmethod establishedby theAdviser that relies onother available pricing inputs.
As such, fair value pricing is based on subjective judgments and it is possible that the fair valuations reachedmay differ materially
from the value realized on a sale and from the prices used by other registered funds to calculate their net asset values. The fair value
pricing policy is intended to assure that a Portfolio’s net asset value fairly reflects security values as of the time of pricing. In certain
circumstances, fair valuepricingof a Portfolio’s portfolio securities canhelp toprotect the Portfolio by reducing arbitrageopportunities
available to short-term traders, but there is no assurance that fair value pricing will completely prevent dilution of the Portfolio’s net
asset value by such traders.

Dividends and Distributions

Each Portfolio generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net realized gains, if any, annually. Dividends and
other distributions by a Portfolio are automatically reinvested at net asset value in shares of the distributing class of that Portfolio.

Tax Consequences

Each Portfolio is treated as a separate corporation, and intends to continue to qualify each taxable year to be treated as a regulated
investment company (“RIC”), for federal income tax purposes. A Portfolio will be so treated if it meets specified federal income tax
requirements, including requirements regarding types of investments, diversification limits on investments, types of income, and
distributions. To comply with all these requirements may, from time to time, necessitate a Portfolio’s disposition of one or more
investments when it might not otherwise do so. A RIC that satisfies the federal tax requirements is not taxed at the entity (Portfolio)
level to the extent it passes through its net income and net realized gains to its shareholders bymaking distributions. Although the
Trust intends that each Portfolio will be operated to have no federal tax liability, if any Portfolio does have any federal tax liability,
that would hurt its investment performance. Also, to the extent that a Portfolio invests in foreign securities or holds foreign currencies,
it could be subject to foreign taxes that would reduce its investment performance.

It is important for each Portfolio tomaintain its RIC status (and to satisfy certain other requirements), because Portfolio shareholders
that are insurance company separate accounts will then be able to use a “look-through” rule in determiningwhether those accounts
meet the investment diversification rules applicable to them (which differ from those that apply to RICs). If a Portfolio failed tomeet
thosediversification rules, owners of non-pensionplanContracts indirectly funded through that Portfoliowouldbe taxed immediately
on the accumulated investment earnings under their Contracts andwould lose anybenefit of tax deferral. Therefore, the Trust’s Adviser
and Administrator carefully monitor each Portfolio’s compliance with all of the RIC requirements and separate account investment
diversification rules.

Contractholders seeking tomore fully understand the tax consequences of their investment should consult with their tax advisers
or the insurance company that issued their Contract or refer to their Contract prospectus.
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The Portfolios are distributed by Equitable Distributors, LLC (the “Distributor”), an affiliate of EIM. The Distributor is registered as
a broker-dealer under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and is a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (“FINRA”).

The Trust has adopted a Distribution Plan pursuant to Rule 12b-1 under the 1940 Act for the Trust’s Class IA and Class IB shares.
Under the Distribution Plan, Class IA and Class IB shares are charged a distribution and/or service (12b-1) fee to compensate the
Distributor for promoting, selling and servicing shares of the Portfolios. The distribution and/or service (12b-1) feemay be retained
by the Distributor or used to pay financial intermediaries for similar services. Themaximumdistribution and/or service (12b-1) fee
for a Portfolio’s Class IA and Class IB shares, as applicable, is equal to an annual rate of 0.25% of the average daily net assets of the
Portfolio attributable to Class IA andClass IB shares. Because these fees are paid out of a Portfolio’s assets on an ongoing basis, over
time, these fees for Class IA and Class IB shares will increase the cost of your investment andmay cost youmore than paying other
types of charges.

The Distributor alsomay receive payments from certain investment advisers or Sub-Advisers of the Underlying Portfolios or their
affiliates to help defray expenses for sales meetings, seminar sponsorships and similar expenses that may relate to the Contracts
and/or their respective Underlying Portfolios. These salesmeetings or seminar sponsorshipsmay provide the investment advisers
or Sub-Advisers with increased access to persons involved in the distribution of the Contracts. TheDistributor alsomay receive other
marketing support from the investment advisers or Sub-Advisers in connectionwith thedistributionof theContracts. Thesepayments
may provide an incentive to the Adviser in selecting one Sub-Adviser over another or a disincentive for the Adviser to recommend
the termination of such Sub-Advisers.

Compensation to Financial Intermediaries

In addition to the distribution and service fees paid by the Portfolios, the Distributor or the Adviser (or one of their affiliates) may
makepaymentsoutof its own resources toprovideadditional compensation to selectedaffiliatedandunaffiliated sponsoring insurance
companies (or their affiliates) or other financial intermediaries (collectively, “financial intermediaries”). These paymentsmay create
an incentive for a financial intermediary or its representatives to recommend or offer shares of the Portfolios or insurance products
for which a Portfolio serves as an underlying investment. Such payments, which are sometimes referred to as “revenue sharing,”
may be calculated by reference to the gross or net sales by such person, the average net assets of shares held by the customers
of such person, the number of accounts of the Portfolios attributable to such person, on the basis of a flat fee or a negotiated lump
sum payment for services provided, or otherwise.

The additional payments to such financial intermediaries are negotiated based on a number of factors including, but not limited
to, quality of service, reputation in the industry, ability toattract and retain assets, targetmarkets, customer relationships, and relationship
with theDistributor or its affiliates. No one factor is determinative of the type or amount of additional compensation to be provided.
The amount of these payments, as determined from time to timeby theDistributor or theAdviser (or an affiliate) in its sole discretion,
may be different for different financial intermediaries. The compensation arrangements described in this section are not mutually
exclusive, and a single financial intermediary may receive multiple types of compensation. These additional payments are made
by the Adviser, the Distributor or their respective affiliates and do not increase the amount paid by you or the Portfolios as shown
under the heading “Fees and Expenses of the Portfolio” in the Portfolio summaries in this Prospectus.

Payments by the Distributor and/or the Adviser (and their affiliates) to financial intermediariesmay include payments for providing
recordkeeping services with respect to certain groups of investors in the Portfolios, including Contract owners that allocate contract
value indirectly tooneormorePortfolios (collectively referred to as “subaccounting” services, andContract owners andother investors
as “investors”). The subaccounting services typically include: (i)maintenanceofmaster accountswith thePortfolios (e.g., recordkeeping
for insurance company separate accounts investing in the Portfolios); (ii) tracking, recording and transmitting net purchase and
redemptionorders for Portfolio shares; (iii) establishing andmaintaining investor accounts and records; (iv) recording investor account
balances and changes thereto; (v) distributing redemption proceeds and transmitting net purchase payments and arranging for
the wiring of funds; (vi) reconciling purchase and redemption activity and dividend and distribution payments between amaster
account and the Portfolios; (vii) maintaining and preserving records related to the purchase, redemption and other account activity
of investors; (viii) providing statements to investors; (ix) furnishing proxymaterials, periodic fund reports, prospectuses and other
communications to investors as required; (x) assisting with proxy solicitations on behalf of the Portfolios, including soliciting and
compiling voting instructions fromContract owners; (xi) responding to inquiries from investors about the Portfolios and (xii) providing
information in order to assist the Portfolios in their compliance with state securities laws.
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Such payments alsomay bemade to provide additional compensation to financial intermediaries for various marketing support
services, including, without limitation, providing periodic and ongoing education and training and support of financial intermediary
personnel regarding the Portfolios and the financial planning needs of investors who purchase through financial intermediaries;
adding the Portfolios to the list of underlying investment options in an insurance company’s variable products; disseminating to
financial intermediary personnel information and product marketing materials regarding the Portfolios; explaining to financial
intermediaries’ clients the features and characteristics of the Portfolios; conducting due diligence regarding the Portfolios; granting
access (in some cases on a preferential basis over other competitors) to sales meetings, sales representatives and management
representatives of the financial intermediary; and providing business planning assistance,marketing support, advertising and other
services. TheDistributor and its affiliatesmaymake other payments or allow other promotional incentives to financial intermediaries
to the extent permitted by SEC and FINRA rules and by other applicable laws and regulations.

The Distributor and its affiliates maymake the payments described above in order to promote the sale of Portfolio shares and the
retention of those investments by clients of insurance companies and participants in retirement plans and other qualified investors.
To the extent these financial intermediaries sell more shares of the Portfolios or retain shares of the Portfolios in their customers’
accounts, the Adviser, the Distributor and their affiliates may directly or indirectly benefit from the incremental management and
other fees paid to the Adviser and the Distributor by the Portfolios with respect to those assets.

The Portfolios’ portfolio transactions are not used as a formof sales-related compensation to financial intermediaries that promote
or sell shares of the Portfolios and the promotion or sale of such shares is not considered as a factor in the selection of broker-dealers
to execute the Portfolios’ portfolio transactions. The Adviser places each Portfolio’s portfolio transactions with broker-dealer firms
basedon the firm’s ability to provide thebest net results from the transaction to the Portfolio. To the extent that theAdviser determines
that a financial intermediary canprovide aPortfoliowith thebest net results, theAdvisermayplace thePortfolio’s portfolio transactions
with the financial intermediary even though it sells or has sold shares of the Portfolio.

You can find further information in the SAI about the paymentsmadeby theDistributor, theAdviser, or their affiliates and the services
providedbyyour financial intermediary. Youcanalsoask your financial intermediary about anypayments it receives from theDistributor,
theAdviser, or their affiliates (and any conflicts of interest that suchpaymentsmay create) and any services your financial intermediary
provides, as well as about fees and/or commissions it charges. Your financial intermediary may charge you fees or commissions
in addition to those disclosed in this Prospectus. Financial intermediariesmay categorize and disclose these arrangements to their
clients and to members of the public in a manner different from the disclosures in this Prospectus and the SAI.
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The financial highlights table is intended to help you understand the financial performance for the Portfolio’s Class IA, Class IB and
Class K shares for the fiscal periods indicated. The financial information in the table below is for the past five (5) years. The financial
information below for the Class IA, Class IB andClass K shares of the Portfolio has been derived from the Portfolio’s and the Portfolio’s
predecessor’s financial statements audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, an independent registered public accounting firm.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP’s report on the Portfolio’s financial statements as of December 31, 2023, and the financial statements
themselves appear in the Trust’s Annual Report. The Portfolio’s predecessor was an identically named portfolio that was organized
as a series of EQPremier VIP Trust and that had a substantially identical investment objective, policies and strategies as the Portfolio.
The Portfolio’s predecessor portfolio merged into the Portfolio in a shell reorganization on November 12, 2023, and the Portfolio
succeeded to the accounting and performance histories of its predecessor portfolio. The historical information for periods prior
to November 13, 2023, presented below for the Class IA, Class IB and Class K shares, as applicable, of the Portfolio corresponds
to the historical information for the Class A, Class B and Class K shares, as applicable, of its predecessor portfolio.

Certain information reflects financial results for a singlePortfolio share. The total returns in the tables represent the rate that a shareholder
would have earned (or lost) on an investment in the Portfolio (assuming reinvestment of all dividends and other distributions). The
total return figures shown below do not reflect any separate account or Contract fees and charges. The total return figures would
be lower if theydid reflect such fees andcharges. The information shouldbe read in conjunctionwith the financial statements contained
in the Trust’s Annual Report which are incorporated by reference into the SAI and available upon request.
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EQ/Moderate Allocation Portfolio

Year Ended December 31,

Class IA 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019

Net asset value, beginning of year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 11.09 $ 14.48 $ 14.57 $ 14.06 $ 12.96

Income (loss) from investment operations:
Net investment income (loss)(e)(x). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.20 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.19
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.16 (2.40) 1.09 1.44 1.80

Total from investment operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.36 (2.26) 1.20 1.56 1.99

Less distributions:
Dividends from net investment income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (0.23) (0.15) (0.39) (0.31) (0.23)
Distributions from net realized gains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (0.26) (0.98) (0.90) (0.74) (0.66)

Total dividends and distributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (0.49) (1.13) (1.29) (1.05) (0.89)

Net asset value, end of year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 11.96 $ 11.09 $ 14.48 $ 14.57 $ 14.06

Total return . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.35% (15.47)% 8.35% 11.32% 15.49%

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net assets, end of year (000’s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,624,820 $1,579,282 $2,021,935 $2,005,206 $1,955,663
Ratio of expenses to average net assets(f ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.51%( j) 0.49%(k) 0.48%(o) 0.49%( jj) 0.49%( jj)

Ratio of net investment income (loss) to average net assets(f )(x) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.69% 1.12% 0.70% 0.89% 1.35%
Portfolio turnover rate^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9% 10% 25% 22% 13%
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Year Ended December 31,

Class IB 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019

Net asset value, beginning of year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 10.97 $ 14.34 $ 14.43 $ 13.94 $ 12.85

Income (loss) from investment operations:
Net investment income (loss)(e)(x). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.12 0.18
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.15 (2.38) 1.10 1.42 1.80

Total from investment operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.34 (2.24) 1.20 1.54 1.98

Less distributions:
Dividends from net investment income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (0.23) (0.15) (0.39) (0.31) (0.23)
Distributions from net realized gains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (0.26) (0.98) (0.90) (0.74) (0.66)

Total dividends and distributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (0.49) (1.13) (1.29) (1.05) (0.89)

Net asset value, end of year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 11.82 $ 10.97 $ 14.34 $ 14.43 $ 13.94

Total return . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.31% (15.48)% 8.43% 11.27% 15.55%

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net assets, end of year (000’s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,693,421 $3,726,401 $4,956,863 $5,024,535 $4,997,804
Ratio of expenses to average net assets(f ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.51%( j) 0.49%(k) 0.48%(o) 0.49%( jj) 0.49%( jj)

Ratio of net investment income (loss) to average net assets(f )(x) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.66% 1.09% 0.69% 0.88% 1.33%
Portfolio turnover rate^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9% 10% 25% 22% 13%
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Year Ended December 31,

Class K 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019

Net asset value, beginning of year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 11.10 $ 14.49 $ 14.57 $ 14.07 $ 12.96

Income (loss) from investment operations:
Net investment income (loss)(e)(x) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.23 0.17 0.14 0.16 0.23
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.16 (2.40) 1.11 1.42 1.80

Total from investment operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.39 (2.23) 1.25 1.58 2.03

Less distributions:
Dividends from net investment income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (0.26) (0.18) (0.43) (0.34) (0.26)
Distributions from net realized gains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (0.26) (0.98) (0.90) (0.74) (0.66)

Total dividends and distributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (0.52) (1.16) (1.33) (1.08) (0.92)

Net asset value, end of year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 11.97 $ 11.10 $ 14.49 $ 14.57 $ 14.07

Total return. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.61% (15.24)% 8.68% 11.49% 15.85%

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net assets, end of year (000’s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $253,286 $247,941 $316,250 $312,558 $304,750
Ratio of expenses to average net assets(f ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.26%( j) 0.24%(k) 0.23%(o) 0.24%( jj) 0.24%( jj)

Ratio of net investment income (loss) to average net assets(f )(x) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.94% 1.38% 0.95% 1.13% 1.61%
Portfolio turnover rate^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9% 10% 25% 22% 13%

^ Portfolio turnover rate excludes derivatives, if any.
(e) Net investment income (loss) per share is based on average shares outstanding.
(f ) Expenses do not include the expenses of the underlying funds (“indirect expenses”), if applicable.
( j) Including direct and indirect expenses, the net expense ratio after waivers and reimbursements would be 1.10% for Class IA, 1.10% for Class IB and

0.85% for Class K.
(k) Including direct and indirect expenses, the net expense ratio after waivers and reimbursements would be 1.07% for Class IA, 1.07% for Class IB and

0.82% for Class K.
(o) Including direct and indirect expenses, the net expense ratio after waivers and reimbursements would be 1.06% for Class IA, 1.06% for Class IB and

0.81% for Class K.
(x) Recognition of net investment income is affected by the timing of dividend declarations by the underlying funds in which the Portfolio invests.
( jj) Including direct and indirect expenses, the net expense ratio after waivers and reimbursements would be 1.08% for Class IA, 1.08% for Class IB and

0.83% for Class K.
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Annual and Semi-Annual Reports — Additional information about the Portfolios’ investments is available in the
Portfolios’ annual and semi-annual reports to shareholders. In a Portfolio’s annual report, you will find a discussion of
the market conditions and investment strategies that significantly affected the Portfolio’s performance during the last
fiscal year.

Form N-CSR — Additional information about the Portfolios’ investments is available in Form N-CSR. In Form N-CSR,
you will find the Portfolios’ annual and semi-annual financial statements.

Statement of Additional Information (SAI) — The SAI includes additional information about the Portfolios, has
been filed with the SEC, and is incorporated into this Prospectus by reference, which means that it is legally considered
to be part of this Prospectus.

Portfolio Holdings Disclosure — A description of the Portfolios’ policies and procedures with respect to the
disclosure of their portfolio securities holdings is available in the Portfolios’ SAI, which is available on the Trust’s website.

To request a free copy of the Portfolios’ SAI, annual or semi-annual reports to shareholders, or financial statements,
request other information about the Portfolios, or make shareholder inquiries, contact your financial professional, or call
the Trust, toll-free, at 1-877-222-2144. You can also access and download the Portfolios' SAI, annual and semi-annual
reports to shareholders, and other information such as the Portfolios' financial statements (as well as a copy of this
Prospectus) at the Trust's website: https://equitable-funds.com, free of charge.

Your financial professional or the Trust will also be happy to answer your questions or to provide any additional
information that you may require.

Reports and other information about the Portfolios are available on the EDGAR database on the SEC’s website at:

http://www.sec.gov

Copies of this information may be obtained, after paying a duplicating fee, by electronic request at the following email
address: publicinfo@sec.gov

Each business day, the Portfolios’ net asset values are transmitted electronically to insurance companies that use the
Portfolios as underlying investment options for Contracts.

EQ Advisors Trust
(Investment Company Act File No. 811-07953)

© 2024 EQ Advisors Trust

http://www.sec.gov/
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